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MISS MARY
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Disastrous Fire.

The subject of

our sketch is a native of Maine, and about
eight years ago came
Belfast, where she had been teaching in the public schools. A fair
trial
proved that that occupation would be distasteful to her, she and two
Journal Pub. Co. otherhaving
Belfast teachers, Miss Zaidee B. Carter and Miss F. L. Davis, resolved to give it
They have succeeded well, for
up and take up the study of Isaac Fitman shorthaud.
\PFR for Maine Seafar>
j Miss Carter is now stenographer in the Clifton Springs Sanitarium, Miss Davis teacher
People."
of stenography in the public schools of Brooklyn, N. Y., and Miss Pierce is principal
and owner of a well-equipped and thriving shorthaud school located in the Exchange
in City and County
Building, 53 State St., Boston, one of the finest buildings in the city.
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Co. say that the paper will probably be continued.
The general verdict of all who were at the
fire is that it was well handled by the fire
department under the direction of Chief
Engineer W. R. Ford. There were five
streams of water on the block and adjoining buildings, and there was a good pressure
on the hydrants. Seaside Hose Co., as
usual,
responded promptly, and was on hand almost as soon as the city firemen.
Tuttle has made a number of photographs
of the ruins.

Belfast

Destroyed, together

Totally

a

Restaurant,

a

and

Block

John Peirce

Billiard Hall

and

Bakery.

The most destructive fire that has occurred
this city since the burning of the Crosby
Inn was on Monday night, when the Peirce
block, with all its contents, including The
Belfast Age newspaper office, was destroyed.

iu

About

1

quarter before twelve o’clock a
young man who was on Main street saw a
fire up the street and at once rang the alarm.
The police rang in their boxes a few minutes
before, Mr. Frisbee being on Miller street
and Mr. Jipson in the rear of Woodcock’s
store. The officers and others went to the
fire aud found the entire roof of the John
Peirce block at the corner of Church aud
Franklin stre *ts in dames, anti a few minutes later the roof fell
The firemen were
promptly on hand, but owing to tlie blustering snow storm ami deep drifts it was thought
better to take the hose to the scene by hauling them by hand t han to try to get the sleds
through the snow. In a few minutes several
streams from the hydrants were on the tire
and
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MISS MARY E.

PIERCE.

completing her course in shorthand in Hickox’s shorthand school, Miss
accepted a position as assistant there, where she remained for three years and
a half.
She then opened a public office in the Exchange Building, where she enjoyed
Her many stenographic friends sent pupils to her constantly to
a good patronage.
take private lessons, until finally she had so many that she deemed it advisable to
This venture was such a successful one
move into larger quarters and open a school.
After

Pierce

short time she had to secure still larger rooms, and they are now
filled that she expects to adil another room to those already occupied.
Miss Pierce has already convinced the business men that her pupils

that iu

a

so

well

of Blanche Willis
: as been
brought to
are well
• ml interred at Mt.
her wish.Cadet
trained, and is very successful in placing her graduates, several of whom have quite
i >1 and Mrs. W. B
She is also an advocate of
recently succeeded in passing civil service examinations.
w bo w as
’’
graduated
schools and lightning systems
longer terms, being convinced that “three-months'
•
a! academy at Aucued to the New ,,f shorthand have had their day. She also says that she believes much of her success
of
Portland left is due to the fact that she never recommends a student who is not thoroughly comTexas.
He intends
in every particular.
[Illustrated Phonographic World, New York.
1 xas, New Mex- petent
.c es in that
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Representative Hill of Belfast.
From the State Capital.
idyiug the animal
M i. Hinds will be acr
Augusta Correspondence Bangor News J
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The legislative joint committee on salaries
M. Harris, a
has voted t-> increase, the H ilary -i the Pen
mate of bis at
Way up in the hack row of seats is
n unity attorney to >;,'«»') per year.
•amped a sharp eyed Solon of spare frame,
i; largely engaged | .■h-n-ot
but wiry ami energetic, who hobs up in the,
for the past few :
Kepresentative Hill of iB-iiast has present- lions*with considerable frequency and is a
ed the petition of Harrison, \\ o-xi N i’u..
wIim is a native of
li.eless worker.
He is Representative Meland ii-> others of Belfast, m lavor of an act
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ville C. Hill of Belfast.
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to create a lieu ujton monumental work.
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Co.

first confined to the Age
all the building on
and above the second floor, but later the
floor gave way over the bakery of A. L.
Knowltou ami the billiard room of A. L. Edwards, and the machinery, safe, etc in that
part of the building fell through. The safe
contained the hooks, subscription list, etc.
It was got out and taken to the basement of
the City Drug Store, where it was opened
Tuesday afternoon by Dr. G. P. Lombard
and W. H. Quimbv, and the books and
papers found iu good condition. The engine, boiler, the newspaper press and one job
at

was

j

Templars.

M.

was

<>f
At. the home
Wardwell—Weilkr
William
The brute’s father,
Weiler, 337
Union street, at 11 o’clock Tuesday forenoon, occurred the wedding of Miss Miriam
Weiler to Norman Wardwell. The ceremony, which was witnessed by a party of
near relatives, was performed by Prof. John
S. Sewall of the Theological Seminary. The
bride was attended by her sister, Miss Leah
Weiler, ami the groom by Dr. Mauley Robbins. The bride wore a handsome gown of
white India silk and carried a bouquet of
white carnations. The maid was attired in
dotted white muslin and carried pink carnations.
After the ceremony a lunch was served to
the wedding party, the rooms being prettily
decorated with cut dowers and potted plants
and brilliantly illuminated. Atl.30Mr.and
Mrs. Wardwell left for a two weeks’ tour of
Massachusetts cities, and upon their return
will reside on Ohio street.
Mr. Wardwell is senior member of the law
firm of Wardwell & Blanchard, and is wTelI
ami favorably known in legal and business
circles, while his bride, a most attractive
young lady, has a wide circle of friends
among the young people of the city. [Bangor

Soule; lodge deputy,

E. M.

Moody.

Waldo Lodge of Good Templars have elected the following officers this quarter and
they .were duly installed by Lodge Deputy
C. H. Smith, as follows: Chief Templar,
Harold Bailey; V. T., AlmaC Smith; P. C.
T., Edith Ladd; S. J. T., Helen Brown;
Sec., Arlene B. Walton; F. S., Elbe Clark;
T., George Hatch ; Chap., Henry Ladd;
Mar., Frank Flanders; D. M., Maud Shorey ;
G
John M. Roberts. The lodge is in good
condition, adding uew members at nearly
every meeting. The members are preparing
; a drama for the
public in the near future.
Friends of temperance are invited to join us
in

the work.

Mr. S.

B.

Thayer,

a

newspaper

man

of

We

were

by J. F. Heath
copy of the Commercial, a

recently

shown

of Thorndike a
New York daily newspaper published in
1707. The copy is well preserved and the
paper has a good lot of advertising and a

Daily News.

Through the courtesy of the editor of the
Illustrated Phonographic World, New York,
we are enabled to give this week the portrait- and sketch of Miss Pierce, to which

Little Men and Women, with w’hich is incorporated Babyland, have been received
from the publisher in Troy, New7 York.
Sophie Swett is a contributor and the magazine is fully up to its old-time standard.
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had laid down to rest, before health

strength decayed. He did not
using heavy burdens lor a pillow,

fall

or

j
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Burgess proof

a

well
was

equipped.
established in 1854

as

a

Re-

publican campaign paper, and was called
Progressive Age, the first publisher beWilliam M. Rust soon
ing T. J. Burgess.
the

after became the proprietor and continued
to publish it until his death, which occurred
in 1888
in 1876 the Age became a Greenback paper and a few years later Democratic.
After the death of Mr. Rust it was sold to
M. P. Pendleton, and subsequently, in December, 1893, The Belfast Age Publishing
Co. was formed and bought the business.
Frauk I. Wilson then became editor aud has
continued in that positiou since. Mr. Pendleton consolidated the Progressive Age
and the Belfast City Press, using the plant
of the latter and changing the name to The

Age.
ly enlarged

Age Publishing Co. greatthe job office aud added the
material of the office of the late Ross E.
Shute. The Age was first published at No.
Belfast

The

street, but moved in 1862 to No. 30
Church street, now The Journal building,
Main

45

1873, when it
was moved to the McClintook block, at the
Main aud High streets.
corner of
When
Mr. Peudleton bought the City Press he
which

office it

occupied

until

that paper, aud the
remaiued there until it was removed to

moved to

Age

the

office of

Peirce block in 1896

stock.
Co.

500

Age Publishing
5,000
A. L. Edwards.
050
A. L. Know 1 ton.
500
The origin of the fire is unkuowm, but it
supposed to have originated in the attic.
A man who lives near saw a light in the
attic windows, and it being unusual was
is

the whole
upper part of the puilding burst into dames.
Another stated that the breaking out of the
dames was very sudden and was accompanied by an explosion.
Mr. Haugh does not know whether or
In

a

day,

1

in.

some

arrived or departed Tuesmilkmen did not come

of the

The weatner cleared Tuesday forenoon and
streets and sidewalks were
cleared so that trade was resumed.
Road Commissioner Mason put a few teams

by night the

Tuesday, and a large force
Wednesday, breaking roads. One team had
10 horses. The snow shovel brigade had t he

on

streets

the

first serious work of the winter after this
storm.

was
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earner

nature, and

refused the

never

m

his

helping baud

S. of V. and

Ladies*

Aid

Fair.

to

whole

those

j

first

annual

fair

hall. Preparations

fair,

and

supper at Memorial
had been made for a large

to he followed

by

a

supper and dance,

but the attendance was small, on account oi
There was a hue display of fancy
articles in the afternoon, and although the
number of visitors was small most of the
articles were sold. The attendance at sup-

the storm.

per
well

was

larger

filled

than in the afternoon and the

tables

were

surrounded

by

a

found a most tempting
repast awaiting them. Following the supper a drawing of articles took place and the
results were announced. The large framed
picture of Thomas H. Marshall Post, G. A
IP, was drawn by Frederick W. Brown, the

hungry crowd,

who

quilt by Martin Patterson, and trie
quilt by W. L. Hall. Mrs. Wallace W.
Shaw received the largest number of votes
as the most popular lady iu the Aid Society

outline

and was awarded a beautiful sofa pillow.
The attendance present did not warrant
holding a dance and the remainder of the
evening was given to whist. The affair was
an all-around success and the amount received will reach nearly fifty dollars. Everything passed off pleasantly and good man-

agement made the guests feel at home.

he will rebuild. He has had some talk
the Knights of Pythias in* regard to
building an additional story for a hall for
that order, and had the matter under con-

hot

with

sideration.
fAge Publishing

Transfers

in Real

Estate.

The following transfers of real estate were
recorded in Waldo County Registry of Deeds
for the week ending Feb. 15, 1899: Caroline
Jackson, Montville, to Effie E. Wentworth,
do.; land and buildings in Liberty. Wm.

Durham, Kansas City, Mo., to James C.
Durham, do.; land and buildings in Belfast.
A.
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confined to the house by illness four weeks.
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Sanborn went t Bangor yesterday to attend
the semi-annual convention of the Woman s
State, Belief Corps

an
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Mrs. Asa West

daughter of Jonathan and Martha L. Frohoek, one of nine
children, two of whom survive her, Jonathan
was

s.t:

Monday to buy lumber for work he l

shocked to learn of her death

ami

inane

son.

and

Searsmont,

d

retime

bis sons, Dr. Everard A.

27 days. Her maiden name
Mary Ray Frohoek. She. was horn in

months

.*• ni

Boston

in

Otis D. Wilson. Esq

laud,

early Tuesday morning, Feb. Oth, after
illness of only 30 hours, aged 7'.* years,

.-tit

Wm. Y. Thomas returned
day alter a visit of a tew cays

the

Win
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is!

H

after

“Think of him Still as the same, I say,
He is no dead—he is just away !”
Helen N. Packard.
Spr inglield, Mass.. February 12t-h.

many

a

Ilayford

True

E.

Crosby

visit

a

from

a severe

“Think of him faring on, as dear
In tlie love of There as the love of Here.

The

Be

u

the

Percy C. Peirce returned!

Mrs.

day

“And you—O you, who wildest yearn
For the old time step and the glad return—

Mathews

from

it.
of

arrived

c
Rogci* s,
Colby U niversity

from

trip

wave

d

is

Miss Benii-

j

“I cannotsay, amt 1 will not say,
That he is dead—he is just away.
a

wider

*•

day from Frankf* >rt.

aud mystic meaning in the sundering of
sweet earthly ties, and beyond the waves
breaking on the further shore he has entered into a broader, sweeter life, ami has
met many friends who had proceeded him.

and

spending

is

Mrs. C. A. Ames
1

has passed “to where beyond these
voices there is peace,” hut we must believe
that the wrapt and parting soul saw a new

smile,

Carter

Hon. Win. P». Swv.i
bouse by illness.

He

“With a cheery
hand

O.
Belfast.

Fred

|

“And left us dreaming how very fair
It needs must be, since he lingers there.

While the storm raged with unabated fury
Monday afternoon aud evening the Sons of
Veterans and Ladies’ Aid Society gave their

been

PERSONAL.

poetic.

He has wandered into

few minutes

The stockholders of t>

and

of

circle

had

Mr
an illness of nearly
a
year.
of Eineolnville and
was a native
lived there all his life, pursuing the vocation
of farming, and was a leading and progresHe .-.as highly esteemed by bis
sive mail.
He leaves two son*, Idndly
fellow citizens.
F and \V. S.. ami ci.e daughter
Fauna

Washington

name

and

Thomas Haugh, building.$5,500

watching it.

No mail stages

|

his

He

Knight

f..r his.suc-

assured, his position in the community was an enviable one, he had many
friends and no enemies, his home life was
particularly beautiful and pleasant,, and
aside from the inevitable sorrow a* i holiness, there was no thorn in t.be hour of part-

cess

ves-

day morning.

press, San-

paper cutter and other accessories of a
The power was a
well equipped office.
steam boiler and horizontal engine of 5
The composing room was
horse power.

and

after

j

born

him

large.

years. He was born in Einrolnviile in lML'l
He is survived by bis wife md one son.
Clarence E. Mclntire of Camden. The funeral took place Saturday afternoon at 'J
be k
from his late residence on Beauchamp street
The remains were interred m the family lot
in Amshurv Hill Ccmenuv. jCnmdet Her
abl

of

Pearl, besides

Jolm Mclntire died Feb 1st, ip
his home on M' Intire’s Hill. lie
held in the highest respect, and honored

Capt.

Monday, the

in

Delaware, Ohio,

m

Iowa.
Many years ago
husband was lost at sea and for the last
had
she
made
her
home
with.her son
30years
Albion G. Carver, and his family.
She wao
a life-long member of the Methodist church
at Bucksport. Her Christian fortitude and
kind, genial disposition won for her many
dear friends. The funeral was held at No.
138 Forest avenue on Saturday forenoon at
10 o’clock and the remains were taken to
Bucksport for burial.

room,

less fortunate than himself. With all his
open
banded generosity, he detested w astefulness
snow blockades, and the storm
ou account
uses
since the block was built, for some
^ud had a horror of
dishonesty, and the
prevailed with great severity in Florida and j criminal did not receive a iv sentimental
years past being a billiard hall, operated by
Colorado.
A L. Edwards. The northerly store was
sympathy from him; but to those in distress
In this vicinity the cold prevailed as elseof any kind he was more than
occupied for many years by John Peirce as a
generous.
where and was followed by a blustering
Kindness to, and !< ndness for auim ils and
hardware store, and after his death by his
which
arrived
storm,
Monday. Monday the pets was a prominent trait m :n einiraeter.
son Robert F. Peirce
as a variety store.
barometer fell from 29 85 at 9 a. m. to 28.80at
Since the death of the latter it has had a
j The, birds, the trees, and the flowers, were
number of occupants, the last being Andrew 8 p. m. Snow fell all day and well into the to him at once a solace and an inspiration
night, and the wind blew a gale from the In fact, he lived every day of ins life. He
L. Knowlton, baker.
* north-east. The roads were
badly drifted had not spent his tame grubbing at the exThe Belfast Age loses its entire plant,
the evening train was nearly three hours
which was ery complete for a weekly news- and
pense of living. Children adored him, and
late. The passenger train went out half an
as be was laid awTay, there were n
more
paper and job office in a city the size of Beli hour late Tuesday ami arrived back at 10
fast.
sincere mourners than the men who were in
They had five presses, a Cranston
p. in. The freight train was cancelled, the
his employ, some of them for many years.
newspaper press, a Kennedy folder, a Kidder
crew being employed on the snow plow. The
He was a great Shakspearian reader, and
pony cylinder press, a half medium Univerresumed their trips on time Wednestraips
bis nature was essentially sympatheti and
sal, a quarto Prouty, and an eight-medium
was

The middle

owner.

brother

one

Onuca,

in

one

—

Philadelphia—
list of

Yinalhaven,

and
her

violets, were sent in generous abundance by
loving friends and neighbors. There was
nothing of gloom, only the sweet and peace- I
1
Enoch Knight died at bis home in Linful sleep of one who had fought a good light,
I eoinville Feb. ’.lth, aged 7'» years, i> months,
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at.

ay

was the
f
I'1
Tane
dang
Calderwood Ginn of
wan
of twelve children, five of whom s.;i
xv
her—two sisters in Bridgeport, Ct.. one in

English ivy,long sprays of lilies of the va!Iw,r
clusters of Easter lilies, beautiful roses,
sweet scented carnations, delicate Roman
hyacinths, tallcalla lilies and purple Euglish

crossed being

and also gave

aw

mf

one

“Dead he lay among his books.
The peace of God was in bis looks.”
Wlnle snow sifted against the pane, myriads of bright huod flowers made the room
like a beautiful garden. Wreaths of
glossy

Violent Storms.
which

oft

Capeu

R. T.

widow
<f EL n A.
her I h'»e oe du es*

Nancy •v;1*ver.

Mrs.

Carver, passed
a

icy blast-, of winter cut the breath of
those exposed, within the handsome draw-

the

ship
up,"

“no

ported

has been

such

he

Rev.

•‘Dearest sister thou has left us.
Here thy loss we deep y fed,
But ’tis God who has bereft us,
ean aii our sorrows heal."

the

ing

mourn

parents Saturday,
dating.

George C. Bosson, Jr., who lives at home
with her parents, Mr. Bosson being
selling
for the syndicate.
agent
Mr. Fisher
was
buried last Wednesday, during the
terrible
storm that
raged, and while

prevailed
country for two weeks past
ing. It is not ii 1 iiioult to analyze a <biaraeter
culminated in a violent snow storm, with the
like. Mr. Fisher’s.
Strong, impetuous, pf ;nmercury still at, or near z.**ro. There has j domitable w ill and
courage, he possessed all
been continuous cold .veather all over the
elements of success, and it
s
!
such
country since late in January, and in New
j as lie w ho carve out their own forlias
the
hovered
near
mercury
to
England
tunes, and make the world better for
zero.
Saturday, Feb. 11th, the telegraph re- jI their having lived in it.
He was of a

restaurant, and at the

occupied

cold

severe

throughout

a

insurance held by the owner
occupants of the block is as follows:

experience, has b ughtThe Hallowell News.
The Bangor Whig and Courier proposes to
give some one a free trip of four weeks to
the Great International Exposition at Paris,
or §200 in cash to those who prefer it instead
of the trip. See the advt. for particulars.

The

patent medAge Publishing Co. took a lease of the premises, fitted
them up for a publication office, and have
since occupied them as such.
The lower tl >or contained three large
stores.

Wave and

Cold

Co. leas-

The

generally prosperous look.
The January and February numbers of

reference

ed the hail and fitted it up for
In 18% the
icine laboratory.

the,

Papers and Periodicals.

before; that over which
only 8(> hours old

which up to that time was known as Peirce’s
liall, and renamed it Peirce’s Parlor Thea-

The Age
Good

stop work on account of anchor ice forming
in the pond so fast as to interfere with rafting the ice from the place of cutting to the
elevator. They will resume work when the
weather moderates.
As an illustration of
how fast the ice forms it is mentioned that a
runaway horse crossed the pond on the ice
at a place where it was cut. out two days

bakery.
The building was owned by Thomas
Haugh and was valued by the assessors at
Sb.OOO
It was built in 1852 by the late John
and David Peirce and until the Hayford
block was built in 1808 contained the laige.st
and best public ball in the city. The building was 55 by s<» feet, two stories h'gli and
In 1884 R.'F.
was very substantially built.
Peirce, the owner, remodelled the hall,

Sarsaparilla

j

used

has

The Belfast Light & Power Co. put about
12,000 tons of ice into their houses prior to
last Thursday, wheu they were obliged to

the

In 181 (2 the Leon

which

job.

over

quantity of canned goods, pickles, etc., from

tre.

IS years and J months. She leaves
the. loss of a kind and loving
daughter and sister, her parents and four
sisters—Mrs. Minnie York ami Mrs. Edith
Howard of Rockland, Mrs. Mildred Lewis of
Boston and Miss Eli'.a Nash of Belfast.
The funeral was held at the home of her
age of

to

kind in the country, selling out in 1893 to a syndicate known
as the National Fiber Board
Company. Mr.
Fisher remaind as superintendent of the
mill up to bis death and was a director and
stockholder in the company.
Four years

The U. S. Supervising Architect has made
material change in the plans for the superstructure and the interior of the Philadelphia mint building, the granite work for
which is now' under the hammer at Somes
Sound in the yard of Mr. C. J. Hall, the
sub-contractor. The revised plans call for a
large number of massive columns not called
for in the original one, and the expenditure
of several thousand dollars additional.
A
large crew of men is now at work on the

the partition bepress
directly
tween Haugli ami Edwards’ places aud
when the lire was extinguished it stood at a
dangerous angle. Nothing was saved from
any part of the building except a small
was

In 1877, in company with Thomas

of the most successful of its

a

press were over Thomas Haugh’s restaurant
and did not fall through. The newspaper

unusually

eral relations.

resolution

Emery—Sylvester. A party from Castine assembled at the Methodist parsonage
on Candlemas Day to witness the marriage
of Miss Clara B. Sylvester of that town to
Mr. James W. Emery of Vinaihaven. Mr.
ami Mrs. Emery will reside at Vinaihaven.

|

there are Americans
ily unable to appreciate
"‘ss of
tilings and so totally
of propriety and patthese resolutions:
it

introduced by Mr. Hill
yesterday, was an act to create a lien on
At first thought it
monumental work.
night seem embarrassing to have the
provisions of this act operative, as it might
mean a large collection of second hand tomb
st*mes which are not a
very saleable comI lie act was intromodity in the market.
duced, however, not for the purpose of
marble
worker
to cart the monthe
allowing
ument away from the cemetery, if not paid
for, hut more particularly to make people
cautionary about grave stone contracts and
not order a job lot of monuments unless
they can see their way clear to pay for
them.
Mr. Hill is one of the violent oppositionists to the road commission bill.
Representative Hill’s alertness is doubtless due to the business and official training
lie has received.
He has been selectman,
tax collector, treasurer, superintendent of
Northport campground, proprietor of the
hotel at Northport, owner of a general store,
school teacher, farm manager, trial justice,
and president of the Mountain Spring Water
Another

In the House
Hth,
offered by Mr. Maxey of Gardiuer calling
upon the ‘Maine Representatives in Congress
to use their efforts to prevent the seating of
Representative Elect Roberts of Utah. A
memorial to the same effect was introduced
by Mr. Hill of Belfast, fhe attempt of Mr.
McFadden of Dresden to table them failed,
and on motion of Mr Leavitt of Eastport
they were referred to the committee on feda

Wedding Bells.

1

j

order.

George E. Files, State organizer of the
Good Templars, is still engaged in organizing work in Waldo county. He was in Palermo recently, where he instituted Ireue
Lodge, at North Palermo. The lodge will
hold its regular meetings on Wednesday
It numbers thirty
evenings each week.
charter members. The following are officers :
C. T., James P. Knowles; V. T., Nettie F.
Moody; secretary, Rosa Strauss; F. S., Addie Wood: S. J. T., Mary A. Bryant; M., J.

Feb.

■

i

By

discussed before the
Feb. mb, on an order
introduced by Gen. Leavitt of Eastport. The
order directed an inquiry into the expediency of paying to the towns half the tines
collected for offences committed in them
under the nuisance act. Gen. Leavitt’s position was explained by Mr. Chase of the comA few remonstrants were heard.
mittee.
The committee voted to report that the legislation asked would be inexpedient.

\lexauder McDonald
anada, known as the
'lie Klondike,” and refrom $25,000,000, to
married in London last
* caret
Chisholm, daugh11n. superintendent of
police.The United
em was adopted in its
a decree
promulgated
tot of posts liathbone
‘iuci .i the letter postage
iu this country. The
! * -uba is about 1,280,'im about 40,000 officers
Luited States.The
royaby shoe machin< ed
in Poston has been
Ml of >25,000,000.
‘need that the Spanish
decided not to sell the

|

o!

The liquor law was
!«-gal affairs committee

*

1

railroads
By Mr. Hill

on

meetThe committee on education held
ing Feb loch, and heard quite a number interested in educational affairs. Dr. A. J.
Billings advocated the claims of Freedom
Academy as did Senators Pierce of Waldo
and Bryant of Knox. The claims of Hartland Academy, were presented by Charles
The amendment to the act
W. Stewart.
providing transportation for pupils from one
district to another was taken up.

>

!
j

mileage

as ...-.vs:

a

late Representative
ugly honored in the
»v these who had
been
• with turn.
1 he tributes
* of
tlie House, and
j tsoual regard, as well
the scholarly qualiThe President Feb.
nate the nomination of
** he
collector of cuss'issamaquoddy, Maine.

!

ent

State Treasurer F. M. Simpson tiled his
bond Wednesday, Feb sth, for the new term
of two years to which he was elected Tuesday. The bond is toi 8150,000 and has the
following signers: Edunu C. Burleigh, Augusta: (.'has. V. Lord, Frederick A. Wilson,
Blake anil J. P. Bass, all of Bangor,
E. II
and Frederick Kobie of Portland.

<

j

t >

Klward Sibley and
Mr. Nickerson of
iswanville, petition a C K. Nickerson and
14 others of Swanvilie,
By Mr. Bryant of
lvuox, petition ol M 1 Dodge and 'A'2 others
of Troy.

■

I

act

■

some

i

»ent

an

Petitions for a t w.>
have be< n pres«MjTed
.»f Belfast, petition
In” others of Bellas

days ago,
thousands of petiad secured.
The
cable ministers, who
were read before the
Mr. Crafts’ petitions
rnut it was as itupos: lie
liquor traffic in
to liy to the moon.
■iumended some effii.uient regulation of
-oppression of lawlessf alcoholic liquors
the present pro hi bihave been a few peti•at the establishment
ks.
These generally
They are referred
postoffices and postB-mate as the case may
•!. A. Adams and 75
nity. Me., along this
rented by Representa;•
President signed the
Spain at 2.35 p. m.
<>ident lias appointed
w s of M issachusetts as
c -u ian
to succeed the
It is generally
ung.
1

c',ugh to do since the legislature e-mvened
to keep the 'lust off its shoes.
Ami I’arkhurst of Bangor, who is on that c unmittce as
well as chairman of the committee on social
n lations, rt-allv
wanted something to do.
Think of Parkhur.st, one of the swells of tin*
It is
house, on that staid committee!
suspected that he was put on there for
will
a
This
committee
legislative joke.
ascertain the exact number of wives possessed by Congressman Roberts and report
them back to the house in alphabetical

amend the present
* uted from Omar
H.
H. Lamsoii of Free(j-. Hussey of Waid<\
'-I
St-a:
siooiit and Peter
Poor
L.
C.
dom,
Harmon of Thorndike

Senator

memorial of the
niversalist church
M-- lemonsrrating
Be Prohibitory law
't
The House
'•

street below Miller street.

office, which occupied

■

Rev,
diaries F.
known Methodist
-i.st president
of the
died at bis home in
aged S3 years. He
c work and graduated
■hissof ’35.
He was
v of the State Colfor
ic the position
»
tgain resumed his

Congress

wealth.

Miss Charlotte Nash, daughter of .Joseph
Alzada Nash of Poor's Mills, Belfast,
died at the hospital in Bangor Feb. 8th, at.

and

ago he and his wife made an extended trip
them some time •“
Fugle.;..! and the continent, and his arwrites, in sending a new order, that the I ruMgements
i completed for auother
wheels mace by this company wear longer :
tour abroad with his wife ami
daughter and
ami stand the hard usage better than those
The pissage v.ts engaged on the Kaiser Wii
of any other foundry.
Imuii., whici: will sail on March 25tb. Mr
In December last the stockholders of the
Fisher was a yearly visitor in Be*fast au 1
Daltou Sarsaparilla Co. authorized the di- always expressed much admiration for ilic
rectors to see what could be done towards
wide and shauy streets and
exquisite views of
selling the business ami to report as soon as the bay, mountains ami rivers. His wife was
possible. The directors have received an Miss Emma Abbott Clark of Winterport, a
offer of $15 per share, provided ail the stock sister of Mrs. Isaac H. Sherman of East Belcan he bought at that price.
A meeting of
fast.
It will he remembered that Mr. Sherthe stockholders will be held soon to see if man died suddenly
nearly two years ago.
He leaves only one child, a
they will ratify the sale.
daughter, Mxs.

firm

protection to them. The water froze
.-truck the buildings and they were
saved with
no damage.
The Unitarian
church aud Mrs. C. M. Washburn’s residence
were near by, to leeward but did not take
fire, and the high wind carried cinders even

V'tes .Literary News
Mans Burden..Register

a

Clegg, he established the leatherhoard firm
of Clegg & Fisher, and the firm became one

The

Belfast Machine & Foundry Co.
having large orders for its stone-car
wheels for quarries in various plan s. One

years.

position of trust and responsibility, and
during his long and honorable connection
with the firm acquired the nucleus of his
to

is

some

as

and

When 19 years of age lie went to
Lawrence and entered the employ of the
Russell Paper Company. He rapidly rose

running tlieir
are increasing

Harrison, Wood & Co. have a good run of
work at their granite sheds and are working
a full crew on full time.
They recently got
several orders from up-river parties, includone
monument
for Bucksport.
ing
large

on

passed to a higher life Jau. 31st at
the home of her brother. Henry Partridge of
Searsport Harbor. She.had been employed
in Willimantic and Dover several years ai»d
was at home only three weeks before her
death, having had the grip, which resulted in
consumption. Ada had a sweet disposition
and pleasant ways that won
her many
friends wherever she went. She was a true
and loving sister and the sorrowing bro tber
and sister, Mrs. Lillian Rose of Searsport,
tlie only two remaining of the family, have
the sympathy of the community, her father,
mother and twin sister Ida having passed
before. She will also be tenderly remembered by relatives and friends of Stork ton
Springs,;where she had visited in previous
years,

making.
are

J. VV.
Dresser of Castiue shipped 550
dozen cod-lines to Luneuberg, N. S., via
steamer Penobscot to Boston, Monday.

the adjoining buildings—-the Salhouse on the south and Mrs. R. F.
Peirce’s residence on the west. Both houses
were very close to the burning building, but
the brick walls of the block stood, forming

.Ma-

OBITUARY.
James C. Fisher of Lawrence, Mass., died
at his residence on East Haverhill street
Monday, Feb. (>th, of apoplexy. He wras
stricken the previous Friday at 10 o’clock
and never recovered consciousness, dying at
the last as gently as a child falls asleep.
James Ciimleigh Fisher was born in Bradford, England, Feb. 22, 1838, and was nearly
01 years of age. Early in life he came to
this country, and, like so many other ambitious boys, carved out his own fortunes.
At first he settled in Winsor Locks, Ct.,
where he began to learn the trade of
paper

Industries.

Critchett, Sibley & Co.
shoe factory on full time,
the number of their help.

moud

4

NUMBER L

the

■

f Boston arrived in Bar

gor last week and after a sh .:
will be the guest of Mr. and Mrs

visit

there

Henry

C

Maiden of this city.
Frohoek and Mrs. L-viuia G ardner of MeEverett Pillslmry of Sanford. Me .foreman
Leansboro 111. When 10 years old she beof the Age job department, bad moved
came a member of the Me tbodist church, |
bis wife ami two children to Belfast Satand had been all her life a true Christian,
and is thrown out of employment
doing good without hope of reward. Those urday,
the tire.
who knew her best realized the true unself- by
The friends of Kev. C. H. Wells will be
ishness and nobility of her character. Her
i nterested to know that his comedy “Me and
first thought has ever been for her loved
Otis’’ was presented to a large and interested
She will he greatly
missed by all,
ones.
especially her aged husband, whose failing ! audience at the City Hall in Brewer last

j

health makes his bereavement doubly hard I Friday night. It was an amateur producShe was married 00 years ago.
to bear.
tiou, but all the parts were well taken and
Of her six children three survive her, Mrs. the play was considered a tremendous sucGeo. Fuller of Derby line, Vt., Riley W. cess both theatrically and financially.

J

Mathews of Lincolnville, and Mrs. H. M.
Thurlow of Centre Lincolnville, who was
with her in her last illness. She also leaves
20 grandchildren and six great-grand-children, to some of whom she has been a
mother as well as grandmother.
Truly He
givetli His beloved rest. She has entered
His eternal home and received her just reward. [L. M. H.

on

Miss

Ada

Partridge,

aged twenty-two

At the

Academy

anti-Quay meeting held
of Music in Philadelphia

in

the

ou

the

evening of Feb. 8tli, Mr. Frank W. Go wen.
who is an ardent anti Quay man, occupied a
seat on the stage with Hon. Charles R.
Jones, chairman of the Prohibition State
Committee. Mr. Gowen says that Congressman John Dalzell’s address against. Quay ism
was the most eloquent be ever listened to,
reminding him of our eloquent Senator
Frye of Maine.

New York Fashions.
New

Materials.

in

Styles

New

mings.

Those who have never had Blood Poinot know what a desperate condition it can produce. This terrible
disease which the doctors are totally
unable to cure, is communicated from
one generation to another, inflicting its

Mr.

Dr,

Greene's

Healthy,

stripes, |

Nemira Has

Made

Dawson of

member and is

Monroe is

looking

active

an

after the interests

of his constituents.

peared

Her

tee

Cheerful and Able To Work.

on

Last week he apat the hearing before the commitclaims in favor of the petition in

favor of

taint upon countless innocent ones.
Some years ago 1 was inoculated with poison
by a nurse who inferred my babe with blood
taint. The little one was

B. Downs.

Cyrenus

colorings producing, likewise,
R. (. Stock well, Waits field, Yt., says;
Two cent milage, good for bearer, is
less pleasing
combinations.
^
wile was down for two years, being much talked of. All the members includHeautiful grenadines,and otamices as well, j “My
for the most time confined to her bed.
ing those who are pushing the bill, want
show colored dots or circular designs on She had
complete nervous prostration.
She was unable to do any work during ail to know the facts about the whole mata black or comparatively dark surface, and
It is
this is in keeping witti the continuance of this time about the house. There were ter and what the results would be.
times when for a week at a lime she did a
with tw
sides, aud should
question
polka dots, that are once more a feature. not
sleep hardly any. When she got up
lAght weight covert cloths, Venetian she would say that she was more exhausted have careful consideration.
cloths and poplins are shown for general

different
more
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tions.

from

very ornate
of skirt addi-

continuance

a

The

polonaise

pouch style,

somewhat in

are

the

■hey require

a

view

ask

styles given

than when she retired at night.
had a terrible deathly sensation
than any pain she ever suffered.

in

weather,
paramount importance, and
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warm

Taylor’s,
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new
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In the two lirst named fabrics
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extremely fauci-

is often

worse

in the cities must go

on

the abandon which has been so'

mi:

Proud

of

Enrrou

of

the

S.S.S/iiie Blood

a

is purely vegetable, and is the only
blood remedy guaranteed to contain no
mercury, potash, or other mineral.
Valuable books mailed free by Swift

Their coining here this year to
for an appropriation is a mistake.
are so

say

Specific Company, Atlanta, Georgia.

a

ruary, 1898:

•Christian;, Adolph
Principles of
expression in pianoforte playing.

The Legislature is now working under a
full head of steam. There were one hund-

1898. 928.20
Crawford, Francis Marion. A rose
of yesterday. 1898.C 85 r

red and t wenty-three hearings before the
various committees last week.

Crockett, Samuel Rutherford.
The chances

are

county will have

will thin ’em out
I

Maine

refrain from sending to The Jou.the following paragraph from this

the

people

red

a

little

Butter in

on

York.

ity
The line

display

|

yet,
I
( ur

Knight.

Stainless

Hun. Nelson

Ilinglev, .|

r.

In Memoriuiu.

Beneath the, sighing pine trees,
We lay him down to rest,
Whose life, a round of action,
Exemplifies the best
Of true New England manhood—

N-.bility
A

of

life,

character unsullied
Mid

To

legislative strife.

industry

and

temperance
A sound brain linked its force,
And drove the mighty engine

Along

an

upward

course,

By steady, calm propulsion
Beaching, iu time, the goal
Which many never realize
Whose wheels more swiftly roll.
A rock

amid temptation’s

On-dashing

waves

of wrong,

stood, a moral giant,
Unrivalled ’mid the throng.

He

Consistent, wise and honest,
Painstaking, firm and just,
Men felt in his sound judgment
To place unfaltering trust.
Alas! the pall has fallen!
The bright eye gleams no more ;
The kindly smile has vanished,
And gone his priceless lore.
His memory still lingers,
A precious heritage;
A life of stainless honor—
A pattern for the Age.
Faustina Hichborn.

future and the

The Maine Legislature.

responsibilities resting

upon the
government of the United States, I will
close by quoting the familiar verse of one

enormous

of

our

Maine’s legislature, gets through early. It
has already gone home. Hut it is only fair
to remember that save in territorial expanse
Maine is not so big a State as Massachusetts.
[Boston Journal.
Yes,it has gone home. But it will return.
It will he hack in its place next Monday
afternoon.
It has a way of going home

great writers:

New occasions teach new duties, time makes
ancient good uncouth,
They must upward still, and onward, who
would keep abreast of Truth.
Lo! before us gleams the campfire, we ourselves must Pilgrims be,
Launch our Ma\ll »vver, and steer boldly
through the desperate winter sea,
Nor attempt, the Future’s portal with the
Past’s blood-rusted key.”
Frank \V. Gowkn.

Philadelphia, Feb. 3,

*99.

The Weather tor

J
I

January.

j

Abstract of meteorological observations
taken at the Maine Agricultural Experiment. Statiou, for the month of January,

1899.
Lat. 44° 54' 2” N. Lou. 68° 40' 11" W.
Altitude above the

sea

150 feet.

Highest barometer, Jan. 2.30

inches

58

Lowest barometer, Jan. 25.29 05
Average barometer.29 8G
Number of clear days.
Number of fair days.
Number of cloudy days.
10
Amount of snowfall.
Average for January for 31 years 23 1

13
12
0

inches

Total precipitation as water.2.75
Average, for January for31 years. 4 22
Total movement of wind. 6,898 miles
Average
daily movement of
wind. 222 5 miles

Lowest, January

2.

Lowest for January for 31 years..
Average of warmest day, January 5.
Average of coldest day, January 2.

Later,
every Friday to spend Sunday.
when business begins to crowd and the
the
in
the
is
starting
maples,
weekly
sap
adjournments will be on Saturday, but you
can
no more keep the Maine
legislature
from seeking domestic lireside four times
a month thau you can keep the duck from
It. lias the homing instinct as
the water.
full} developed as a carrier pigeon. Nor
Massachusetts
is that a bad trait either.
solous may prefer the attractions of Bosare
of
more
staid disposiours
ton, but
tion.
Besides, there are few attractions
Nor do our lawmakers hold
in Augusta.
annual sessions and prolong them until
haying time. They are able to transact
the public affairs in biennial meetings,
and not too long ones at that. To be sure,
Massachusetts has a larger population
than Maine, hut that does not sufficiently
justify the legislature in sitting six months
out of every year. Doubtless the delights of
Boston and a perdiem compensation have
something to do with it, but Massachusetts
is suffering from over-legislation.
She
should try the biennial plan and a fixed
salary.

TEMPERATURE.

Average for the month.
Average for January for 31 years.
Highest, January 5.
Highest for January for 31 years.

|

[Portland Advertiser.

15° 95
15° 98

49°
57° 8
—21°
—35° 6
39°
5°

to the
Kill .30

|

One of Maine’s Best W eeklies.
Janissaries.
!
A Turkish novel. Translated by
!>r\of ion to I.oral
S'.iwsx Well I.:om«m1 l»\
N<
ainl If ome V<1
Ji izinj;-.
R N. Bain.
185 11
tact
A
remarlcablc
truly
regarding tlu
|
Longhead, Flora Haines. The black
I Pel last (Me.) Republican .Journal, wliielt
curtain.
A novel.L 92 b
nas just completed its seventieth year, is
fMaine at Gettysburg. Report of
I that for the past forty-two yeais it has
Maine commissioners prepared by
! had but. two editors, the present iuemn
the executive committee, Hamlin,
bent having to hiscredit_contiuous service
In a recent issue of his
C. and others.
1898.
459.10 of twenty years.
I paper the editor indulges in reminiscenMerriman, Henry Stetson, ig.ie.vrt. of
| ces, suggested by his anniversary, and proHugh S’Scott) Roden's corner. A
[ needs to set forth the policy by which The
novel..M 55 ? Journal has achieved
noteworthy success.
Parker, Gilbert. The battle of the
If The Journal has fulfilled its mission,
strong: a romance of two kinghe says, it. is as a gatherer of lacal news
and an exponent of local opinion.
Local
doms.P 2 b
industries and interests have always been
Perry, Walter Scott. Egypt: the
given chief prominence.
Accordingly,
land of the temple builders, llluseditorial supervision is devoted to every
LI dtIUUo..
VOO l->
column—even the miscellaneous departMusical sketches.
♦Polko, Elise.
ments are made up and set up in the office
Translated from the sixth German
I without the aid of syndicate or other auxediton by Fanny Fuller. 02” 10 ilaries.
This editor declares: “The country weekly must be a local newspaper;
Pyle, Howard. Otto of the silver
and in giving tlie news and views of the
hand. Illustrated. 1805.
community in which it is published, it can
tRoyal Society of Canada, Proceeddefy competition. People who want to
ings and transactions of. Second
| know what is going on around them must
series.
Vol. 3.
read the local newspaper.
The business
tSimius, Joseph.
Physiognomy il! man must use its advertising columns to
lustrated, or Nature’s revelations.
! attract the local trade.
1801.. 1042.20
Looking backward, The Journal remarks that its subscription price of -S- per
tSpurgeon, Charles Hadden. Trea[year is the same as when the paper was
Vol. 1. Psalm 1 to
ury of David.
less then one-half its present size and con24. 1882.
tained not more than one fourth the
Earle
Stevens, Joseph
Yesterdays
amount of reading.
Then it was printed
in the Philippines.
Illustrated.
on a haudpress; now steam power and the
best
of
are
used.
5
1808. 518
machinery
In closing, this editor very graciously
♦Thomas, Bertha. The violin-player.
expresses his appreciation of support and
A novel.
1:*» 27
It would
encouragement from patrons.
Todd, Mabel Loomis. Corona and
have been needless to say that a newspaCoron. t: being a narrative of the
per with such a record promises maiuten
Amherst eclipse expedition to Japance of its traditional
high standards.
in
Mr.
James’
an,
schooner-yacht
[Newspapen om.
Coronet, to observe the sun’s total
obscurationOth August, 180b. With
illustrations. 1808...
513.1b
*
vValker, Francis. Letters of a barithe

o

j
|

new

supposed objections

days

a

I think of the

two

:

doctrine.

1898.
fancy butter by L.
Jokai, Maurus. The lion of Janina,
Williams, 1.. F. Dolor the last
of

of

morning's i>sue of tin- Philadelphia Pi ess: W.
Dyer, Mrs. C E.
The late Kepresentati ve Dingley’s Con.1. linn \ Moore and Portland C.'reamloff,
tieSecond
of
gressional district,
Maine,
which Mr. Dingles a ,t> a native, was also ery at our Maine Suite Dairy Conference
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the original home < t three other Congress- in December attracted so much attention
men
who attended
h s funeral.
They that parties from Xew York who saw the
weie Representatives Alexander
of New
Director
York; Stevens of Minnesota, and B< nielle exhibit, through Mr. Hawley,
of
It also piodueeel Franklin of Farmers' Institutes, made urgent reMaine.
Simmons, the sculpt* i; ex-Postmaster quest of Secretary Me Keen to forward
General Horatio King, ex Governor Pelthe exhibits to the State Dairy Convenham, Rev. Lyman Abbott, J. S. C. Abbott,
the historian; Secretary Long,
ilinma tion held at Gouverneur, N. Y. January
Lames, Madame Nord'ca, Maxine Elliott. 25-27, 1899.
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Annie Louise Carey, and the Washburn
Since the Maine Conference this butter
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Field, Eugene.
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It so we
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straws
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Books added during January and Feb-

feature is without abatement, j family.
has been on exhibition at the store of A.
1 am indeed proud to be a citizen of a
in twistings, oft and various- j
ucy
L. & E. F. Goss Co., Lewiston, and by
State so rich in leaders and great names.
ly turned brims, are frequent; the double 1
invitation of Secretary McKeen,Mr. Henry
There is now being held in Lebanon
brim <>f last season is repeated, and, as a
F. Goss of that Company carried the butin this commonwealth a special
wholly new feature, meution may be made county
ter to Gouverneur and had charge of the
election for United States Senator, and
»t Milan straws, showing brims lined with
The butter arrived in fine
exhibit there.
the
leaders
are
anti-Quay
assailing condition and a
fancy straw, or, again, the crown may be
photograph of the exhibit
Senator Quay bravely in his stronghold.
<n plain weave, with
shows great credit to the genius of Mr.
fancy brim, though
At an immense public meeting held in the
this is not novel.
Crowns are usually of
Not having
Goss in its arrangement.
last night in the interest of the
medium height and width.
Some hand- county
show cases, a booth was made covered
anti-Quay candidate a distinguished with various colors of
some styles are wholly of Milan straw,
bunting with canmade use of the following lanwith medium width, and straight brims, speaker
opy overhead, and on the background
out the majority are in fancy weaves and guage.
was displayed a large placard:
He pictured what bossism means; how
r regular in
“EXHIBIT OF BUTTER
shape.
a man must surrender his manhood to
gain
FROM THE
public position, and compared the PennIN Tin M MINOS
STATE OF MAINE
sylvania delegation in Congress with that
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like
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What a glorious thing it is to think that
Gouverneur is not very centrally locatisseinblages of dowers that do duty the integrity and uprightness of our
ed, and many New York people predicted
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universally recognized out- that the
attempt to hold a meeting there
as
nn
noticeable likewise, and comes side of the limits of the State of Maine.
would be suicidal to the interest of Dairy
in with -i ovely effect.
Taffeta ribbons Let every young man in the grand old
Conventions in New York, but to the!
but i but tli.- revival of gros
grain may be State remember this, and at the same time
surprise of all, this meeting was by
great
.jofed and there is a large proportion of I
urge them to throughly prepare them- far the
largest and most interesting in
gau/.e ribbons, showing stripes, plaids or selves for the duties of the Christian
their history; a hall seating eight hundred
.ydi.She combination; cheue figured, stripes citizen of the twentieth century; to stand
being filled to overflowing all the time.
n
plaids,continuing in the list. Many flow- ! always for the great cause of temperance,
The Maine exhibit attracted much atn s are m
huge dimensions and often more sound finance, pure religion and political
tention, so many people crowding around
dattened than those of a former season, education.
it that itwas necessary to put a rail in
an.I dowers showing plisse leaves are noteJust before the opening of the New Year
front to make a larger circle, and everyworthy. borne mammoth roses are fully I received from the New England Mutual
body remarked that “Maine is all right”
-ix inches
across, and offerings in poppies Life Insurance Company of Boston a
and the Board of Agriculture of New
orchids are quite as remarkable. Small beautifully engraved 1899 calendar showYork was warm in its praise of the Board
or medium dowers
are, however, well repre- ing “an old New England homestead.”
of Agriculture of Maine, for its kindness
so
that
the
How I love to look at it and think of our
limit of choice is wide,
sented,
in sending out this exhibit.
n
olors. blue is perhaps most prominent, forefathers of New England, who were
We believe that if the farmers in Maine
without
the
the
of
vrmy blue, especially, continuing the perhaps
polish
present
would attend the Dairy Conventions as
fancy for military showings; but helio- age, but sound in true Republican
well as they did in New York, profiting
trope and kindred purple shades are also doctrines. How hard they worked to
the knowledge given there, Maine
by
subdue
the
and
there
is
room
for
selection
prominent
wilderness, to build churches,
could wave a banner that would be lookin green, while a proportion of pink or school-houses and halls of
justice. Blessed up to by all New England.
yod can be taken as a matter of course.
ings on their memories. Let us ever
B. Walk Eli Me Keen.
strive to perpetuate.their principles. And
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incensed at it that

Notwithstanding

nature

and work out theirs.

ing this year.

annot

nal

be

o5 years
the handicap
has
saddled him with, he has
ping
successfully followed the sea, aud at oue
time was lirst officer of the good schooner
Sea Breeze, of Ellsworth.
lie also served
as cook on several vessels
satisfactorily,
and betweeu voyages he had learned the
shoemaker’s trade.
Four years ago, having become too old for nautical life, as he
had found it, he says, and somewhat tired
of its arduous duties, he concluded to re
tire from it go house-boating.
Obtaining the necessary material, he
constructed aloue, unaided, from keelson
to truck, a scow 20 by
with a house on
it 10 feet long and the width of the craft,
and christened her with \ bucket of pure
Penobscot bay brine, The Yankee Notion;
and though his lirst attempt in the line it
is a very credible piece of workmanship
and one that is destined to give the houseboat building in Maine waters a new impetus; for a number who have seeu it
have already laid their plaus to build one.
The house has a door in each end,
which being lashed open, permits him to
see through it to steer.
She is sloop rigged with two weatherboards on each side,
which enables her to get to wind waud
quite a distance in a day. All of the hoisting tackle leads aft to his seat by the til
ler and can be worked without his movIn the house
ing from his position.
in
one
a
corner is
yacht shove. In
anothei is a convenient cuddy containing
all the articles with which to get up a
meal, and with the tiller
palatable
becketU’d his craft steers herself i:i any
wind
for hours; thus giving Inin
ordinary
amp e time to prepare his food and dis
cuss it.
Another cornel contains a hunk
in which he sleeps with his faithful lit,
dog Snip, who has been his mate the
whole four years.
On oue side of the house is a shoe-maker's kit, and the business part of hiseruhing is to go among the islands and to
anchor at any port that affords a pn^-p-mt
of work, and to repair boots and shoes;
and in most of his ports In lias no competition. and he picks up many a dollar.
[Forest and Stream.
of age.

Of the many blood remedies. S. 8. S.
is the only one which can reach deepseated, violent cases. It never fails to
core
perfectly and permanently the
most desperate cases which are beyond
the reach of other remedies.
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that the resolve of two years ago giving
them $20,000 a year for ten years ought

She

Her
stomach and digestion were had fen -he
was
completely prostrated. We sow Dr.
Greene’s Nervura blood and nerve remedv
advertised and determined to try it.
She is now a healthy woman, able to do
her ordinary work, with good digestion,
good sleep and is cheerful. This is what
Dr. Greene’s Nervura has done for her.
1 will cheerfully answer any quest ions in
regard to my wife’s cure.”
You can consult Dr. Greene, 34 Temple
Place. Boston, Mass., free of charge,
whether you call or write.
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jacket effects remain
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For six long years 1 suffered untold misery.
1
covered with sores
and ulcers from head to
foot, and no language
can express
my feelings
of woe during those long
years. I had the best
medical treatment. Several physicians sucees
Bively treated me, but all
to no purpose.
The mercury and potash seemed to add fuel to the
awful flame which was devouring me. I was
advised by friends who had seen wonderful
oures made by it. to try Swift’s
Specific. We
got two bottles, and I felt hone again revive in
my breast—hope for health and happiness
again. I improved from the start, and a complete and perfect cure was the result. S. S. S.
Is the only blood remedy which reaches desMrs. T. W. Lek,
perate cases.
Montgomery, Ala.
was

What the result will be is still in
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in

especially

overskirt,

pointed shapes,

thorough overhauling
getting
whole matter was ably argued
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“up to the fearful poison.

The road commissioners law has been

wear.
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unequal to ihe struggle,
and its life was yielded

or

Show

Floating; Shoe Shop Often Seen Here.
Houseboating in Maine up to the present
time, has not become a craze of summar
saunterers; but some observers, to see the
proprietor of oue that recently came under
the writer’s notice at
Islesboro, Me., tied
up to an old wharf of one of its many
picturesques coves, not knowing of his
success at the
business, would deem him
at least crazy to
attempt in Ins crippled
condition such hazardous work as it must
be to go from port to port alone.
For he
is a used-up man,
apparently haviug been
born with a withered leg and arm, and one
foot which is twisted and deformed and
a mere.appology for that
part of the anatomy and on laud lie hobbles about m a
very laborious manner, and painful to
look at.
W. (). ( ottle, the subject of this brief
chronicle, is a native of .Jonesport, Me
and is now a
grizzle-

Blood Poison.

nom-

inated.

Tired than When She Retired.

grenadines, where the familiar crinkle
adds variety, as, for example, when plain
or

confidently expecting that he will be

Sleepless, and Mornings was More

special features are at once
Noteworthy in this class
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son can
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and Unable to Work.

Among new importations crepons appear in much variety and in materials not
properly coming under the head of cre-
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The Yankee Notion.
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It is

it was only health, we
might let it cling.
But it is a cough. One cold
sooner passes off before
no
But it’s the
another comes.
same old cough all the time.
And it’s the same old story,
too.
There is first the cold,
then the cough, then pneumonia or consumption with the
long sickness, and life treinb
ling in the balance.

five

in

parts and comprises 118 pages with colored
covers, and replete with descriptions and
illustrations of Los Angeles and vicinity.
The Rudder Pub. Co., 55 Dev street, New
York, has sent us a well lllustrated book
upon “How to Build a Skip Jack,” by Chas.
(t. Davis, which will interest not only amateurs but also professional builders of small
sail craft.
The price of this instructive
work is only $1.
Mr. Davis has taken great
care in preparing the drawings and writing
the specifications and general descriptive
matter.
We can highly recommend the
hookas it is a good dollar’s worth. [American

Shipbuilder.

*

The American

Shipbuilder enters upon its
18tli volume with anew dress throughout and
announces that “its columns will contain
the latest and most reliable shipbuilding,
engineering, local and miscellaneous marine news, and its editorials will, as hereto-

rates
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air;
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no
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vaulted church

sung;

No largess to an idle crowd
No christening robe was

flung;
wrought with

was

stitches rare.
The forest tossed its sturdy branches bare;
Within a settler’s cabin, pale and young,
A mother smiled* and dazed and tender

hung

A rustic father o’er his infant
But this; yet none the less

born.
Beyond the seas,

a

prince

was

terror tierce to men,
in his selfish scorn,
he thought, with diamond
a

Napoleon, glittering
so

pen,

His lines fade out, but nations aye shall
bless
The child this day born in the wilderness.
|8. J. Underwood, in Zion’s Herald.
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Fine farm in Northport, two miles from Camp
Ground, 135 acres land, nice buildings, large
orchards, 350 bids, apples last year. Good soil,
never failing water. Will be sold very low and on
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fore, unhesitatingly champion the right in
every instance, without fear or favor."
Messrs. Bradley & Howell, editors and proprietors, are men of their word, and will
keep their neat little craft well to the front,
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If you have catarrh, don’t dally with local
remedies, but purify and enrich your blood
with Hood’s Sarsaparilla.

II

*Mr, F. J.
books be

WASHING POWDEc

Advtcm Froe.
Remember we have a Medical Department.
If you have any complaint whatever and desire the best medical advice
can
you
possibly obtain, write the
doctor freely.
You will receive a
prompt reply, without cost.
Address. DR. J. C. AYER.
Lowell, Mass.
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enormously

1

exceeded.
issue of bank bills of

m

ncy was intrusted to an
the United States—and
!i 'liars was printed in adiiitkorized amount!
All
c i for and
signed by the

officials, who—so the
iivided the extra millions
•'•s.
It is asserted that
ral under whose ad minincial stroke was accom-

n

fiiba a poor man, and
returned to Spain with
sns
to bis credit.
So

proud hidalgoes who
'liar when half of it was
V else’s dollar), and stalked
1

sneering

for their

4

unit
■

^

at

s<\ or

the “Yankee

change!

about 02 cents.
The
<4 the United
States), is
he moneys of old Spain
colonies, are the peseta,
media onza, the centen

i

icdo, the escudito, the
real fuerte, (silver shiland

there

medio,

or

six-

three money-

As

now

an

example

in Havana tells

'">ry:
day I went into the cafe ‘La

1
11

1

tv,

|,,r
kj

trjJ(
'is.,

of my

There

were

newly-arrived

four of us, and
a
different beverage.
I
hve-dollar American gold-

'hem of change, and then hand** a Spanish five-dollar
gold

11

1,,,

[I

some

The smile-dispenser
'.Vment.
with knitted brow over the

%,

«'l

"

•<;

forty

cents

in

silver.

This

group so well that I treated
-!dug back to the saloon keeper
l ,!htr
Spanish piece. This was
'r
him to reckon and my change
Second deal was five silver dollars
‘r
8

cents.

Though the price of
*dgh in Cuba, it would seem that
to be made in taking them
®. and the more
liquor one buys

b.

|
|

the

over

edifying spectacle

a

was

arrangfriend while

the pair were yet in their cradles.
The
and charm of the fair Cubanas are
evanescent

as

last.

Like the

as

irresistible while they

lovely

wild flowers of their
mature very early, but fads
The prettiest girl will be

islands, they
as rapidly.

plain before she is thirty, and

a

handsome

middle-aged woman is not to be found in
Cuba—if anywhere outside the
temperate
j

Fannie Brigham Ward.

zone.

Invited to

Augusta

as

the Guest

Again
Wednesday,
Legislature showed
on

of

Feb.

Maine

the State

Sth, the
high es-

the

teem and honor in which it holds United
States Senator Wm. I*. Frye.
Un the previous day he had been formally thanked

by the Legislature

Ordered, That the speaker of the House

■

be

1

required to transmit to the Hon. Win. P.
Frye the approbation of this Hou«e in his
loyal and manly course in supporting our
noble President throughout the trying

The

their

all the importance of purchasing the
true and original remedy. As the
genuine Syrup oi Figs is manufactured
by the California Fig Syrup Co.
only, a knowledge of that fact will
assist one n avoiding the worthless
imitations manufactured by other parties. The high ‘.tainting of the California Fig Syrup Co. with the medical profession, and the satisfaction
which the genuine Syrup of Figs has
given to millions of families, makes
the name of the Company a guaranty
of the excellence of its
remedy. It is
far in advance of all other
laxatives,
as it acts on the
kidneys, liver and
bowels without irritating or weakening thei: and it does not gripe nor
nauseate, in order to get its beneficial
effects, please remember the name of
the Company

miserable roosters clawing each other i
to death.
The inveterate gambling pro- ;
penalty of the people also finds vent in

home- -and seldom without stakes.

>

The

of

Northern

villages i

highest ambition realized
in the “lone-hand” prize of progressive
In this part of the world, every
euchre.
table in hotels, bar-rooms, club-houses
and cafes is in requisition all day long and
far into the night on Sundays, for gaming
purposes. In these January days it looks
odd enough to eyes fresh from the snowy
North, to see the marble floors of all the
finest cafes sprinkled with dampened sawdust, with a view to coolness, like Bowery
beer-lialls in the thirsty days of August.
I have excellent American authority for
the statement that the Cuban bar-keepers
out-Herod Herod in the matter of

manu-

facturing cock-tails with energy and disThe native compounder seizes
patch.
glasses—one very large and heavy,
the other small and thin.
With frantic
haste he tills the former with lumps of ice,

!
I

Caffery.
hilton.
Cockrell.
Daniel.
Gorman.
Hale.
Heitfield.
Hoar.
Jones (Ark.)

j

who find their

Money.
Murphy.
Pasco.

<

Cuban female goes into gambling with
the same innocent zest which distinguishes
her sister-women

Berry*.

Pettigrew.
Rawlins.
Roach.
Smith.
Tillman.

Turley.
Turpie.
Turner.
Vest.
White.

Mallory.

Martin.
Mills.
All Democrats but five.
All these men, with the exception of
White and Turpie, who were paired
against the treaty, voted in the senate on
Monday in collusion with the enemies of
their country engaged in battling with
American soldiers and sailors at Manila.
Aguinaldo and his forces were noble in
comparison—they fired from the front;
these senatorial traitors fired from the
rear.

of these twenty-nine names
will be a hissing and byword among
Americans from this time forth.
The
blood shed at Manila is on their hands.
infamous
in
the
They belong
category in
which American memory holds Benedict
Arnold.
Twenty-nine traitors! [New York Sun.

Every

one

two

the latter with the

liquors, bitters,

sweets

whatever else may be required in the
compounding of a cock-tail. Then, with
a swinging movement, which can
be acquired only by long practice, he dashes
the ice and fluids from

crystal like a pair of castiuels, until all is
thoroughly amalgamated in the big glass.
Then, without losing a second of time lie
flings tlie mixture through a strainer into

glass,

full;

which must be

exactly

even

and

The funniest thing iu the line of drinkto see the Cubans imbibe water
from a “monkey-jug,” or perone.
The
vessel, by the way, which is found iu

ing is

every house and hotel bed-room, is a delight to the foreigner, not only by reason
of its artistic beauty, but because it keeps
the water cool in

a

comparatively

iceless

country. There are jugs and jugs, of
varying shapes aud sizes—all of gray clay,
moulded in quaint design.
The comround and

slender, with two
holes in each near the handle, which is on
top. One hole is perhaps an inch in
diameter, through which to pour the
water into the jug; and the other, in a
knob which marks the place, is not larger
monest

are

that the hollow of

a goose-quill.
It is the
story of the bung and the spigot.
Filled with water, the jug is hung on a
peg or any convenient projection, in a spot

old

that is

draughty.

The currents of

air

Reunion.

CALIFORNIA FIG SYRUP CO.
S \\

v

x-

Of late years there has been no small
controversy as to the proper
method of christening a new vessel as she
slides from her birthplace.
There was a
great deal of unpleasantness engendered a
few months since between two lady aspirants for the honor of breaking a bottle
over the bow of the battleship
Kentucky
at the time that vessel was launched—one
was bent on
christening with Old Kentucky
whiskey and the other preferred to use
water.
The latter gained her point.
The
latest contention in this line is over the
of
the
launching
battleship Illinois. Unsuccessful in their efforts to induce Governor
Tanner of Illinois, to substitue
water for wine in chirstening that vessel,
and failing of the positive assistance
sought from President McKinley and the
Secretary of 1 lie Navy, the officers of the
W. C. T. U. have appealed to the shipbuilders, urging the use of water instead
of wine in the ceremony. Seven years
Three
ago the four-masted schooner
Marys was launched from the yard of
Wni. Rogers, Bath, Me.
The ceremony
on that occasion was
certainly novel and
impressive. As the vessel slid down the
incline plane, the Right Reverend James
A. Ilealy of Portland, Me,, and of the
Roman Catholic Church, devoutly prepared himself in his vestments, paced
tlie deck of the new craft, and christened
with holy water every part of her, and at
the same time pronounced his holy blessing in reverence and solemnity, assisted
by brother priests. Tin- Three Marys
was built for -) dm B.
Manning, of this
city. As this triune name is scriptural it
was
considered
that such a
proper
ceremonial blessing should be pronounced
at her birth.
It was Mr. Manning’s tribute of love to his mother, wife and
daughter, each of whom bear the name so
sacred in the Church, that this ceremony
was performed instead of the
meaning
less farce of breaking a bottle of wine
over the vessel’s bow, a Jewish custom
at a marriage feas\
Following was the
invocation at the christening of the Three
you and with Thy
Lend ear, O Lord,
to our supplications and with Thy
holy
right hand bless this ship and all whom
she may carry as Thou did’st deign to
bless the Ark of Xoah when cast in the
Hood.
Support her, O Lord, with Thy
light hand as Thou did’st support the
blessed Peter on the water, and send Thy
Holy Angel from Heaven to deliver and
guard her from every danger together
with all she carries; and having overcome
all dangers of the sea, may'st Thou direct
Thy servants, her sailors, into safe harbor and guide her in a safe course, and
when her voyage is ended and her duties
discharged may'st Thou deign to bring
her to home port in safety and prosperity. Thou who livest and reignest with
the Father in unity with the Holy Ghost,
forever and ever, Amen.”
The Bishop then pronounced his Episcopal blessing: “May the blessiug of the
Father, Sou and Holy Ghost descend upon
and remain with you forever and ever,
Amen.”
This was the only occasion of a
Divine blessing to a ship by the Catholic
church except in 1812.
The only ins ance similar, of
religious dedication of a
ship in Bath was about seventeen years
ago, when the missionary ship The Morning Star was blessed by services and
prayer ofjthe Congregational denomination.
Christopher Columbus had each of his
three caravals religiously blessed by his
friend and priest of Queen Isabella, as he
was about to sail from Spain iu
August,
1492, in search of Western land. [Ameri-

81st

annual

reunion

at

Let

Copley

Did

you

you

this about Caesar and
Napoleon?

know'

know

that

the two

foremost

Square hotel to-night. Previous to the figures in the world’s history, Caesar and
Napoleon, were at one time the victims of inbanquet these officers were elected:
sidious nerve weakness and disease? Caesar
President—Oliver C. Stevens, ’7(5.
was an epileptic, and the great Napoleon
Vice President—Prof. Alfred E. BurAssistant

’79.

G. Reed, ’82.
Secretary—A. L.

Lambert,

Executive Committee—Thomas J. Emery, ’08; D. O. S. Lowell, ’74; W. A. Robins-n, ’70; Wm. W. Towle, ’81; Charles
F. Moulton, ’87; Edward M. Coding, ’91;
Henry 8. Chapman, ’91.
President Oliver C. Stevens presided at
the dinner and opened the post prandial
lie was followed by
speech making.
President Wm. Dewitt Hyde, of the college, who made a very inspiring address
upon the pi ogress and aims of Bowdoin.
Prof. Jonathan E. Sewall, ’48, former
professor of Greek at Bowdoin; James,
McKeen, ’07, of Brooklyn; Prof, Henry
L. Chapman, 91, and Edward P. Payson,
'09, were present.
Letters of regret were read from Hon.
James \V. Bradbury, ’25; Chief Justice
Fuller of the United States supreme
court, Hon. Thomas B. Reed, Senators
Hale and Frye, Judge William L. Putnam and Augustus F. Libby.

this for nerve-weakened and
physically exhausted men? By all means get back your
health and strength. Consult some
great
specialist who has made the weakness and
disease of men a speciality, iike Dr. Greene
of 34

Temple Place, Boston, Mass.,
success

Take Cleveland’s Lung Healer, 25c.
trial size free.
If it fails to cure, your
A. A. IIowes
money will be refunded.
& Co.

Bought

whose
of this

in the treatment and cure
of diseases with harmless vegetable
remedies, wonderful in their strengthening
and invigorating
powers, has made him the
most famous physician in the world.
You
can consult him without
charge and in perfect confidence, either by
or
calling
writing
him about your case. As it costs
you nothing to get his counsel and advice, we advise
you to write him at once.
He will tell you
just what to do to be cured of your weakness.
One of his wonderful medicines, Dr.
Greene’s Nervura blood ami nerve remedy,
you know to be of world-wide fame; he has
discovered other no less marvelous mediclass

To Cure a Cough in One Day
To Cure a Cold in One Day
To Cure Sore Throat in One Day
To Cure Hoarseness in One Day

OASTORIA..
The Kind You Have Always
Bears the

was the victim of nervous disorder.
The
secret of their later wonderful success lay in
the fact that they used every
ITort to be
cured of their afflictions.
Do you for a
moment suppose that they could have succeeded if they had allowed themselves to
remain weaklings, with exhausted nerves,
nervous debility and strength and
energy
impaired by disease? So it is with men of
the present day. Many a young and middle
aged man through over-work, indiscretion,
ignorance, excesses and folly has weakened
his nerve power and physical vigor until he
feels himself lacking manhood’s powers to
co| e with the world m this struggle for success.
Remain in your present condition of
weakness, and failure in all your undertakings is inevitable. Follow the examples of
C;esar and Napoleon—get well,
get back
your physical and nerve strength, powers
ami energy, and the fullest measure of success in the world will be
yours. Remember
that the strong survive and the weak are
forced to the wall. Success awaits only him
who is strong.
What is the great lesson in

cines
and

also, whose vitalizing, invigorating
regenerating effects will restore you
again to perfect manhood’s strength and
powers.
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j
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POOR & SON, BELFAST.

Maine Central R,R.
TIME-TABLE.
On and after Nov. *27. 1898, trains
connecting
at Burnham and Waterville with
through trains
lor and from Bangor. Waterville. Portland and
Boston will run as follows:

...

BELFAST.

FROM

AM

Belfast, depart. 7 15
Citypoiut. 17 20
Waldo.
Brooks
Knox
Thorndike.

>7 30
,'41
17 53

Unity.
Burnham, arrive.

8 10
8 35
11 45

..

Bangor..

8 00

PM
]

tl
tl
1
tl
2
2
2
4

F M

10
15
25
30
60
00

3 30
13 37
tS 52
4 15
>4 33
5 00
5 25
COO

10

30
35

A M

Waterville

9 os
F

Boston
Boston,

I E<D.
jw
D.

8 nr*

400

50

c

M

Portland. 12 15

AM

1 30
667

5 35
906

4io

TO BELFAST.

Language Study.
State

World Over

fnctor of

an

M

9<H>
8 30

of

TAKEN’

Swan ffllej Co.

Sheriff's Sale.

MUNYON’S FAME.
the

A

709

15;D.
D.

Boston
Boston, t w

Maine. Waldo County ss.
P M
PM
1 15
Portland.
11 00
February 6, A. I) 1899.
this sixth day of February, A. I). 1899,
AM
AM
on execution dated January 24th, A. I). 1899,
5 50
4 3<
Waterville. 9 30
issued mi a judgment rendered by the Supreme Bangor
1 30
7 15
Judicial Court for the County of Waldo, at a term
AM
P V
AM
thereof begun and held at Belfast in and for said i Burnham, depart. 10 25
8 50
5 05
County on the first Tuesday of January. A. I). Unity. 11 00
9 09
5 25
1
1899, to wit, on the seventeenth dav of danuarv, Thorndike.
9 19
5 35
1! 15
A. I'. 1899. in favor of .VI < H ILL of said Belfast, Knox..M 1 3“
t9 25
to 42
in said County, collector of taxes for the city of
9 4
5 50
Brooks
1 1 57
Belfast for tin* year 1897. against GEORGE G.
t« 07
*9 5,2
M2 15
Waldo.
WELLS of Belfast, in said County of Waldo, and Citvpoint. M2 35 tlo 04
fC 17
C 25
particularly against the lot and store on E. side Belfast, arrive. 12 45 id li
of High street, next N .»! (’. Ilervey’s store, lit
38 in div. 1, containing one thirty-second of an
Flag station.
acre and situated in said Belfast
f* r the sum d
Limited tickets for Boston are n<>w sold at$58>1 >
thirty five dollars and ten cents, debt or damage, from Belfast and all stations <>1) Branch.
ana twelve dollars and t hirty-three cent>. co>t of
Through tickets to all points W est and North,
\\ <i rout. tthe west, via all routes, for sale
suit, and will he sold at public aueri- n
y 1
«; K<». K EVANS,
highest bidcer. at the office of Geo. E Johnson in Agent, Belfast.
Vice President and (ieiu-ra, Manage!
Belfast, in said County, on the 13th dav ol March.
A. I>. 1899, at nine o’clock in the forenoon, the
F. E. Boornnv, (ien’l Pass, and Ticket Agent.
real estate above described and till the right., title
Portland, Nov. 25, 1898.
and interest which the said George G. a ells has
and had in and to the same on the second day of
August, A. 1>. 1898, at. three o’clock in the after...TIIK...
noon, the t ime when the same was attached on the
original writ in the same suit, to wit the lot and
store on E. side of High streef, next N.ofC. llervey’s store, lot 8B, div. 1, containing one thirtysecoiu of an acre and siti.ated in said Belfast.
3wti
M. <i. NORTON. Deputy Sheriff.

there are two methods
used for the teaching of a language: that of the mother and that of the
grammarian. The child learns its owtii or
mother tongue from the mother; it learns
a foreign tongue from a teacher,
whose
highest ambition is to he a grammarian.
Does the child learn better from the
mother or from the grammarian? Withfrom the mother, accordout doubt,
ing to the mother method. It' this is so,
must we use the example of the mother
or of the
rammariau when we are to
begin the teaching of a foreign language?
Is there any reason why a foreign tongue
should he otherwise taught than the
mother tongue? Is it not at least worth
the trouble to try the method of the
mother, when it is every day demonstrated
that pupils who have had live, six, seven
years of teaching are unable, on leaving
school, so much as to understand when
the language they have been studying is
used in conversation? [Appletons1 Populai Science Monthly for February.
are

K nonn
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Sheriff’s Sale.

Broadly speaking,

which

pray.

Ship-builder.

Poor & Son

Fogg Brown,

be with

us

VACCINE,

No

for the maintenance of cats, but
E. BOSTICK,
the accounts of the United States Depot
of SumpCommissaries prove it.
In every storehouse there are from one to five of the
S.C.,
animals, and their rations are provided as
writes:
and
as
those
of
carefully
regularly
any of
“My
the gallaDt soldiers.
I little
They are Dot fed on scraps, as are those
of the enlisted men, but they are alloted
I son
so many pounds of choice
beef or any
Scott
other delicacy their palates may desire.
for
Of course, they may have as much game
w nearas they wish, and the storehouses seldom
fail to furnish an unlimited supply of rats
ly four
and mice.
That the cats save many times
years
their cost of support is well kuown, as
Billie red
Wmr
such supplies as crackers, cheese, bacon,
^ -with terriHour aud meal are much sought after by
the rodents.
blo earaclie.
noth ears discharged copiously.
That the army cats in San Francisco
Ilo
was
almost
are well trained
deaf.
Several
of the best
may be judged from the
doctors in this county to whom I took
fact that w hile New \ ork quotes 0 cents
him failed to do him any real good. In
per clay per c&t as the price of cat meat,
Col. Baldwin, Depot Commissary
desperation I gave him Pe-ru-na. Behere,
fore lie had finished his fourth bottle,
finds 7 cents as low’ as he can get the
prophis hearing had been fully restored
er beef for felines which
protect his stores.
am I his general health made
Some time ago a new attache of the
perfect.”
Pe-ru-na cures catarrh, no matter
warehouse procured a terrier and instalit
where
is
located.
Catarrh
led him in the territory of Colonel, which
often
is the father of the animals Maj. Gen.
passes fr«>m the head into the ear, great
is
often
Merritt took with him.
damage
done,
permanent deafThe next mornness frequently results.
Pe-ru-na, by
ing the terrier was found beside two rats,
curing the cause, cures the result, and
badly scared, while Colonel guarded five
earache vanishes. All druggists sell
with a pride that spoke in the severe arch
Pe-ru-na.
of his back and his loud meows. The terrier was forthwith removed.
All meu-of war carry cats.
Their usefulness is never more apparent than on
&
The writer was crossing
shipboard.
from Antwerpt to New York on the
DEALERS IN
steamship Southwark, when he was awakened by the sudden stopping of tha ship,
an occurence which,
happening in midocean, generally means something serious
The passengers rushed on deck half clad,
and were disgusted to learn that a rat,
PORK,
having crawled into the cylinder, had
caused the halt. Such an event on a manLARD,
of-war in time of action might be fearfulHAM,
and
an
active cat is the only
ly paid for,
preventive of such a possibility.
AND ALL KINDS OF
Colonel has a host of admirers, and in
GAME IN ITS SEAM ON.
his many years in the army he has become
the pet of many officers and clerks, and
JOHN A. FOGG.
MARION E. BROWN.
the progenitor of many other cats whose
Howes Block, High St., ijttp'T e am a >vr
ratting qualities have won them a distincBELLFAST, MAINE
Corner Main,
tion.

Marys:

Did

their

Vessels.

amount of

can

Boston, Feb. 8. The sons of Bowdoin
college to the number of nearly 100 held

glass to glass, as ton, ’70.
depended on it, clicking the
Secretary—W.

if his life

the little

Sons of Bowdoin

Cures Catarrh,
Matter Where It Is.

B
I

—

spirit.

Mitchell.

Pe-ru-na

Salter,

manufactured by scientific processes
known to the California ,Fig Syrup
Co. only, and we wish to impress
upon

LOUISVILLE.

Child Suffer with
Earache.

annually

to the originality and
simplicity of the combination, but also
to the care and skill with which it is

only

FRANCISCO, Cal.
Kv.
NEW YORK,

a

Nine Times Out of Ten
Due to Catarrh.

generally known that the Govspends several thousand dollars

ernment

the excellence of syrup of figs
is due not

1 he Lord

names:

Bacon.
Bate.

two

dominoes, chess, bacarat and a thousand
other games of chance and skill, in which
iadies may also indulge in the privacy of

Traitors.

Twenty-nine traitors are now in the
senate of the United States, and here are

To Let

It is not

The Christening of New

Frye Honored.

of |

and say it heats New York “all hollow”
aud call for more.

lawyer.

of

And that we
is as dear to the native heart scenes of the past mouths.
have watched with pride his record in the
ever, though owing to hard times the ! V. S. Senate from the
beginning of hostilexpensive amusement is now confined to a ities with Spain to the ratification of the
few of the laiger cities and certain seasons ! peace treaty yesterday afternoon.
of the year.
But the Cuban village must

'he close calculation iu'u/.le the erudite brains of

American

son

match

or a

Bull-fighting

moneyless country—
Spanish gold and silver;

his

"

activity in shops, saloons and theatres,
and noisy persistency of lottery-venders.

then the recipient is expected to dash it down his throat with the
same furious
energy, to smack his lips

are

himself,
pati families,

to

money he gets! To study the
thing out, it was tins way: There was

anu

of the Spanish West
silver dollar, worth

uics

iac

the case, some sub-

lover announces

more

excitement

silver

our

''

1

delay—unless,

commonly

more

beauty

seven, wherein crowds of men bet their
last real on favorite birds aud go wild with

‘Yliauge,’'

dollar of

buds
At the age of

girl

ed for her with the

cock-pits,

loathsome tiiat

so

a

satisfactory

he poor, indeed, which has not its several
in full blast at least one day in

f 1'itper, handled by
bout in the rags of the
at

Cuban

opening

over.

as

change

a

to the

is considered
quite
old enough to marry and her parents hunt
a
son-in-law
without
up
as
rosa

dreadful

in the best clothes of the populace, boisterous masquerade processions, ten-fold

o-1,
o'

as

soon

j

confidence in

most

t,.

so

for his course siuce the
outbreak of hostilities with Spain, and,
a
yesterday,
joint order passed both
cents exchange.
branches amid much enthusiasm authorizIn the Cuban calendar there are no
the
Governor
to invite Mr. Frye to
ing
fewer than 200 “holy-days,” Sundays in- visit Augusta
during the present session
cluded, in which nobody can be legally as the guest of the State. This order was
introduced in the Senate by Merrill of
compelled to labor—neither the man-serSemerset, and was greeted with long apvant, nor the maid-servant, nor the ox, plause. A few minutes later it passed
nor the ass,
nor, perforce, the stranger the House by a unanimous rising vote.
within the gates.
With such extraordi- This order is meant as a recognition by
the people of Maine of Mr. Frye’s eminent
nary deference to the saints and angels service on the
peace commission and in
tliis ought to be the most religious counsecuring the ratification of the treaty of
try under bhe sun; but, unfortunately, j peace. There is little doubt t hat Mr. Frye
after hasty prayers in the early morning, j will accept the invitatiou thus extended,
ami that lie will he the guest of the State
the natives employ the remainder of !
at Augusta sometime in March.
The lawtheir fiesta-days in bull-batting, cock- makers much regret that President McKinfighting, the lottery, the ball, the ley could not accept the invitation to
come to Maine, but they will accept Mr.
theatre, instead of :u attendance on
Frye as a good substitute and give him a
heavenly personages. Sunday is the great rousing welcome. [Kennebec Journal.
gala-day of the week, distinguished by j
the added brilliam y of every street scene Following is the order passed Tuesday:

the

out

thirteen

is

twenty per cent, premium on American
iters, servants and ! gold over Spanish gold, and twenty per
"a-ustorned to being ! cent, on Spanish gold as compared with
n lo their late
rulers, t silver. Thus, out of the original AmeriI
>" with
any money I can live dollar gold piece, 1 bought eight
mil, and insist on the expensive drinks and still had £0.80 in
it pieces of the
island, silver—and discovered afterwards that the
had swindled me out of fifteen
ad nickels, and
copper bar-keeper

I

guardians
it not

WICKED.

Might Depend Upon Their

corner.

the credit

oil

t

1

the

were

so

York, Philadel-

vv

nii'i't'.

;

rush to the bad if allowed the smallest
opportunity. This system of eternal vigilance would doubtless.become as irksome

much water; t'nev measured mv eves for
glasses; the glasses did not benefit me in the
least. My mother desired me to write to Dr.
R V. Pierce, at buffalo. 'V Y. and
xplnin thef.
condition of my eves
I did so. and after follow >
ing his advice, and using eight bottles of the
Favorite Prescription and eight of the Golden
Medical Discovery.’ can say mv trouble is enremoved.
Mv health was never so good
tirely
ns it is now."

per cent, on
bn »1 merchants are
:ibacks at the same
or

—

one

my eyes for

Spanish gold,

ttieir goods

\

itching and inflammation that I could not use
them for anything.
Physicians had given me
many different remedies which were like using

six

v\

striking square on the roots of the tongue.
Apparently, the highest social institution of Cienfuegos is the Sunday
evening
promenade in the plaza; and without it I
do
not know how the young
really
people
of the aristocracy would manage to mate
and marry.
During all the week, senoritas of the upper class are
kept under
rigid restriction, never permitted to walk
abroad alone and constantly watched
by
parents and dueunas, as if expected to

.LOVE/

i

Miss Maud Kenyon, of 1533 Orange St.. I.os
I had been afflicted with
Angeles. Cal., writes:

epors still require
ft

I

Cats ot War.

Presence.

but to open the mouth
wide and
the jug up, to tilt it
until a tiny stream trickles down the
throat, describing a six-inch curve and

—

be made the

t«>

v.

ANU
s

Battle

a

When Maj. Gen. Merritt sailed from San
Francisco he asked the Government authorities for three cats to take to Manila.
Probably the trio of American felines are
now teaching Yankee habits to their misguided fellows of the islands, for it was
Maj. (Jen. Merritt’s intention to send them
ashore when he landed.
The cats came
from the commissary depot in San Franand
their
cisco,
progenitor may be seen
there any day, busied among the barrels
aud boxes, or dozing lazily in some
snug

lips,
holding

of lovliness that all agree upon is the
beauty of health. No matter what her
features, no sickly woman can be attractive. Sallow skin, sunken cheeks, pimply
face, hollow eyes, lifeless lips—these are
repellant. And they can nearly always
be traced to the one cause—womanly
weakness or disease.
Almost all the ills
of womankind are cured if you put the
feminine organism into healthy, vigorous
condition. All sickness of women seems
to involve these delicate organs and so no
matter what the symptoms may be it is
best to look there for the real trouble.
All such disorders are completely and
permanently cured by T)r. Pierce's Favorite Prescription.
It is designed for
just this one thing and is the only preparation of the sort produced by a regua
skilled
larly graduated physician
specialist in the diseases of women.

called,

Seagoing
Issue of

vessel with the

sort

considerable
the deported

a

thick, porous clay to perspire,
patient recovering from “Santiago

and the result is that the water is
rendered cool and wholesome. The Cuban
fashion of drinking is not to touch the

are

the

a

fever,”

com-

Ideas of
beauty differ

“American

silver is

oes

like

tiful.'

currency
less of Spau-

the

cause

beau-

always

of

iiorly.

of

romance

there is not much
ilium

an

ugly Juliet,

at,) but in what form
in carrying out

because of her

ever

conceived

never

among all people
associated. We all
beautiful.

STATKol- MaIXK.

CoiMYOl W A Li •< > ,'S.
/OBBKJi? Kjr
February Gth. A 1» 1899
WAKEN this Gth day ol February, A 1). 1899,
1 on execution dated January -J4i*h. .A. 1>. 1899,
issued **n a judgment rendered y the Supreme
Judicial Court tor t ie County ol Wah.o. ,u a tei m
thereof begun and held at Belfast, ;n and lor said
County, on the tiisi 'ftiesday of ,1 ■. uuarv. A D.
1899, inwit, on the seventeenth dav of Jamiarv,
A. D. 1899. in favor oi M.C.H1LL .1 said Belfast,
in siid County, collector of taxes f.-r the city of
Belfast for the year 1897, against HANNAH GlLMdKE of Bellast, in the County oi Waldo, and
particularly against her homestead on Searsport
shore road, between Shute's and Staples’ lands,
lot 18, div. 1, containing fifty acres, situated in
said Belfast, lor the sum of seventeen dollars and
Importers <>« ^alc.
fifty five cents, debt or carnage, am eight dollars
ami twenty eight cents, cost <d suit, and will be
soiil at public auction to the highest bidder, at tho dealers in the finest quality of
office oi Geo. E. Johnson in Belfast, in said Comity, on the 18th day ot N an h, A. D. 1899, at nine
o’clock in the forenoon, the real estate above de~
scribed and all the right, title and interest which
the said Hannah Gilmore has and had in an I to
same on the first day of August, A
D. 1898, at
two o’clock in the afternoon, the time whei the
same was attached on the original writ in the;
same suit, to wit: her homestead on Seaispoit. I
BORDERS PROMPTLY FILLFO.
shore road between Shute's and Staples' lands, lot :
18, div. 1, containing fifty acres, situated in said I
Belfast.
owC
M. G. NORTON. Deputy Sherill.
33, 33. 37 Front St.. Belfast,

the TJcoe-

CRAIN,

Suffering- Humanity,

FEED.

SEEDS and

GROCERIES

Anthracite and

I

Li 0 31S

Black smith

Munyon s Improved Homeopathic Home
Kemediea are doing more to rid the world
pain and sickness than all the doctors
combined
These discoveries, harmless in
the hands of a
child, are proving their
potency in so many thousands of eases that
It would ho sheer madness for anv
siok
person to turn away from their benefits
A
eioiul of witnesses, stretching from Ernst io
«est and .North to South, among all nations, are telling their cures and praising
Munyon, whom they look upou us their
benefactor and friend.
Munyon guarantees that his Rheumatism
(ure will cure nearly all cases of rheumatism in a few hours; that his
Dyspepsia
( ure will cure
indigestion and all W<*naeh
troubles; that his Kidney Cure will cure
HO per cent, of all cases of
kidnev trouble;
that his Catarrh Cure will cure catarrh no
matter how long standing that his Headache Cure will cure any kind of headache
in a few minutes; that his Cold Cure
will
quickly break up any form of cold and so
on through the entire list of his
remedies.
Guide to Health and medical advice absoProf- Munyon, 1505 Arch st..
of

1

State

Belfast in said county executrix of the last will
and testament of Lewis A. Knowlton late of said
Belfast, deceased, against Wellington .\1 Coombs
of lslesboro in said County, for the sum of six
hundred and twenty four dollars and fifteen
cents, debt or damage, and eleven dollars and
tliirty-seven cents, cost of suit, and will be sold
at public auction at the office of Geo. E. Johnson
in said Belfast, to the highest bidder, on the
eighteenth day of March, A. D. 1899, at ten
o'clock in the forenoon, the following described
real estate and all the right, title and interest
which the said Wellington M. Coombs lias and
had in and to the same on the third day of June,
A D. 1897 at three o'clock in tlie afternoon, the
time when the same was attached on the original
writ in t he same suit, to witA certain lot or parcel of real estate known as the Avery Giikev farm,situated in said lslesboro, bounded as follows:
On the north by land formerly ol the late W illiam
Farrow, and land formerly !' the late Windsor
W. Williams; on the east by land formerly of the
late Nelson Gi key; on the south by Mill Creek,
so called; on the west by Broad Cove so called.
FRANK G. NORTON. Deputy Sheriff
3wC

Stand off the Grippe
We

ALL ITS HORMS,

IEN

have

PREVENTIVES

that apply to different stages and
ditions of

the

disease,

and

They Save
If you

wrill
all

have had

spending 25

cents

at

our

store

you may

save a

we

select

Purest and

Flour, Hay and Straw.

by

great

I

deal of money.
We

The committee on shore fisheries will yive a
public bearing in its room at tin* State House in
Augusta. February 1('». 1899. at Me M.onpcti

use.

tion of \V. S. Pendleton and 3d others of Isles
boro to prohibit the taking of mackerel and porgies in Penobscot bay and tributaries by purse or
drag seine. Petition of Oscar Hills and M9 others
of Northport regarding same; |>et it ion of J. (
Curtis and 23 others ol Camden regarding same;
petition A. W Petty and C>7 others of Lincolnville
regarding same; petition of («eo. M Warren and.
45 others of
regarding-same; petition of A
1. Brown and 50 others of Belfast regarding same.
2wj
CHAKl.ES C. VVOOD, Secretary.

about them, and

with

care,

oniy

the

....

BEST OF DRUGS,
....

and

I have just received and in store 1 car Darrack’s
! Best Michigan Patent Flour, 1 car Valley City
Milling Co., Lilly White, Best, Michigan Patent
Flour; also in store Albion, Washburn’s and Pillsbury’s Best. Hay by the cargo, car or bale. Straw
by the lot or bale. I have the finest flour and can
make low prices. Call.
31tf

LOWEST PRICES.

DRUGGISTS.

On

About

or

February 10th,

WE SH A U- RFC El \ E

25 Head of Horses 25
Weighing from 1O00
These horses

to

l‘»00 ixuinth.

cirect from the farms where
raised ami have never been exposed ft
are

they were
contagious diseases, thus ensuring the buyer a
sound, rugged, healthy horse, used to deep snows
and hard work.
These horses will be n sale at the stable of the
BELFAST 1.1 V K If Y CO.
Native and second-hand louses taken >n ex
0w4

LANCASTER & WEST,

You Want
the very best Wlllli:
\i> when ><u paint
There can be none better marie than the

BURGESS, FOBES Si CO.
PURE WHITE LEAD.
Every ounce warranted pure. Old Dutch corro
sion. Ground in pure linseed oil.
Your dealer has it or will order it.
3mf>

BURGESS, FOBES A CO.,
Portland, Me.

ALBERT M.
4 Front

sell at tbe

POOR & SON,

HORSES

change.

EXPENSE.

call

will tell you

Uf

LEGISLATIVE NOTICE.

con-

WONDERFUL SUCCESS in their

TELEPHONM-2.

.T/c

COUNTY OF

Philadelphia.

IN

Maine.

oi

WALDO, SS.
February G, A. D. 1899.
Taken this sixth day of February. A. I). 1899,
on execution dated January twenty-fourth, A. 1).
1899, issued on a judgment rendered by the Su
preme Judicial Court for the County of Waldo,
at a term thereof begun and held at Belfast in
said county on the first Tuesday ol January, A.
D 1899, in favor of Elizabeth* E Knowlton of

*

Street and

CARTER,
Sibley’s W harf

notice!
All persons indebted tome will please call at 34
High street, to settle their accounts. Bills not
settled before the first of April will be left with
an

attorney for collection.
SIDNEY

Belf&st, Feb. 6,1899.—Im6*

$135 for 90 Days.
A few

Energetic Ladies and Gentlemen wanted
Above salary guaranteed. Call or
J. H.CILLEY.
address,
Gml
14 riain Street, Belfast, Me.
to

KALISH.J;

Canvass.

Matanzas De Cuba.

THE REPUBLICAN JOURNAL.

True
Greatness

THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 16. 1899

BELFAST.

l*i' JLISHED EVERY THURSDAY MORNING BY THE

Republican Journal Pub. Co,
_

1’ILSBURY,
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Last

published

we

In Medicine

} BuSineis°Ma2aKer

Is proved

tribute to

a

Diugley. Jr., from the pen of F.
W. Gowen, a fellow worker in the temperThis week

have

poem
by Miss Faustina llicliborn entitled “Our
Stainless Knight"—in memorial!) of the
ance cause.

we

a

Sarsaparilla

Beal of Bangor has assignsecurity for the material

O.

He became

ed.

The road

was

peculiar to itself and unequalled by any other.

of fruit and

man.

on

j

and

while it is not

possible

to

to

huge

this road

gage but
cock/’
The

they

one

are

cars

will be allowed

third classes.

one

hat and

of the first,

second and

Those of the first class

are

the
Hard on the heels of the snow came a men ride in
dingily-upholstered
that put shackles on the very wind. second-class cars, preferring to pay half
an indite should be a man of ability, m- !
It fell black and sudden on the country, the
price for equal discomfort, though
Perhaps Major turning the mud floors of tlie poorer their wives and
grity ai.d capacity.
daughters be liding
in‘a*
iron
that
rang below the
11■ '.d- m M. Lord is best fitted by experi- dwellings
heel, though peal iires burned by day and j “primera classe” on the same train. The
of
of
the
at the National Capitol
:
any
by night, and Loch Finne, lying fiat as a j third class cars, at one-third the firstkites thus far named, and he cergirdle l'min shore to shore, visibly crisped * class fare, are mere freight or cattle cars,
nib- all v*t the above requirements. and curdled info ice on the surface in the !
furnished with rude benches: and to them
of an afternoon.
[John Splendid, ;
of course no ire acquainted with the space
are
relegated the laborers and colored
page 99.
inside of ] idith s expects to see him nom| Barring the mud floors, for peat fires ! people. These were the “irou-clads,”
nated,
read furnaces, cook-stoves and air-lights. ; bristling with guns, which during the
il

place made

.e

by death, the j
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the achievement.- ot
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Finne substitute Belfast Bay. j
and we should have a fair description of
|
our recent wintry weather.
For is, some
s iy
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sometimes above, sometimes

re-
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ager in Brooklyn,
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a

and the
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be
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pret

: iom s< me
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good

day.'* That

recordfor

one

week of

ii
meouraging evidences
tin- Administration is a good student
of national quesdiscussions
public
d ns. and it it can tind out vvlntt the j
ntelligent •••useusus oi the nation really
That is what repwants, it will give it.
:• sentative government should always do. t
.t is m marked contrast with an Adminis- j
:ou which tried by executive influence ;
to force tlii'-ugh an objectionable policy I
uter it had been overwhelmingly voted j
i iwn by a general election, as in 1894.
< vuntou’s Ma azine.
a
wild northeaster which sent the ice
Vet that which Gunton’s commends is I over to the western shore to he ground
■

of the

no
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Niuley
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no
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to

through regardless
people or in defiance*
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off to

Yet liad lie attempted oue
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because

the

enormous

trees

which

quantities

destroyed by

of

yielded

guavas

such

were

army or the
The favorite compote, with whose

steady and strong, sending the ice agreeable
the eastward, and seaward between everybody

taste

and

one

heuificent

qualities

is familiar, usually comes in
bars, like brown soap, or sealed in cans.
In all first-class hotels and private houses

Occasional
grees all the mid-winter day.
groups of splendid palms are seen, tossing
their green plumes against a cloudless

sky. The
ton.eguina
there

song
is in the

evidences

“Salsa tomato.”

of the thrush and the

of

air:

and

cane-planting

or

1

and

zas—the

paper; or calves liver, boiled
kids’ head, baked entire,

on

pears

stewed;

giblet

stew;

hash of

or

anything

one

or

two

served

are

with

deposits subject

j

posed of preliminaries, you now come to
substantial part of the breakfast.
First and foremost is the ubiquitous
“bifsteek”, (Cuban for beefsteak), which

Peoples

chunk cut from any
part, of the beef-creature between horns
and tail, sizzled in fat to the toughness of
There

leather.

are

mutton

j

Legal tender

be excellent enough to make up

tomatoes, or crisp, pungent cresses
fresh from some running s’rcim, or a

followed

by coffee.

The

ts,

latter is strong,

j

J

wine of Catalina,
elbow, and you might

Total.
St a

moon

as a

glass

as

which

of water,

as

is

yellowish-looking,
| compound, brought from
a

and labelled “American Butter,”
which resembles wagon-grease and sells
at a dollar a pound,—when it can find a
cans

patron.
Dinner is

a

duplication

of breakfast,

with the addition of broth and maybe
The caldo, broth or
game or poultry.

soup), is made thick with onions, carrots
and seeds; or maybe is a worm-like mass
of vermecelli

wriggling

which

amid

garlic;

pan—bread
closely resembles a poultice.

the favorite caldo

de

or

soup,

Fannie Brigham Ward.
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Schools were suspended Monday afterand Tuesday on account of the storm.
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FIRST MEETING of the creditors i»f tinpartnership under the tirm name H. I„ W< n >1
COCK, SARGENT & WOOIX < H K. also under
OAK Hit 1. GRANITE
the name and style of
AND PAVING Company, the individual copartners in which are Hartwell E. Woodcock ;md
Winthrop (). Sargent of Swanvillc, to wit of Bid
fast, Maine, adjudged bankrupt upon then wu
petition, to prove their claims against thou and
choose one or more trustees of their estate, will
he held at the- dice of the referee, Belfast. ...
1>. iso:*, m. 2
on the 25th day of February, A
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UK A N K K WltiC I N <
Subscribed and-worn to heloie meiln it oav
Of Febiaiarv, 1800.
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table beverage is not thought of in Spanish America.
Butter, as we know it in the
North, is not a “cosa de Cuba.” There
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1
you renewed strength and vitali tv, the best blood builder
and purifier, the best nervu;
; strengthener and invigorator.
; Dr. Greene s Nervurn hiooti
; and nerve remedy is the best
: medicine in the world to do
all this.
It purities and ei.the
I riches
blood, feeds,
'strengthens and ir.vig.
the nerves, in fact, it i- ;d-.es
the weak strong, the sick
Will, and will cure vour
Stomach trouble. air biliousness, your kidiuv trouble,
rheumatism or neitinb
M t*. Da nit l A.F<
\ \ *ntworth, N*. Ii., says
“I hadth- Clip so that I was

cane-seated, tolerably clean, and have few
passengers but women.
Nearly all the

1

36 inch Percales, (new) 5 3-4

finds you with thin, poor, impoverished blood, weak, relaxed and unYou are without your usual strength, energy and vim von teel that
s you are out of order, without
being exactly sick. The cold
seems to blow clear
0 wind
$ through you, a storm chills
vour marrow, and
j
you perj naps have rheumatism, neu-
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nerves.
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Bleached Twilled Crash, 25 yd. pcs.t
f>9 cents per piece.
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30 inch Bleached Cotton, 5 cents

Strong Nerves, Vigorous Bodies.

bundles of clothes tied

valise,

:

yard.

per

cines, Most Wonderful Restorative and Strengthener Known to Science-Makes Pure Blood,
Spring

Innp

as

Take Dr. Greene’s Nervura, Best of All Spring Medi-

strung

findat^

JOHNSONS
40 inoli Brown Cotton, 5 1=2 cents

up in sheets—in spite of the warning
conspicuously posted, to the effect, when
turned iuto English, as follows; “Noticia.
The Senores, passengers, are notified that

city publications,but cultivates the
have claimed that papers * local Held with unwearied
efforts; while to
ou's de of the second Congressional disthose who pay in advance we furnish free
tret have no right to express an opinion
a 20-page city weekly, the New York Tribwho shall succeed Mi. Dingley, the : une, the
is tprice of which alone is *1 a year.
more reasonable view is that everybody in | The Journal and Tribune makefile
best
e
Mate is interested in having the high i possible combination for local and
gent
the delegation in Congress! eral news.
-‘.nuiavd
:

permitted, however,

carry
all manner of truck into the coaches, free
of charge, from household goods to sacks

some

tain*aim-d

are

that ycu will

PARD

case

People

Sarsaparilla

4

Your Blood Is Poor and Thin, Your Nervesi
Weak, You Ara Run Down In Health, i

than your own fare; and in
you had better buy a regular
ticket for them, as for another passenger.
that

late the

Wh.ie

If your trunks are extraordinarily
their transportation may cost more

heavy,
as baggage

bination, proportion
preparation

process in its
make Hood’s

I
protect himself and his creditors. That
no oue will 1 se a dollar by him, and that
tie will come out on top, goes without saya

20 lbs.

any

and

finished iu the dead

He is that kind of

by

For example:

A passengerticket does not provide for any baggage in
the line of trunks, etc, and on each piece
is a considerable charge, per “arroba” or

medicine in the
world. The peculiar com-

of winter, and as Mr. Beal could not float
the bonds he deemed it best to assign, to

ng.

than

beforehand.

other

nud entire construction o,f the new Penobscot Central railroad, a street line from
Bangor up the Kenduskeag valley, 25
miles.

by the health

been made well, more cases
of disease and sickness
have been cured by Hood’s

late Congressman.

Mayor F.

Matanzas, Jan. 12th, 1899. Railway
traveling in Cuba is always uncomfortable and very expensive—as high as twenty
cents a mile on some of the
roads, and
there are peculiarities about it which the
foreigner will do well to understand

of the people who have
taken it. More people have

Nelson

]

NOW BUILD YOURSELF UP.

Mysteries of the Cuisine.

[Special Correspondence of The Journal. J

___

CHARLES A.

Wliat the Traveler Sees To-day in a Railway Ride. Through the Central Provinces.
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A large quantity of cedar logi is to be
shipped from Belfast to Portland parties.
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Last, winter, during
Mr. Fred W. Rote got up an
which was given in Belfast

Friday evening,
success
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tore

March 4th.

every way and
who had not been

in

dancers

v

many years. The
Whitten’s orchestra.
-m vessful that it was de'old folks’dances” annual
for
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for

one
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most
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K, P. ball of 1899 bids
given by the organi-

ever

•njpany is

in

good

form and

practice for a special drill,
P uni has a
special program, innd Regiment U. R. K. P.
■■"'d by R. p. Chase of this city,
at ions that are
being made by
ate that the ball will he more
anv of its predecessors.
■

be
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pounding her bottom out. She now lies in a
good position to be pulled off, and with

closed; $118,OCX), 4 percent, of the issue of
the new 4 per cents. The coupons
each of these classes are payable quar-

moderation

in

the weather

an

attempt

to

get her into deep water will be made. The
wreckers will remain with her until she is
floated.” ...The Camden schooner Sarah
D. J. Rawson, Capt. French, has chartered
to load granite at Stouington for New York,
for Goss & Small. This is the first trip of
the vessel since she was dismasted and repaired_Sell James L. Malay, Capt. Burnett, now on her way to New York from
Rockland, is chartered to load white oak
timber at

Chickahominy River, Va.,

for Bel-

fast, at .$4 per ton. The timber is to be a
part of the frame of the schooner Carter &
Co. are to build for the Pendleton Bro’s. of
Islesboro the coming summer.... A Portland

ship

owner

sels

the

in discussing square-rigged vesother day said : ‘T do not believe

square-riggers will pass out of existence.
The barks and barkentiues that have for
many years been engaged in the
American trade are fast wearing out,

so

think

they

their rig.”

will
The

South
and 1

be replaced by others of
gentleman was a little pre-

that a bark will be built
Belfast the coming summer, but what lie
says of vessels of this rig will be generally
approved. He said: “I think they have de-

comparatively short time it has been
growing. The neighborhood talk is that the
lot is being cleared off to make a trotting
park.
the

W. Oakes, manager of a shoe factory
Augusta, was in Belfast last week and
looked over the building and machinery
used by Legro & Spalding.
He expresses
W.

in

himself

as

satisfied that

equalled facilities

for

Belfast offers

carrying

on

un-

the shoe

manufacturing business. He said his plan
was to form a stock company with $10,000

capital, provided Belfast people would raise
$0,000. He consulted with a number of interested parties here aud said he won Id
write as soon as he had investigated other
points in regard to the business. Up to this
writing he has not been heard from.
Field & Quimby have
received notice "f tue following reduction of
Insurance Kates.

insurance rates:
On and after Jan. 1, 1899, a reduction of 15
per cent from the tariff rate may be made
on specifically rated buildings located within

500 feet of the

Winterport,

public hydrants

and

seven

in Belfast and

and one-half per

cent on the contents of the same, provided
the SO per cent guaranty clause is attached
A reduction of 5 per cent, may
to policies.
be allowed from present, rates on all specifically rated property located outside of the
Belfast and
towns of
Winterport. The
above does not apply to the following special
which
under your preshazards:—Property,
ent rules can now be written at two and a
half rates for three years and four rates for
five years may hereafter he written at two
rat' s for three years and three rates for live

mature in assuming

years.

at

Johnson offers a !
New
few special bargains this week, and has just I
received new piques, muslins and organdies.
_Only Gi) cents a pair for women’s boots,
49 cents a pair for girls’ boots, anil men and
boys’ footwear as cheap in proportion at B.

monstrated that

they

are

as

economical

as

cau be put into the South
trade. You see it takes a long
time to load a vessel with lumber and what

anything

that

American

makes
that

steamers

they

cannot

impracticable

is

afford to lie idle

the
so

fact

loug.

positiveness of the Christian
as

Sturtevant-Larrabee sleighs.

and

get
prices. Everything in hardware also-A
reward of $20 is offered for information
which will lead to the conviction of the perpersons guilty of breaking and entering the White and Union school-housesSee statements of insurance companies represented by Field & Quimby and James Pattee & Sun, Belfast, and Fred Atwood, Winterport.Mackintosh found in the road
near Swanville.
Enquire of F. W. Brown
at the Belfast post-office-See statements
of the Belfast, Peoples and Searsport National Banks.
son or

nave

been

extremely

low prices.

in

LADIES’ JACKETS.

the

We have some 30 Jackets and Capes left
in stock, which we propose to sell at
special low prices this week.

F. 1. Wilson and little

Mrs.

t'amden

were in

on

a

Kwrard

son

week, returning Wednesday.

atnl A.

at the parsonage last

met

to

was

whic.h

week, and a picnic
tiie gentlemen were invited,

thoroughly- enjoyed.
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The steamer Penobscot remained in Rockland Mood
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His office is in the
Opera House Bind- and his office hours from
I
t<>
Mond i\ s. vVednt sdays, and Fri-

of Keifast

who

We have about 25 TOURISTS’ HATS
valued 87c. to 51.70, shall sell at

Societies.

Tin* regular meeting of Plienix L > age, F.
M., will b held next Monday evetiing.

Tb*- Lad:.-s’ Aid of the Methodist ehureh

supper,

Secret

^

visit the first of the

MILLINERY ROODS.

friends of the M. E. church.

to the

election.

$

pictured by

,rpp'\.

District Deputy Grind Chancellor F. H.
officers of

Welch and suite installed tdie
Golden Crown Lodge, Knights of
Brooks Feh 10'h.
Past, Chancellor
Pittslieoi Monday

Pythias,

of

«®“We are anxious to close out the above
for the big purchase of new goods, such

W. Welch went to
meet a c uumittee to
for
schools of instruction for the
arrange
Knights of Pythta-*. It was decided to hold
the M-hoo; of instruction in Pittsfield, TuesBrooks Lodge w.d work tin*
day. Fen.
first, rank ; I>rifast the second ; Pittsfield tin*
short form of the third: and Duuforth the
long f> rni.
M.

officers of Aurora Rebekah Lodge,
F
wero i natal b-d Tin s lav evening
A cotillion party will he given in Memo- ; hy Berth
I Birtl, SpK*ial Deputy, assist. .1
tin*
following acting Grand officers;
rial Hall, Friday evening, Fell 24th. This hy
Annie Adams, Marshal; Grave E. Walton,
wil; he. a ”Bediatny party,” and it is expectWarden; Hattie Furbish, Secretary ; Carrie
ed that members will dress in appropriate Gilmore, Treasurer
A supper was served
costume.
It wiil be the last of the course, at <i o’clock, and refreshments after the installation.
but it is expected that an extra will be

to make

as

The

days.

; 1 O. O

and

|

tnousani other attractive

a

f)

goods

lor the

not fail to secure some of these

>

given.

valentine party by the Unitarian Society at Memorial Hall Tuesday evening
was very successful and enjoyable.
Supper
The

1

spring trade.

bargains.

<!

served at b

o’clock, each guest receivvalentine. A social season of an hour
aud a half followed the supper and the evening closed with a dance.
was

ing

goods

room

to

a

—

Lancaster <& West have received a carload of line horses, which are on sale at the
stable of the Belfast Livery Co. The animals weigh from 1,000 to 1,500 pounds each
and prices range from $05 to $125. The horses
are of good style, well broken aud willing
workers. They are meeting with a good
sale. Lancaster & West have opened a sale
stable

and

are

to

building

top starkes

on.

You may have heard *
about
SCOTT’S EMULSION j
\
and have a vague notion 3
;; that it is cod-liver oil withs
( in bad taste and smell and ]
; aii Its other repulsive tea* *
* tures. It Is cod*iiver
oil, the *
*
and
the
best
in the
per.:;**
l
world, but made so palate.bb; I not almost everybody'
con
take it.
Nearly all\
> d i'dren like it and ask for ]

Frank S. Lord and J. W. Nealley of Ellshave purchased of 1. S. Sawyer of
Milhridge the schooner yacht “Lurelei.”
The yacht will be a noble addition to Ellsworth’s fleet.
She is built for comfort rather
than speed. The yacht is 40 feet over all, 13
feet beam, aud 6 feet draught. She has a
cabin 18 feet long by 0 wide, and 5 feet 8
inches in the clear
The cabin is divided
into galley, after cabin and stateroom, with
closets, ice chest, water tanks, etc. The
stateroom is roomy, with a double berth.
There are sleeping accommodations for.
seven.
The yacht has many conveniences
and a cruise of days, weeks or months could
be taken in her “with all the comforts of
home.” Mr. Lord’s yacht “Empress” was a
part of the purchase price, and many will
regret seeing her go from Ellsworth, particularly because her owner. Mr. L,ord, was a
prime mover in bringing off several interesting yacht races in Union river bay. Mr.
Lord will lose none of bis enthusiasm for
yachting, but with a schooner under him instead of a sloop which was always ready for*
a race, lie will be less likely tog interes thiinselt in yacht racing. [Ellsworth American.
The Empress was built by Webster at
Oast me, was formerly a cat boat and visited
worth

Belfast Department Store,
48 and 50 MAIN

»

|

U

£

Clothing and Gent’s furnishings,

&

£*»I

|

*

l other
k

preparations,
| good”
will find that this is

a

you
fact.

*

The hypophosphites that are
combined with the cod-liver oil
|
| give additional value to it because
I they tone up the nervous system
* and impart strength to the whole

I body.
9
A

50c. and $1.00. all druggists.
SCOTT & BOWNE, Chemists, Nfew York.

summer.

* CLOSING OUT SALE *

At Great!? Eefititl Prices
OF THE CELEBRATED

Sturtevant-Larrabee

to

any time in the year, 44c. to $3.8s.
In the Dry Goods department we have some good trades in
lace, hamburg, etc. Velvet for ??c, fancy silk Tic. per yard;
Ladies’ and Misses’ mittens, 10c.; Boys’, 7c.; Men’s for 10c.

P looks like cream; it nourishes the wasted body of
P the baby, child or adult

l

bought them at prices

We shall make these permanent departments in our new
store. In our Milliner> department we have only eight trim Tied
Hats left, which we shall sell for 2sc., sOc. and 75c- each.
We have 13 Lanies' Capas in cloth and plush, good to wear

Qs*3>

better than cream or any
food in existence. It
bears about the same relato other emulsions that
| tion
cream does to milk.
If you
I
had
have
any
experience
^
P with other so-called “just as

and

sell.

<

more.

STREET, BELFAST.

This block has been occupied by Mr Sidney KaliVi as a
clothing and furnishing store for the pa t to wars. 1 wish to let
his old customers know that we have bought his entire stock of

•

t

W. A. Kimball has named his new knockIrene, for a ittle girllfrom Boston
who visited Belfast last summer.

port last

I’ll K

-AT

about the

this

FELLOWS’ BLOCK.

5

keep high grade horses

in frame and the

onn

OPENING DAY

C.

Call

All the remnants in our stock
measured and will be sold at

enough
popular.

Advertisements.

Dinsmore’s.See changes in prices at
Bradman’s new cash store, fid High street
Plenty of snow' now, and J. W. Jones, GO
Main street, is having a closing-out sale at
greatly reduced prices of the celebrated

at the

The services at the M. E. church
Sunday
forenoon, Feb. 19th, will be as follows: SerSeal Brand Coffee,
mon at 10 45 by Rev. G. G.
Winslow, pastor;
Sunday school at 12 in.; meeting of Junior
reason
League at 3.30 p. in.; meeting of Epworth
why it is
League at G 15 ; leader, Miss Mary Jackson ;
topic, “A Missionary Church ;” (missionary
meeting,) Yets 15:1 3; praise service at 7 15;
lecture by the pastor at 7.35; theme, George
Washington as a citizen. Mon.lay am Tu"sday evenings at 7 15. preaching i»y the Rev.
The voting lists are posted at the usual
I). If Piper of Win ter port.
\ beany inviplaces for examination before the spring tation to the people generally and especi :lly

....

tug Peter W French, Capt. Nugent, took a
party of wreckers to Point Allertou Feb.
8th, where it was planned to float the
schooner Henry R. Tilton, which was driven
ashore there in the November blizzard. Before the party reached the scene the unusually high tide had floated the vessel, but
she pounded so heavily that it became necessary to scuttle her to prevent her from

Mills spoke

evening, “Henry Drummond
George Adam Smith.”

Shipping Items. The barkeiitiues Mabel 1
on
constantly on hand.
Meyers, J. H. Bowers and Sarmiento sailed terly. The present Finance Committee has
Last week Messrs. Field & Cowles, New
'>
for the River Plate,
from Portland Feb.
adopt-* <1 a new and very complete system for England managers of the Royal Insurance
The PortSouth America, lumber laden.
keeping a record and the accounts of these Company of Liverpool, gave a dinner at the
‘*A number of small bets
Algonquin Club to their special agents in
land Press says
bonds <tud coupons, and when this report is
the New England field
There were cakes
have been made as to which one will arrive j made up future work in that line will be
and ale, and a feast of reason and How of
first. The captains of the vessels know that i much simplilied.
soul aud good cheer, pressed down, brimful,
running over. Indeed, a definition of tiie
considerable interest :s manifested and it
It seems but a few years ago that K. D.
“apotheosis of happiness” would he George
will probably be a sharp race oat. The Freeman cleared the lot owned
him
on
!
I*. Field giving a dinnei to a handful of good
by
Mabel I. Meyers seemed to be the favorite North
port avenue and set out a row <»f t rees ! fellows whom lie loves ami who work “not
as Time servers, men pleasers," but heartily,
She is the
among those who made wagers.
on the street.
The clearing was thoroughly
loyally, serving the king
[Boston Comnewest vessel of the three and is generally
done and for some years after hay was cut
mercial Bulletin Feb. 11.
considered the fastest sailer of the trio.”
there.
It has since so grown up with wood
C. H. Field of this city was one of the
The bark Rebecca Crowell, Capt. Millard
that, ever since cold weather set in a crew of
guests.
Dow, has been chartered to take coal from nu n have been at work cutting and hauling
Philadelphia to Algoa bay, South Africa. a a ay firewood. While much of it is small,
Yachts and Boats.
Capt Dow’s family willsail with him on the
little bigger than hoop pole stuff, the
“The amount of wood is
The Boston Globe says:
L. E. McMahan lias the knockabout he is
voyage..
surprising, considering

Engineers, often as many as four, firemen
and others, have to stay by her all the time
MtoTKBRs Incorporated. The
and are, of course, under pay. Now, a sailf
organization of Mathews
vessel doesn’t have to put her crew on
Pe'.fast was recorded iu Waldo ing
until the last minute aud, beside the capof
dry
Deeds, Feb. 10th. The
and one or two men cau do all that is re1
’be corporation are the rnanu- 1 tain,
quired. This is one reason that leads me to
Ibng of doors, sash, blinds and believe we shall soon
see some modern barks
‘rol lers finish, and buying, sellaud barkeutines replacing the old-timers.”
’“d exchanging such real estate
....Sch. Winslow Morse arrived from Bosproperty as may be necessary ton
Feb, 10th and anchored near the lower
The
;
on
said
business.
arrying
steamboat wharf.
M'dal stock is $50,000; par value
Monday afternoon she
t,’*;, “IdO. Adda II Mathews, got under way to beat up, but drifted down
atdiHws ami Orlaudo E. Frost with the ice and anchored near the G. W.
ar‘- d:r^,.t
‘W \i '!,rH Ularrie S. Mathews is presi- Cottrell
shipyard. A. M. Carter is to load
*•
E. Mathews, treasurer; Adda
athe*s, clerk.
her with hay for Boston.
'■

job printing

by

our

fast

t

course.

■

wife and four children.

“The

IS

Chase & Sanborn’s

180.7 ; and

mrual of Feb 2, asking
Chart a called the atof this
IliamS' 11. Esq

.i

It

illiket), a bar1', r, of Chelsea. Miilikeii is prompt attention.
F. I Wilson,
charged with corruptly receiving money’,
Manager of Belfast Age Pub. (V.
which rendered him ineligible as a juror. I
Uev. Ralph (Li!.mi iris been holding a!
Millikeu denies receiving money from any
series o‘ evangt i:sti<
meetings in Bradford,
one as a leged.
Police officer Alger testified
Vt.., New ton, Ohio, and Steubenville Lov.i,
that he was in Miiliken's barber shop on
1
assisted by Chas. L Estv, a Gospel singer,
Arlington St., Chelsea, Saturday, and saw
and lias been highly successful in each
him display a big roll of bills, which he
place The Stenb»-uviih Herald-Star says ;
said was S100, and that he expected another
Mr. Gil lain, though still a young man. 1ms
SI00 on Monday.
Monday lie saw Miilikeii traveled e.xtensi
y as an evangelist in the
meet a young woman on Broadway, Chelsea, j
country, and has also toured in foreign
He gained, an early experience
ami later saw him with a man, with whom countries
as the assistant of one of the most suche had some talk and w horn he accompanied
cessful American evangelists of this genertii Boston. The presiding justice stated that
ation. Iiis winning personalily and freedom
he was satisfied Miiliken had received a sum
from sensationalism,combined with his earnestness of conviction, make him a, rarely eforaccount
and
he
could
riot
of money
for,
fective preacher of Christ's Gospel.
dered him held. He was afterwards released,
The Finance Committee of the City
hut the Inspectors say the case will he preMilliken was Council is busy this week adjusting the bond
sented to the grand jury.
and coupon accounts for the annual report.
born in St. John, N. B., and is about 40 years
old.
When a small boy became to Belfast This is an intricate autl tedious job as three
classes of bonds are involved; rhe old 0
ami lived in the family of JohnO. Milliken.
per cent, $408,700, the account "f which is to
trade.
He is a mulatto and is a barber
a

Remnant Ok toils.

ser-

! pastor will lecture iu the vestry at 7.15 p. m.
The pastor’s subject Sunday morning will be

■

He has

these

atteud

at 10 45, with sermon by
pastor, Rev. G. S. Mills. Sunday school
at 12 m. The Christian Endeavorers will
: have a missionary
meeting atG.15 p. m. The

Veterans' Meeting. By invitation, WalThe M & M. tried to break out some extra
do Comity Veteran Association will meet
.ce in
going out Friday, but gave it up
with Thus. II. Marshall Post, m Belfast
and has not been down river since. The
March 2nd. If stormy, the next fair day.
Silver Star did not come Saturday, but made The address of welcome will
lie left with the
the trip Sunday
Monday forenoon she got Post; response by J. O. Johnson of Liberty.
stuck in the ice at. lsleshoro and did not. come The
Post will furnish the program.
Bring i
The Petiobseot came to her wharf j
across.
along your lunch baskets and Belfast will do
without difficulty Saturday and Monday. the rest
Belfast is a central place and is
Saturday the {'. S. revenue cutter Woodbury always ready to entertain the veterans. We
came iu and broke up the ice, though but
shall look for arousing meeting.
[A. Sun- i
little of it went out. On account of the
si in See'y.
storm the river and bay steamers did not
To the Public
In behalf of the stockmake tb'-ir trips
Tuesday, but the wind j
holders of the Bedfast Age Pub. Co., who re- j
cleared 1.*•
;st. bay of :ee completely.
Dureently suffered a serious loss d their entire :
e form -1
th.* night tie
again, and as The I
from lire, I wish to extend my heart- j
.Tonrnaligoes r • press the bay is full of lioafc- plant
felt thanks to the members of tin* gallant Lire f
w
is
lie
V
thin.
however,
ing ice.
department, who did such heron' service in j
111 IP'S i
TltAKUS Mlel.rKKN IN TllOUll.l',
attempting to save the property, also to a
ton Feb 7tli. a §j*ial in the Superior Crim- :
sympathizing public fort-heir many kind ex j
:i:
ourt w n- suspended a seeond time on
has been j
pressious of good will. Ail of si
arc..nut of ti'tMihie with tile jury.
This time | established .11
Ha; h»rd bioek where business |
it was lx e.ius<- of tlie allegation of bribery
relating to the « umpany wilt h,* transacted. 1
lodged against, tie of the jurors, Charles 11. Orders for
left there will receive.
1

to

♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦

Morning worship

trips.

M

Special Bargains this Week

Smith,

the

lecture in the People’s Course
given at the Belfast Opera House,
Wednesday evening, Feb.22d, by I>r. James
Hedley; subject, ‘Heroes and Heroism.’’
Dr. Hedley lectured here last winter, and
bis lecture was oue of the most successful
of the

A.

day, evening will be “The Great Resolve.’’ ;
The Sunday services will be as follows:

he

enjoyable

Ashley

North
church last Sunday eveniug on Abraham
Lincoln and Jefferson Davis
The topic of
the mid week prayer meetiug
this, Thurs-

The next

and

Geo. S.

Rev.

j

The W. C. T. U. will meet this afternoon
half-past two o’clock with Mrs. S. G. Bieknell on Pearl St. The subject for discussion
will be the department of “Purity in literature and art.”
All members are expected to
be present.
Will those holding books belonging to the Union please leave them with
Mrs. A. E. Clark.

1< k in thk Bay
During the past week
there has been considerable ice in the river
and bay and some difficulty was experienced

Rev.

10 45

vices.

at

will

the musical program for the

extended to all

tion is

called to the advt. of the Old

has been one of our summer residents aud is
interested in real estate iu Stockton Springs.

re-opened.

by the small

etc.

Hickory Mining Co., of which Densluvf,
Ward & Co., Lord’s Court Building, No. 40
Exchange Place, New York City, are fiscal
agents. Mr. Deuslow, the senior of the firm,

the sale of the cream in Boscentral market, the creamery

-.cp.es.

•! -gi
W

The program will he miscellaneous and include a piano duett, vocal

entine supper.

Attention is

GEO. W. BURKETT'S

welcome.

regular service, preaching by
the pastor, subject, “Criticism of Christianity." Sunday school at 12 o’clock. Young
peoples’ meeting at G 15 Topic, “My Duty
as a Citizen.’’
Lecture ou “Alfred Tennyson, the Late Laureate of England,” at 7 30
o’clock.
Seats free, and a cordial invita-

was

solos,

is

Universalistchurch,
pastor.

The meeting of the Parlor Musical Society
postponed from Tuesday to/Thursday
this week on account of the Unitarian val-

served at (i

capital ready for the enterprise and the
farmers are ready with their products whenever they can he assured of a reliable market.
As soon as satisfactory arrangements

will he

>i 1 )elano N:

Wednesday

The Belfast Creamery. M. C. Hill is
arranging to re-establish the Belfast creamery, and is meeting with considerable enReliable parties offer to take
couragement.
stock in the enterprise sufficient to put it on
a safe basis, and be is now investigating the
market for the product. There is plenty of

Some have prov-

name

was

which were covered with calico. After
the supper there was a sewing of calico carpet rags. The workers were paired off by
neckties, gentlemen wearing calico ties to
which the mates were enclosed iu envelopes
to be drawn by the ladies. There was also
a booth for the sale of valentines.

be made for

Jones have
the hair-dressing

t.

vestry

Supper

of

or

instruments.

the

are

Baptist church uext Sunday: Morning—
anthem, ‘*0, Paradise," Bullard, solo, "O,
tender, loving Shepherd,’’ Gilbert, Mrs.
Frost. Evening—8iUre-io,” miss i/i B Hat,
Farmer; duet. Twilight, Nevin.

man.

o’clock, the partners to which were chosen
by matching the admission tickets, the backs

can

■•urge

<

at

evening, Feb lath.

ton

good

i>-

present,

All

m.

Following

Elmer S. Whitehead has bought the teams
(.'apt. S. It. Cottrell and will continue the !
1
trucking business. Mr. Whitehead lias for
sometime past been in the employ of A. C. i
Sibley and is an industrious, steady young

and Ladies’ Aid
the Methodist church bail a novel

of

p.

of

Epwortb League

nearly all of the

rumcnts and sold for

storm

good
also the parents and friends.

entertainment

you’d

what

nut
t

severe

number of children will be

a

The
h

ia.i

the

Monday afternoon the meeting at Good Templavs ball, to
organize a Juvenile Temple, was postponed
to Mouday, Feb. 20th, at M 4.r» p. m. It, hoped
to

Meetings will he held at the Peoples’ MisWednesday, Friday, aud Saturm
and ou Sunday at 2.30 and 7

sion every
day, at 7 p

List of advertised letters remaining in the
post office for the week euding Feb. 11, 1809:
Gentlemen—VIr. George Henry (seaman)
Mr. ,J. A. Jones.

§17.
Puk'ard fer

The Churches.

The Municipal Officers met
Wednesday
evening, Feb. 15th, to revise the jury list.

Increase, James F. McKeen, Belfast., §17 to
§24; reissue, Clement H. Stevens, Searsport,

folks—we’re apt to

i.ther

as

If you want a job of printing call at the
10 Main street.

office,

per

pair.
Stationery Department. We have

j

some bargains in box
paper, 24 sheets ol paper and 24 envelopes in each box at fc., 4c.,
7c. and 9c. each.
Fancy after dinner cups and saucers, worth 25c., your choice
for 10c.

Some of the other

prominent departments are Glass, CrockTinware, Agate and Steel Enameled Ware, Lamps, China,
Jewelry, Wire Goods, Wooden Ware, Dolls, Tows, Notions,

ery,

and Indian departments, etc.
Our agent in New York has sent us a large assortment of
! Tinware. In this lot are the following useful ai tides: 3 stvles
dinner pails at 10c., 13c. and 19c. each: kett e covers, 4 sizes, one
i of each size, 4 for 10c.; 4 handle dippers for loc.: 4 sizes of tunnels, 1-2 pint to 2-quart, 4 for 10c. : 14 quart dish pans; 15c.: 2
square bread pans for 5c.: milk pails with strainers, onlv 15c.;
ne quart milk can, 3c.; 3 sizes pie plates, S, 9 and 10 inches, 3

Japanese

for 5c.: deep

puddi

sizes for 10c.
25c. spent

on

eg pans, 4 sizes for 10c.: small milk pans, 3
cur

pmny counter will

buy

as m

ch

as

,41.00

elsewhere.

W. H. RICHARDS, 48 & 50 Main St.

SLiHilGHS.
t-

In

selling these sleighs we have always met the PEOPLE’S WISHES as to
PRICE, STYLE and QUALITY, thereby gaining their confidence and popularity for our goods which has resulted in our being able to buy in such quantities

require SMALL PROFITS to be added to the cost of manufacture.
explains why our prices are so low for high class workmanship.
We are as careful of our customers’ interests as of our own; therefore sell only
the SLEIGHS which are FULLY WARRANTED.
S^GET OUR PRICES BEFORE PURCHASING.
as

to

This

JOHN W. JONES,
60 MAIN

Hardware Dealer,

STREET, BELFAST.

Wanted
For

at

Qnce

BROOKS and vicinity *a

liable person to act as
on liberal commission.

our

re-

ag nt

For par-

S20 REWARD.
The above

amount

lead

as

;i

reward for in

conviction of
the person or persons guilty of breaking and enthe
White
school
in
house
Belfast
last sumtering
mer,

said

to the

and more recently the Union school-house iu
city; also damaging the furniture and books

in said school- hou

ticulars, address

“Z,” BELFAST,

is offered

formation which will

ees.

JOHN M.

ME.

Belfast, Feb.

FOUND.

LEGISLATIVE NOTICE.
The committee on legal affairs will give a public
hearing in its room at the State House in Augusta,
Tuesday, Feb. 21, 1899, at 2.30 o’clock e. m., No.
82, on an act to incorporate the Searsport Water
Company.
EDGaR F. GENTLEMAN, Secretary.

FLETC11EIt, Mayor.
14,1899.—ilw7

A mackintosh
owner can

on

have the

paying charges.

the road
same

near

Swanville.

Inquire <>f
F. W.

7tf

The

by proving ptopertyand
BROWN,

At Belfast Rost Office.

her husband was merely a foolishness of
Register of Deep Water Vessels,
hers and not to be placed in the same cateSHIPSher
as
a
with
duty
daughter—the
She had nerved herself to meet her gory
Abner Coburn, M L Park, at Hong Kong
of a thief! Tt at miserable word,
father.
She glanced in the mirror, and daughter
Jan 1 from New York.
that disgraceful word, would come uppera
saw how pale she was.
A G Ropes, David Rivers, sailed from San
Her father would
most to her.
But for Jack would this !
be pale, too, but how different his pallor
Francisco Nov 23 for Liverpool.
I
have been so? The daughter of a thiel?
A J Fuller, C M Nichols, sailed from Norfrom her own—his pallor was like none
There came a tap on the door, and it j
folk Oct 22 for Honolulu.
other in the world.
sounded on her ear like thunder.
Aryan, a. T. Whittier, sailed from Nor
A shiver passed over her.
Did she love
folk Dee. 20 for Honolulu.
Her mother went to tlie door and openherfathei? Bui anger went out to him,
ed it.
Baugalore, A N Blanchard, sailed from
not her love.
Her love was for Jack, and
Samarang Jan 12 for Delaware Breakwater.
she said to her husband, “it
“Mark,”
he could never be anything to her.
E B
Last
Suttou, E L Carver, sailed from San
is cook. She wish* s to speak to me about
Francisco Jan 17 for New York.
night she had written to Jack and told dinner. We are
going to have all the
him the truth, and the truth would sepaEmily F Whitney, A S Pendleton, arrivused to—all the things you
ed at New York Jan 8 from Hong Kong.
rate them forever.
She was the daughter things you
like.
Of course the servants know nothEmily Reed, D C Nichols, sailed from
of a thief.
dear.
have
been
You
Singapore Nov 5 for New York; passed
West, you
What uselessness it had been for her ing,
Anjer Nov. 28.
know'.
The servants have only been with
mother to m< ve hundreds of miles from
Gov Robie, B F Colcord, sailed from Hong
us since we moved here.
Would you like
the old home.
It had been done for the
Oct 7 for New York ; passed St Helena
Kong
to come down stairs, or will you stay here
as
prior to Jan 7.
husband, not for the daughter. For the in the
?”
library
Henry B Hyde, T P Colcord, cleared from
daughter there had been a halt year’s
“1 will stay here,” he said, in his hush8au Francisco Feb 3 for Hilo and New York.
residence in the new place, and a learning
ed way. “Here.”
Josephus, J. H. Park, Hong Kong for
to love a man w hom she had last
night deNew York ; passed Anjer Dee. 3.
“Very well,” returned his wife. “I
clined to marry.
Her father had wrought
Mary L Cushing, J N Pendleton, sailed
is
all
the
one long.
here
shan’t be
See,
this unhappiness as he had wrought so
from Hong Kong Nov 4 for New York;
old furniture, all your books, just as you
much more.
passed
Anjer Dec (J
used to like them, and the pictures.”
W hat grief had her father not wrought?
May Flint, E D P Nichols, sailed from
She lean*d over and kissed him before
Hiogo Aug 24 ior New York.
The day lie wont to piisou for the defalcashe went out and closed the door behind
Puritan, A N Blanchard, sailed from San
tion in the bank whore he had been cashier
Francisco Nov 2 for Hull.
her.
aud hoi mother's lather's manager, had
R
D Rice, Carver, sailed from San FranShe
Annie was alone with her father.
|
not her mother's father fallen dead? T he
cisco Nov 9 for London.
heard him moving carefully around, taking
world had said the Id banker could not
one
Reaper, <) c Young, cleared from San
Be- j
a book, only to lay it dowu again.
stand the disgrace.
Francisco Jan 2 for Sydney, N S W.
And what more? up
lore the last picture he lingered, making
Saeli*
Had not her mothers mother, always an
m, 11 T Lancaster, cleared from New
you
no sound, but looking at the face of the
York t'-ept 13 for Shanghai.
poken, Oct
ava id,
been sirioktn by her husband’s
old hank manager who had fallen dead
lat
15
31,
8, Ion 33 W.
wrong
•Aeatli, and never been told of her son-in* the
S 1* Carietou, Amsbury, at Hong Kong
his trusted cashier and his only
day
aw’& crime? There had been a mass of
Dec 24 from New York for Honolulu to load
daughters husband had gone to serve a
leeepsion, the poor, feeble woman being sentence in
for Delaware Breakwater.
prison. Annie could not see
led to believe that her daughter’s husSt Paul, F W Treat, sailed from Hong
him, but she knew all that her father did.
Kong Nov (» for New Orleans; passed St
band, whom she loved as a son, had gone Her hack was toward him, as she leaned
Helena
n business, and letters wiitten in
prior to Jan 23.
away
ovt r her sew ing, and her heart beat fast
t Nicholas, C F Carver, arrived at Debis prison cell had been read to her, and
the
at
last
he
turned
from
when
picture
parture Bay Nov 18 from San Francisco.
is
they told her of a great prospeiity in the and
every
State of Maine, H G Curtis, sailed from
swiftly crossed the carpet.
West, wnli a cheertulness that was appalManila Nov 21 for Boston ; passed Anjer Dec
When his hand was laid upon her arm,
almost
bated
hci
father
ling. Yes, ihegill
5.
she almost shrieked aloud.
as she
Tillie E Starbuek, Eben Curtis, sailed
thought over The events of the past
It
“Annie!” said her father’s voice.
tour > ears. And yet would she have hated
from Astoria, O, Jan 3 for Hilo, S I.
was a grim voice now, no quaver of doubt
Wiii H Macy, Amsbury, arrived at Seattle
him save for Jack?
soap.
in it, and it forced her like a command
Oct 27 from San Francisco.
She pressed her hands lierceiy to her
she dared not disobey.
Wm H Conner, J T Erskine, sailed from
THE J. B. WILLIAMS CO.,
eyes.
She lose from her seat and faced him.
Hong Kong Dec 2 for New York.
GLASTON BU A
CONN
Suddenly she started. There was a step
W J Rotch, Sewall C Lancaster, sailed
W4*ia* or
n*Oul Si4«na soan
Despite the physical changes in him
on the stairs.
Her mother was bringing
from New York Dec 29 for Rio Janeiro.
she saw before her his old self—strong,
her father up to her.
How should she
not unbrave, not disloyal, not a criminal.
BARKS.
meet him?
llad it not been for Jack she
“You have given up your lover,” he
News Notes.
knew how she would have met him.
But went on
Alice Reed, Alanson Ford, arrived at
him
have
“You
given
rapidly.
her father had forced Jack from her.
Santos Dec 25 from Rosario.
up because of me.
Pay attention to me.
The army appropriation bill this year
Edward May, cleared from Sail Francisco
The steps ascending the stairs
stopped. 1 will tell you what l had hoped never to calls for
There was a cough outside the
$90,000,000.
Sept 30 for Sydney, N S VV.
library tell a living soul on earth. And I must
P Dixon, N F Gilkey, sailed from BalC
door.
She knew the sharp little cough.
Tod Sloan, the jockey, is said to have timore Jan 19 for St Johns, P K.
before your mother comes back, for
She used to fly to meet her father four speak
in
the
recent
made
rise
in
stocks.
she must never know.
But you must
$250,000
Ethel, Dodge, sailed from Mouteviedo
years back when sue heard that little
June 7 for Puerto Burghi.
and the man who asked you to be
During January gold double eagles,
cough in the hall in the dear old home. know,
Evie Reed, A T Whittier, sailed from
his wife, and whom you refused on ac- valued at
Now she did not move from the chair she
$14,022,000, were coined at the New York Nov 25 for Bahia.
count oi me.
1 will go to him and 1 will
sat in.
Herbert Black, W H Blanchard, cleared
Philadelphia mint.
tell him as I tell you, that I have wrecked
from Boston Dec 15 for Rosario.
She heard a voice outside the door—
The Bruce meteorite, which weighs over
no life, that I have not wrecked my daughlolani, McClure, sailed from Hong Kong
her mother urging her father to enter the
four tons, is now on its way from Austra- i Dec 21 for New York.
ter's happiness.
Do you hear rne, I have
room. Then t he handle of the door turned
lia to the British museum.
Mabel 1 Meyers, C N Meyers, cleared from
not interfered with your light to be happy
and her mother led in a
Portland Jan 25 for River Plate.
strangely aged with the man you love. 1 have been adman.
Between 7,000 and 9,000 pounds of plug
Matanzas, sailed from Havana Jan 17 for
a criminal.
I have served a crimitobacco are yearly furnished to the peni- New York.
The girl arose.
Her father stood before judged
nal's sentence.
Rut 1 am an innocent
Olive Thurlow, J O Hayes, arrived at Haher, expectancy w Helen on his face. She |
tentiary inmates in Mississippi.
man, and," he turned and pointed to the ;
vana Jan 5 from Pascagoula.
went slowly to him and held her forehead
The Treasury Department has issued a
of his wife’s father—“that man
picture
E G Parker, cleared from
Penobscot,
to
his
Her
mother looked angrily !
up
lips..
knew it. 1 sacrificed not your mother, not volume showing the extent of the colonies Hong Ivoug Sept 24 for Boston ; passed St
at her, but she went back to her seat and
and
of
the
in
different
nations
the
Helena
hut
of
to
Jan 7.
own
world.
prior
society
you,
standing
my
caught up some sewing.
Rebecca Crowell, M G Dow, arrived at
the minds of men for the sake of my wife’s
The question of bt unties for officers
“Annie,” said the mother sharply, “is father and his invalid wife.’’
j Philadelphia Jau 22 from Buenos Ayres.
this the way to meet your father? Do
and sailors who destroyed the Spanish j
Rose innis, Melvin Colcord, sailed from
you
She gasped.
She understood him, and fleet will be
know that all that lias occurred has been
referred to the United States Rio Janeiro Dec lb for Philadelphia.
she trembled from head to foot.
more to me than to
Court of Claims.
Serrano, R G Waterhouse, sailed from
any one else in the
“[ would never have told you,'’ he went
Foochow Oct 24 for Borneo.
world? And yet I forgive because 1 love.
The Alaska homestead law will exclude
that you gave up youi life’s
Thomas A Goddard, W S Grithn, sailed
on,
“only
Aud you who have a lover?”
happiness because of my disgrace. Your Canadians from Alaskan gold regions, from Barbadoes Jail 19 for Turks Island.
“1 have no lover,”
coldly interrupted forfeited love for me would never have since Canada has excluded Americans
Willard Mudgett, A C Colcord, sailed
the girl
“1 couldn’t deceive him
froui Bahia Blanco Jan 31 for Barbadoes.
any brought this confession, for what l did from the Klondike.
I
wrote
him
last
lunge
night. I told was done to save an old man and an old
SCHOONERS.
him the truth and that 1 would not marry
The Secretary of War has sent to Conwoman, who had been as a mot in to me. If
him.”
| nature
gress a statement on the malitia showing
Georgia Gilkey, W R Gilkey, sailed from
could
not make your love surmount j
“A:
said the mother, “now J undera
total organized force of 101.5;>0; total Jacksonville Dec 31 for Demerara.
is of little account. !
staiui1'
she ruined to her husband. I my shame, that love
Gladys, H B Colson, arrived at Pascaand available, 8,999,82(3.
made no* aj unorganized
Your
sin
mother’s
father’s
goula Dec 27 from Galveston.
Aiaik. do mu mind, dear.
You have I
1 prisoner.
It
was lie who took the money i
The
Koumania
has
sailed
from
Henry Clausen, Jr, Appleby, arrived at
transport
no. and 1 -hail never fail
Have 1 and 1 the
you
blame.
1 have proofs of all New York for Cuba and Porto liico to Boston Jan 17 from Pensacola.
uvei : died you?
What is done is done.
John
C Smith, Kneelaud, cleared from
and I am glad that l never destroyed bring home the bodits of United States
If >-s a.i wined
It is only remem- tlii",
away.
Brunswick, Ga, Jan 11 for St Jago.
foi I must show these proofs to the soldiers buried there.
them,
bered
y your daughter, not by me, and'
Lucia Porter, Farrow, sailed from New
daughter whose lack t love makes my j
you aie as mm i to me after all the mis- I
Admiral Dewey lias refused to return Yolk Jan 15 lor Cayenne.
of no account.11
1 word
A Hall, Haskell, arrived at Boston
takes and su lie rings as the
Mary
when
1
the launches belonging to the Filipinos
day
‘Father 1
Felt 7 from Jacksonville.
stood !>, yur side and vowed to he a
winch he seized. The insurgent telegraph
There
was a quality in her cry that told
K
F
Pettigrew, Morse, cleared from Portloving and lru wife rill God should part him more
She "prang i office a' Manila lias been closed.
land Jau 31 for coal port.
than maipv words.
us
in death.
We always spoke of vou. !
W
R
to his arms, her heart held closely to his.
Hopkins, Hichborn, arrived at NewT e Spanish residents of Cuba threaten
mother and I.
j port News Jan 11 from Boston.
He was innocent; he was innocent: and to leave the island or
‘A out
appeal to the United
Sal lie I’On, W il West, cleared from
Mother,” his dry lips said,
though her life’s greatest love might be States to annex it unless the harassing Jacksonville Feb 3 for Martinique.
“where '-.she?"
over and done, tlx man who a>ked her to
tactics of the Cuban* cease.
His win- aught his hand.
Tola, A S Wilson, sailed from Baltimore
him had not loved the (laughter of
Jau 24 for Bostou.
“Dear, she said, “can you bear a little { marry
In London a paving stone, which weigha thief.
\\ illie L Newton, E Coombs, arrived at
more?
t'd 5(X> pounds, and which was wedged in Bahia Jau 22 from New York.
1 here was some one in t lie room, tliougn
II >• looked .it her.
neither of them hewled till the girl’s name on all sides by other stones, was lifted by
she srd. sternly, “get me I
“Annie,
a mushroom which grew underneath it.
was spoken by the newcomer.
those letters. ’’
Grandfather’s Farm.
“.Jack!’ she cried out, and clung the
The girl went anti took from the bookA bill has been introduced into the New
closer to her father.
“Jack!
casc a packet, which she
Voi k Legislature providing for a censor of
haunt the mind,
brought to her ■'
Visions
often
Y hi did not hear me knock,” said he.
theatrical plays, to whom shall he submother.
And biug back days that seem
“J came to tell you that 1 refuse to obey
mitted
ail
tt.
before
letters
•-My
manuscripts
production Like stories that we love to find,
your mot her," the man's
your note. You love me as I love you, and on the stage.
Or some fond, tender dream ;
lips seemed to say, "and unopened.”
>011 will be my wife.
And, in coming in
But of the visions that appear
His wile fondled his hand.
A
beautiful
red
fox
said
1
have
heard
father
what your
suddenly appeared
None has a greater charm,
"It was only
few months ago,” she here.
to you.
will he not let rue in the streets of West lioxbury, Mass., in None is to me so sweet anil clear
Your father
said.
"1 could nm tell you the truth
any call him mine?
broad dayliglit, and was immediately purAs my grandfather’s farm.
moie than
I could tell her.
The truth.,
Iler father’s head was raised, and he sued by dogs aud men, but he far outrun
would have made you unhappier. and I
‘Twas there the sheep-nose apples grew,
tht m and escaped.
looked deeply into the young man’s eyes.
wished to tell you myself.
1 was there I always found
.She loved you
“Well, well!” said the bustling voic of
as she ioved me.
One morning one of
T he Alabama Legislature has passed a The pepermiut I loved to chew,
“And
the wife coming into the library.
And
minnows did abound
letters
resolution recommending the appointment
your
came, and until 1 could read [
Mark, my dear. Annie— of Gen. Wheeler to be Major General in Within the brook which there did pass,
it to hei she asked nie to let her hold it. Jack here!
So
gently and so clear,
An hour later we fouud her with the let J Mark, is this the hapj y end of all your the
regular army as soon as a vacancy oc- That dowers had a looking-glass
sadness and pain?”
ter lie Id 111 to her lieu it and she was vtiv
a
resolution
Senator
thanking
curs; also,
Through nearly ali the year.
“Yes,” said the “guilty man,” as be Morgan for his services in behalf of the
white and quiet.
There lmd been no :
his daughter into that
docks upon the rugged hills
The
struggle w hatever, no pain. We laid her placed the band of
Canal
bill.
Nicaragua
“Yes.”
I always love to see,
[Spare Moments.
beside lather, whom she never ceased of the lover.
of Representatives
The
Alabama
House
I
love
to hear the robin’s trills,
gliding lor tnd who had given her every
The bluebird’s melody.
passed, without a dissenting vote, a resocomloii hi
it
even when I am sure he
there
all nature seemed content,
For
lution directing that the national flag be
Literary News and Notes.
could baldly afford the
extravagances orProtected from all harm:
hoisted over every school house in the State
dered by her physicians.
It is all over,
‘Twas there a day was quickly speut,
A
The real name of “Zack,” author of and be “kept floating there forever.”
and hajijiily over lor both of
Upon grandfather’s farm.
them, dear, “Life is
few years ago such a resolution would
is Miss Gwendoline Keats.
and \ u were always kind and
Life,”
good to The Book
have
been
almost
defeated.
unanimously
The barns with mows of well-cured hay
them.”
Buyer shows an interesting porThere hade me to explore,
A low, long sigh broke from the man. trait, aud “for once,” the Literary World
The Pr* sident has caused to be proLike Stanley in far Africa,
not
her
authors
face
does
belie
“the
Then silence fell, the sound of the tram says, ’1
mulgated the sentence in the case of Chas.
Their jungles o’er and o'er;
bells in the street came distinctly to them, book.
P. Eagan. The court martial sentence was The corn-crib with its yellow1 ears,
and the ticking of the clock on the mantle
dismissal
from
The
the
and
the
strawstack and the sheds;
President
army
“White Dandy, or Master and I,” a
was strangely loud.
has commuted this to six years’ suspen- These were enough for hoy careers,
horse story by Velina Caldwell Melville is
Aud
There was a movement on the part of
eager feet and heads.
the J. >S. Ogilvie Publishing sion fr« m duty, which covers the remainAnnie.
.She rose and came and kneeled published by
der of the time prior to General Eagan’s
is
a
It
book
New
York.
Co..
Grandmother’s doughnuts were the best,
companion
beside her father’s chair.
retirement in January, 1905.
And best her pies did seem ;
to “Black Beauty,” and points a moral as
she
“Father,”
said, “you must forgive well as adorns a tale.
But, since grandmother is at rest,
me.
J am not very happy. I do not mean
“The White Man’s Burden.”
These, too, are but a dream;
to be hard, but I can’t go back from
The smiling kiss she always gave,
Mrs. Harriet Prescott Spofford is premy
And the entwining arm,
reasoning. You have not only mother, paring for publication through Messrs.
Rudyard Kipling has written a poem enThe “good-by”—they are in the grave,
but you have me also.
I will do what 1 Copeland & Day a new volume,
“The titled “The White man’s Burden,” eviNear by grandfather’s farm.
can.
I am sure you know that, and after Godmother and Other Stories.”
This dently called forth by the colonial devela while you w ill not miss
anything in me.” will appear in the spring, when tlie same opment of the United States. It appears No more shall those sweet days pass,
“Go back to your seat,” commanded*
For one sad day w as made
publishers will also bring out a new in the February issue of McClure’s Magaher mother.
"Do you know that you are volume of
the editors did not receive Another grave beneath the grass
poems by Miss Louise Imogen zine, although
in the presence of a broken heart? Doesn’t Guinev.
W here grandfather was laid ;
the poem until after the Magazine was on
the press.
The frontispiece was taken And now as I go here and there,
your father accuse himself of more than ;
I find uo place to charm,
you accuse him of? Who are you, with I
Miss Murfree (Charles Egbert Crad- out, and the poem was printed in its place.
And often after evening prayer
your paltry love troubles, to come to him dock) has written a new book called “The The poem is not only important, but is of
Think of grandfather’s farm.
in a time like this?
Story of Old Fort London.” It will be considei able length, and we are permitted
"Hush, Mai}!” said her husband, i published by the Macmillan Company. to give some extracts from it.
Let o thers eat the apples now,
“Hush!”
Let others watch the sheep,
Miss Murfree has not exhausted the possiTake up the White Man’s burden—
I lie silence fell again.
To time and fate they, too, shall how,
Send forth the best ye breed—
bilities of the mountains of T* nnessee, and
like grandfather, sleep;
exile
Annie .sat alone.
hind
sons
to
And,
.She was apart from ; this new story deals w ith theC herokee upGo,
your
But, I shall still sw’eet visions have—
To serve your captives’ need;
everything. There was no love for her rising there in 1700.
I’m
sure
it does no harm—
T" wait, in heavy harness,
Iler lather had expiated his
any more.
And while 1 on the earth do live.
On fluttered folks and wild—
The February number of the “Art
sin in the eyes of the world. In her heart
I’ll dream of that old farm.
Your new-caught sullen peoples,
is particularly
the sin that had been bis still lived.
For Amateur” is at hand, and
Half devil and half child.
[Cleveland Leader.
Ladies will find a host of pretty
there was Jack, and she had given him1 good.
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
1
in decoration and
up because <1 her father’s guilt.
There and elegant designs
Take up the White Man’s burden—
and
\\.«sa narrowing of the radius.
What’s tlie Trouble! Is it Sick HeadNo mat- embroidery, studies in color painting
The savage wars of peace—
ache—Is it Biliousness?—Is it Sluggish
ter for Jack if l.er father were only an in- ! in pen and charcoal drawing and sketchFill full the mouth <>f Famine,
It is a suggestive,helpful publication
Liver?—Is your skin sallow ?—Do you feel
noceni lean
Love surely created a desire ; ing.
And bid thosicknsss cease;
Your system needs
more dead than alive?
for puiity, for, since she had learned to j that will please all who do a little in art or
not enter,
shall
The
ye
ports
tuning—Your Lilver isn't doing its work—
love Jack, her father's sin had grown and are trying to beautify their home.
The roads ye shall not tread,
Don’t resort to strong drugs—Dr. Agnew’s
grown upon her, and before that the sin
Go, make them with your li\ing
Liver Pills, 10 cents lor 40 doses, will work
Among the best and must practical feathad been tempered by her pitying love and
And mark them with your dead.
wonders for you. Sold by Kilgore & Wilures of the household magazines cf the
***********
her prayers for heaven’s forgiveness.
son and A. A. Howes & Co. 19.
»*•_
is one carried out by “Table Talk,”
day,
The daughter of a tliiei! Ob, why had
By all ye will or whisper,
in giving menus for the month,
which,
she met Jack? Why had she allowed her- ;
By all ye leave or do,
For Over Filly lears.
adds directions for the economical carryThe silent sullen peoples
self to care for him? Why had she let
The February issue
out of the same.
ing
and
Shall
God
weigh
Well-Tkied Remedy.—Mrs.
your
and
Old
you.
An
herself feel glad when she knew that he
has this attractive feature, as well as many
Winslow’s Soothing Syrup has been used for
loved her? Why had she greatly desired
from
to
in
THE
MODERN WAY
reply
inquiries
over fifty years by millions of mothers for
that he should tell her that he had given recipes, given
It also
all over the country.
while teething, wTith perfect
itself to the well-informed, to do their children
his heart to her and demanded her own in housekeepers
Commends
It soothes the child, softens the
contains articles on “In Bermuda with
success.
return?
and
what
was
effectually
formerly gums, allays all pain, cures wind colic, and
Theodora” (Part II) by Helen Louise pleasantly
How many sadly confused questions did
done in the crudest manner and disagree- is the best remedy for Diarrlicea. Is pleascomes with Eating”
“Appetite
Johnson;
in every
she put to herself as she sat there in the
To cleanse the system and ant to the taste. Sold by druggists
Elizabeth Grinned; “A. Washington ably as well.
miserable silence, her mother and her by
part of the world. Twenty-five cents a botDinner” by Nellie G. Coleman; “Corn break up colds, headaches, and fevers with- tle.
Be
sure and
incalculable.
is
value
Its
father at a greater distance from her than
Bread” by Eliza Parker, “Science in the
after effects, use the delight- ask for Mrs. Winslow’s Soothing Syrup, and
they had ever been before, while sbe vain- Household” by G. E. Walsh, and touches out unpleasant
take no other kind.
ly tried to accuse her heart and her upon many general topics of interest to ful liquid laxative remedy, Syrup of Figs.
daughterly affection of transgressing, even women. A sample copy sent free to any Made by California Fig Syrup Co.
The Stomach’s Woes—Are pleasantly
though Jack called through the silence of our readers addressing Table Talk PubDoctored Nine Years for Tetters. Mr. and postively healed by Dr. Von Stan’s
that, but for her father’s crime, she might
Philadelphia.
They act upon and
James Gaston, merchant, of Wilkesbarre, Pineapple Tablets
have claimed woman’s perfect happiness lishing Co.,
Pa., writes: ‘"For niDe years I have been dis- digest the food, prevent fermentation and
on earth.
Eminent
tiured with Tetters on my hands and face. all distresses of the stomach.
Her mother and her father apparently
OASTORIA.
At last I have found a cure in Dr. Agnew’s physicians have noted their sterling merit
failed to realize how much she was going
Ointment. It helped me from the first ap- and the wonderful cures wrought right in
Tha *ind ',8U 1,3,8 *lwa*s 8o#t
through. It was only her lack of response
plication, and now I permanently cured.” their own practice and prescribe them to reSold by Kilgore and Wilson and A. A. lieve and cure. Sold by Kilgore and Wilson
to their love that touched them. Her
and A. A. Howes & Co. 20.
Howes
8c Co. 18.
adoration of a man who might have been
|

THE GUILTY MAN.

Turn your iwK
*

him

on

and

leave

the
store,

if

he offers

to^sell

you

something'“just

g-ood

as”

Ivorine
Washing Powder
You’re the

who

will suffer if
get the
kind_//er the clerk.

A cake of fine, white
Glycerine Toilet Soap

given free with
package of "Ivorine.”

You pay for the washing povvdcr_not the

|

Ships

1 he five-masted schooner now
being
built at Bath is to he commanded
by Capt.
master
of
the' schooner D. P.
Davis,
Davis.
The old bark
Seminole, of 1,322 tons,
which in her day was valued at over
850,000, went under the hammer recently at
Vancouver for *2,500.
She had been condemned as unseaworthy.
The schooner Olive T. Whittier' recentmade a quick voyage from
Philadelphia
to Turk’s island and return,
she left
Philadelphia Jan. 5, arrived at Turk’s
island, Jan. 15, sailed two days later, and
reached Delaware Breakwater Feb. 5.

ly

j

<

1

What is CASTOR!A

Portland

shippers find it difficult to
crews, and several vessels are detained there on this account.
Among
these vessels are the bark Edmund l'hinuey, for Buenos Ayres; schooners Nathaniel T. Palmer, bound to a coal
port.Luis G. Babel and the S. P. Black-' 1
burn.

Castoria is a substitute f >r < aster Oil, Paregoric, \...
and Soothing Syrups, it is Harmless and Pica,.,.
contains neither Opium, Morphine nor other V
substance.
Usage is i;> guarantee. It destroys \\
and allays Feverishness,
if cures Diarrhoea and y.
Colic. It relieves feet bin;;
roubles, curt •- Const y
anti Flatulency,
li assimilates tilt" Food, rcgulat
Stomach and fiowt"! -, giving liealtliy and nanny
The Children’s Panacea Tilt- Mother’s Friend.

Captain

J. W. Murphy, who has been
to the command of the big j
American
ship Shenandoah, is pride 1
ably the youngest master to whom the
command of such a large vessel has been
When the youtlnul
assigned.
looking
master applied
at
the custom house
in Sati Francisco the other
day for his
papers they were refused
him. The
young captain had to take an oath swearthat.
lie
was
born
iu
ing
Bath, Me., in
1877.
Captain Murphy comes from a sea-

appointed

CASTOR! A

GENUINE

ALWAYS

faring family.

The Plant line has awarded a contract to
the Cramp.shipbuilding company for a new
steamship which is to have more extensive
passenger accommodation than any vessel
ever built in the United States
excepting
the big American liners the St. Paul and
St. Louis.
The new steamship will have
two propellers and a guaranteed
speed of
18 knots.
She will be 400 feet long and I
50 feet beam.
Work on her will be started j

j

at

In

Safe frorri drowniDg.
Winter visitor in
Florida: “I should iove dearly to go sailing, but it looks very dangerous. Jjo not
people often get drowned in this bay?”
Waterman: “No, indeed, mum.
The
sharks never let anybody drown.”
[New
York vVeekly.

The

Incorporated in 1852.
Capital paid up

Food

Buy,
'i\ Easy to Cook,
Easy to Eat,
Easy to Digest,

Hampshire

of the company

c,

in

cash, §1,000,000.00.

ASSETS

amount of liabilities, except
4.597.S79
capital stock and net surplus
l.i uo.i <>n
Capital actually paid up in cash
5.473,254
Surplus beyondCapital..

Fire 5ns. Co.,

Aggregate amount of liabilities it,
eluding net sutplus.
Field Jt

Gki>. K. Kknda i.l. Ser'v.
up in cash, g 1,000.000.

IVK.Ml'.EH

.'3
(.u

Believing tliai every on»
at least one good
journal, we have perfect.-

.**

have

§3,877.114

17

...

1' II11. A

DEI.I'IIIA,

Incorporated in 17;*4.
Cii

Arles

l’K.VNSVLVAMA.

(’••nnneneed
1732.

Aggregate assets,

Capital paid up in cash,

All other demands.

76.555

56

amount of liabilities, except
capital stock and net surplus. 1.217.O06 71
1.ooo.ooo no
Capital actually paid up in cash
946.783 3
Surplus beyond capital

Aggregate liabilities, including net
surplus.$3,103,880 05
FIKIJ) & OITMBY, Agents, Belfast. 5
statement

Insurance

of the

Company,

HARTFORD, CONN.
On the 31st day of December, 1898, made
the State of Maine.

to

Deorporated 1819. Commenced Business 1819.
W. 1L Kino, See’\.
Clark, Pres.
Capital paid up in cash. $4.0( o.ooo.
ASSETS, DECEMBER 31, 1898.
Real estate owned by the company,
unincumbered ..*. $
225,ooo oO
Wm.B.

on

bond

and

j

y..

^

the company at their
value.

"l

£,330,670

ec.

Ii /.cim

"

737.422 75
4:',:i5lr>

1,000,440
35

21

10,206,488

90

assets

actual

Total amount of liabilities, except
stock and net surplus
Capital actually paid up in cash..

4,679,932
3,ooo,oi o
2,526,555

92
t o
98

$10,206,488

90

Surplus beyond capital...
amount of liabilities
net surplus.

Aggregate

Quimby, Agents,

a

lull y ear. at the very
Address all orders to

l-

REPUBLICAN .101 RN
DELLAv

in-

A \

10,924,392 30
3.600

OO

792,451 24
1.41045

645,167 46

The

N l A I.

Established inBi

ST A T12 M I: N T.

CAPITAL STOCK, $!

Palatine Insurance Co., SURPLUS,

3.818.774 70

4,000,ooo on
4,808,846 75

Aggregate amount of liabilities,
including net surplus.$12,627,621 45
Field & Quimby, Agents, Belfast.

ASSETS, DECEMBER

Sate

31, 1898.

Stocks and bonds owned by the company, market value..$1,295,140
Cash in the company’s principal
otliee and in bank..
151,492
172.uu3
Premiums in due course of collection.
47 509
Rills receivable..

99
>0
72

20 ooo

00

assets at actual value..$1,653,919
LIABILITIES, DECEMBER 31, 1898.
amount of
unpaid losses and

99

Mortgages..

assets at

actual value.

Aggregate

15

claims.$197,072 05
Amount required to safely re insure
all outstanding risks.
854,638 04
Total amount of liabilities, except
capital stock and net surplus. 1,019,710 09
634,206 57
Surplus beyond liabilities...
..

$1,653,916
Belfast Agents.

66

LEGISLATIVE N0TILE.
The committee on legal affairs will give a public
hearing in its room at the State House in Augusta,
Thursday, Feb. 23, 1899,.at 2.30 o’clock e. m. No.
49
On petition of Wajland Knowlton and 11
other members of the Waldo County Bar for an
act giving trial justices in the County of Waldo
concurrent jurisdiction with the police court in
the city oi Belfast in civil cases wherein the debt
or damage does not exceed twenty dollais.
Thursday, Feb. 28, 1899, at 2.30 o’clock i*. m.
No. 68. On an act to amend Section 17 of Chapter 18 of the revised statutes, relative to clearing

from sidewalks in cities.
Thursday, Feb. 23, 1899, at 2.30 o’clock r. m.
No. 61. On a petition ot Joseph Williamson and
9 other members of the W aldo County Bai in favor
of an, act to amend the powers and jurisdiction
of the police court of the city of Belfast.
EDGaR F. GENTLEMAN, Secretary.

deposit

Our

new

boxes

tor

rent

S«*S

a

vear

vault is uneijupl-

and

UNEXCELLED

and

burglary in the country

Those renting boxes can
privilege of taking theii

$2,593,.*83 39

LIABILITIES, DECEMBER 31, 1898.
Net amount of unpaid losses and
claims. ..$ 220,783 69
Amount required to safely re dustman outstanding risks...
1,384,428 13
All other demands viz: commissions,
etc
38,084 00

vaults.

GEO. F. FAMES, M

...

...

Surplus..

I'uited States Brandi of the W ESTERN ASIn
SI’BANCE COMPANY <>t Toronto, Canada
corporaled in August, 1851. Commenced business
in August, ls51. Hon. (ieo. A. Cox, president: .1.
J. Kenny, vice president.
ASS ETS. DEC KM B E It 31. 1898.

ijv:i’Osi l

York, Manager.
Deposit Capital, #20O.OOO.

Total amountof liabilities.

ST ATEflENT.

$-<

I.I M Ii'KD.

OF MANCHESTER. ENCLAND.
Incorporated in .June, 1886. Commenced husi
ness in l?. is. Dec. 17th, ’92.
William Wood, New

Aggaegate

snow

time only, by 'pi
publishers. Kemeniber

the

Belfast.

Total Liabilities, except Capital
stock and net surplus.
Capital actually paid up in cash..

Qulmby,

nn;

a

limited

31, 1898.
Net amount of unpaid looses and
claims.
665,012 92
Amount required to safely re-msure
all outstanding risks.
3,927,487 74
All other demands against the com87,432 26
pany, viz: commissions, etc

Loans on bond and mortgage (first
liens). .$
60,000 00
Stocks and bonds, market value. 2,084,178 oo
< ash in office and in bank.
143,498 60
Interest tine and accrued.
12,465 00
Premiums in due course of collection.
291,952 38
All other assets...
1,489 41

Field &

State anil territory in
lieitig read by no less tint’
Ho not delay or fan
remarkably liberal otter

733 15

43,932

<<

proof of its popularity
emu minis circulation, wb >•

42

LIABILITIES, DECEMBER 31, 1898.
Net amount of unpaid losses and
claims.
.$
448,985 77
Amount required to safely re-insure all outstanding risks.
3,200,284 05
All other demands against the
169.504 88
company, viz: Commissions, etc.

ANNUAL

over
making a volume
with all the latest ami in.
tha' experience anil scum.
"i

35,600 00

Aggregate of all the admitted
assets of the company at their
actual value.
$12,627,621 45

Surplus beyond Capital..

tiiobe, Live v.-.ik
ry yarn, Question Be\ !hand Flowers, Fashions am
hold Features, ele.t
h A U >1 AM' ill' -V K 1
tli
gi\ ii; *_r you 24 nundi.

1.1 ABILITIES, HKCEMUKH

mortgage

(first liens)....

Stocks and bonds owned by the
company, market va.ne.
Loans secured by collaterals.
Cash in the company’s principal
office and in bank
Interest due and accrued.
Premiums in due course of collection..

;'n

(Marine).

Field &

variety ami ex<eil*.i

>

2,i>37.tmo

pany, market value.
Loans Mriired by collaterals.
Cash in the
mpany's ptincipal
office and in bank.
Interest due and accrued
Premiums in due course of collec-

cluding

< ■

Thk Km

Around the

596,477 02

liens)...
Stocks and bonds owned by the com-

Aggregate of all the admitted
1

§•■<■ >

bond and mortgage (firsr

on

at inti

many departments m.i\
and harden, Market Uepot
and Invention*. Hie \plary

31, 1898.

Rook Accounts..
Reinsurance Claims on Losses paid

...

Aetna

Fryer,

tion

Total

in

m turno lu

...

Loans

actual

Abstract of the annual

E.

$3,1 66,88i > (i,” Real estate owned by the company,
3,000 00 j
unincumbered.
$

value,$3.163,880 05
LIABILITIES, DECEMBER 31, 1808.
N r amount of unpaid losses and
claims.. .$ 133,614 5*5;
Amount required to safely re-insure
all outstanding risks
1.006,026 20
at

pui>! i<

nv.

e

ASSETS. UK' KM15KH

luaranty Fund.

am-

for

I'Iimioss

Platt, Pres.
t>re\ iLi.i;

j

Farm

full year fur only $‘2.oo.
Lack of space lortods
tents of 1 A KM AND H

Insurance Co. of North America,
of

121,047 31

send that pi a«
HUMk. in

we can

(Juimby, Agent--. Belfast.

THE PRESIDENT AND DiKEl THUS OK

The

31, 1898.

654,10076
Stocks and bonds, market value...
2,013.325 on
Loins secured by eoilateials.
53.300 00
Cad: in office and in bank
136.583 60
Premiums in duecourseof collection
187,623 38

the

FOR QMLY S2

Total

1hu>)

Net

rHI. BHST I'ARM AM t >
IMTHl) STATLS. Bo

...

....

pkgs.onb

Rea! estate owned by the company.
unincumbered.. .§
Lo; ns on bond and mortgage (first

Loans

assets

at

Fkkm ii, I’res.

Capital paid

<

m!

their actual value. '.*,077,11 1 17
LIABILITIES, DKI EMBER 31, 1898.
Net amount of unpaid losses and
claims.
350.920 84
Amount required to safely re insure
all outstanding risks
3.782.910 29
All other demands against the com4*4.030 18
pany, viz: commissions, etc.

MANCHK8TKR, N. H.
Incorporated in 18<!'.». Commenced busine>> in
A pril, 1870.
doiiw

I!

Commenced business in
1853.
K Banning, Sec’y.

Aggregate of all the admitted

Oats
Quaker
At all grocers

New

NEW YORK CITY

ASSETS DECEMHER 31, 1808.
Real Estate owned by the company,
unincumbered
§1,1(8,230 00
Loans on bond and mortgage (first
liens).
81,880 00
Stocks and bonds owned by the company, market value—. 8,881,388 00
Cash in the company's principal oflioe
and in bank
358,193 18
Interest due and accrued..
8s.705 58
Premiums in due course of collection.
582,91'.* 83

to

2-lb.

STREET.

of NEW YORK.

Dyed in the wool. Brown: “Smith is
a crank, isn’t he?”
Jones:
“A crank?
Why, if he should ever tind that he wasn’t
in a minority, he’d change his
op: ions at
once!”
[Puck.
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Insurance Co

Continental

F. C. Moork. I'res.

Easy
The
Easy

Use For Over 30 Years.

THE CENTAUR COMPANY.

once.

1

j

I

—

secure

1

—

The Kind You Have Always Bought, and which has
i)ePn
in use for over 30 years, has borne the signature
and lias been made under his
801,81 supervision since its
Alloxv ,10 one to deceive you in ,i ;
All Counterfeits, Imitations and Substitutes are but j
periineuts that trille with and endanger the licultl
Infants and Children—Experience against Experin

The keel of another four-masted schooner, of about 1200 tons, has been got
out at the yard of Dunn & Elliott at
Thomaston.
The new vessel will be
nearly a duplicate of the Charles S.
which
was turned out
Glidden,
by the
same builders last fall.

|

|

and Sailors.

1.648.295 82
950 2*7 57

IN

Aggregate amount of liabilities in
eluding net surplus..$2,593,58." 39
Field &

Quimby

The Nose and

I

<>.

l!»

y£

(Near

Belfast, Agenis.

New Ini'

< orner «d

1

BOSTON,
Orient

Insurance

Hours. 1 ‘2 to 2
appointment
S'. 7
1 \ 4>

Co,,

b\

OF HARTFORD, CONN.
Incorporated m 1807. Commenced business in
1878.
( has. II. Wiutino, l'res.
James M. Taintor, See.’y.
Capital paid up in cash, $500,ooO.
ASSETS, DECT MBKR 31, 1898.
Real estate owned by the company,
unincumbered
.8
Loans on bond and mortgage (first

liens).
Stocks and bonds owned by the
company, market value.
Loans secured by collaterals.
Cash in the company’s principal
office ? id in bank...
Interest due and accrued.
Premiums in due course of collection..
Special cash Deposit, New Mexico.

OM1NISTRA loirs V »
hen
gi\es n* lie
appoi ed aumitiist t ant \m'
rhe estate < I
MARIA 11 K A CAN.
xi

90,141 74

in the County >>1 M aldo, dec
the law directs. All pel

as

237,149 00

against the estate of said m
present the same lot settlenthereto are requested to n

1,808,119 51
1,750

00

98,13(5 53
16,939 22

188,436 60
30,000 00

of all the admitted
assets of the company at their
actual value.

Aggregate

<
i*i

(M-tidiei. j

:

ately
Pro

R‘"‘i

pect, Jan, lu, 18VH>.

d"'

I

DMINISTRATOR’B NOTH 1
hereby gives notiet* 11..<'
appointed Administrator <>t t>
JACOB L. CAIN, late

1

in the County of Waldo, deeeast
the law directs. All pci>-

as

2,516,673 26 j against the estate of said de<
present the same for settlemei
LIABILITIES, DECEMBER 31, 1898.
thereto are requested to malo
Net amount of unpaid losses ami
« t
claims.
206,098 27 ately.
Liberty, Jan. 10, 1890. -Jwi
Amount required to safely re-insure all outstanding risks.
993,766 64
A11 other demands against the com2,763 32
pany, viz: commissions, etc
..

..

Total amount of liabilities, except
capital stock and net surplusCapital actually paid up in cash....

1,202.628 25
500,000 OO
814,045 03
capital.
Surplus beyond
Aggregate amount of liabilities including net surplus.$2,516,673 26
Field & Quimby, Belfast, Agents.

<

Freedom Acaden

spring term of this lusti
Tuesday, Feb. 21, 18‘J'J.
!n
weeks. Prof W. W. Rich,
assisted by Miss Margaret Wilin'1'''
Hodgkins and Mrs. Anna Stephc
C. D. WENTWORTH. Sul
The

mence

>

quests.
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The Name of Maxim is
Unrivalled Among the Names
of Gifted Maine Men.

iiis

■

m,

boss,

but there

stopped him,

s

a—

and walked

tent.

“You can go to sleep now, my man,
ami I'll go up and dig your trench for you.
W hen the sun cones up to-morrow morning tin- .Spaniards are going to open on
us, and cveiy man who isn't protected is
mo
only in danger of being killed, but
'v i 11 be unable to
help us to maintain our
own position,
1’he trenches have to be
and
if
ate
unable to dig yours,
dug,
you
1 d just go and do it foi you.
Where's
youi pick?”
With ilie most businesslike air in the
world, \\ heeler slid into his coat and t urned
towards the l.ig cavalryman. The latter’s
eyes opened as lie saw the proceedings,
and they began te bulge out w lieu the
general motioned to him to lead the way
to his camp.
For halt a minute his voice
stuck in bis throat, and then lie said:
ain’t
lit to dig up trendies
“l*oss, you
Jf they done got to be dug, I'll just naturally do it myself. I'm dog tired, but
that ain't no work for you.”
Wheeler stopped and looked at the man
with a flicker of amusement in his eyes.
“1 know it isn’t work for me to do,”
he said, “but 1 am going to need soldiers
in the morning, and I am going to save
Do you think now
your life, if possible.
that you can dig the trench?”
The negro started up the hill without a
word.
Then the general turned to Adjutant Hood with a voice as pleasant as
sunshine in May.
“lie seems to have changed his mind,”
he said. “Now you go find me another
man who can't dig the trenches.”
The adjutant bowed and rode off.
lie
never came back.
in the morning the
trenches were dug. [Atlanta Constitution.

But none of

spirit;

Advancement

As every

knows,

it is

cents a

radically new
dyspepsia. In
this
hateful
curing
disease, Maxim's
Protein works upon an entirely new principle. The substance is itself entirely new to
medical science. The discovery was accidentally made by Mr. Maxim while experimenting in his Wayne laboratory.
Mr.
discovery

one

for

the

cure

a

at

Augusta the annual

report of the schools of Maine for 181*7 8.
From it we take the following statistics in
regard to Belfast and Waldo county :
The whole number of teachers examined
in the State lor State oertificates

lad, of

was

passed. Waldo couuty had 18 xainined ami 10 passed. The three who failed did so on account of failing to take the
full number of studies required, and not for
whom

•09

defective rank.

The

terms were as

follows:

life, 1 ; 5 years, 8; 8 years, 4; 1 year, 2.
Following are the statistics for the Belfast
common

schools for the year ending April

1, 1898:
Children between 4 and 2L years..
Registered, spring and summer terms.

Average,

Registered,
Average,

Percentage

fall and winter.
“.
of average attendance.

1.244
800
708
800

095
58

848
different pupils registered.
Average length of spring and summer
terms.11 weeks
Average length of fall and winter
Number of

w

juantity

supplied, containing

of

the substance to

When
of many years standing.
have tried it you will agree that the

cure cases

)uu

fame

of

should be
his

discoverer,

its

placed certainly

Samuel Maxim,
below that of

not

world-famous brothers, Hiram and Hud-

son.

STATISTICS.

‘SCHOOL

Department

sufficient

a

of

The Journal has received from The Educational

full box will be

w

terms...12 weeks
Aggregate number of weeks of all the
schools.
705
Number of schooJhouses in town.
20
in good condition.
20
18
supplied with Hags.
Estimated value of school property. >20,000
M ale teachers, spring and summer....
1
A
fall and winter.
Female teachers, spring and summer.
21
fall and winter.
20
Teachers graduates of Normal scliools.
2
Average wages of male teachers per
month.855 84
8 12
Average wages of female per week.
Paid for Superintendence. 1,100 00
4 800 00
Money voted in 1807
Excess of amount required by law..
505 00
3 80
Am't raised per scholar.
Percentage of valuation assessed for
common schools.
0017
Available from city treasury. 4.800
State
8 000
local funds..
310
Total school resources. 8.770
Expended for common schools. 0,280
504
Over-expended.

eutertaining shows;

to

us

have

we
us

Play-Acting.

and wholesome to have

shouldn’t wish to

come

Hiram. Hudson and Samuel Maxirr, and what they have done for

j

me-

j
[

order that every command should
trenches in preparation for the conan

right

comedies and

the
thrown away most of their trenching tools
of Modern Science.
as
the
and
fierce rifle charges,
during
darkness fell upon the scene of battle
Filet is About ^'ninuel Maxim's
Greatest Invention.
they threw themselves upon the ground
and went to sleep from sheer exhaustion.
Adjutant Hood of the Rough Riders, notHiram and Hudson Maxim have distin| Maxim was himself ajdyspeptio, and being,
ing this condition of affairs, rode over to
General Wheeler’s tent and informed the guished themselves, as all Journal readers as he
always has been a most profound
good old veteran that the men were play- know by their achievements in the inven- student in chemistry, his mind was naturaled out.
Wheeler at the time was lying tion of Maxim Rapid Fire Guns and Maxim
ly turned to the solving of the great problem
upon his cot more dead than alive, but Aerial Torpedoes; but it has been impressed of
digestion.
there was a smile upon his lips, and his j
upon the writer, as upon many others, that
One day it thus happened that while connever failing good humor twinkling in his
of
these
the achievements
two men, great as
ducting experiments with peptonized milk,
eyes, when Adjutant Hood said:
are in the end not to be
compared a glas3 of this substance, which he held in
“General, 1 am afraid our men can’t they are,
with wliat their brother. Samuel Maxim of his
dig the trenches.”
hand, slipped and fell from his grasp,
“What men?” asked the General.
Wayne, Me., has recently done. It may be and became mixed with other elements in
“The cavalry division,” said the adju- great and glorious, and it may exhibit
great such proportion that the long sought for
tant.
talent, to be able to devise a gun that will
protein was formed. With the true and unGeneral Wheeler sat up in bed and beslaughter ten thousand men in a few' min" failing insight of a Maxim the experimenter
gan pulling on his boots.
utes. This feat has undoubtedly been acrealized in a moment the importance of his
“Send me the man” he directed.
complished by the Maxim Rapid Fire Gun. discovery—the discovery of Protein from
“What man?” asked the adjutant.
Whole navies may be destroyed by Hudson Pepsinized Milk
“The man who can’t dig the trenches.”
“But it is not one man; it is many men.
Maxim’s system of aerial torpedoes.
We
Mr. Maxim, after curing himself with the
all realize the immeasurable importance of new
They are just played out.”
substance, at once set about experiBut you can surely find one man who these inventions and we
fully understand menting with it upon others. Every dyspep1 only wTant
says he can’t dig the trench.
what power they have placed in the hands of tic whom he
one.
experimented upon was cured;
Go get him and bring him to me.”
England; lut for all of this we realize, too and since then the reputation of the new
‘But there are—”
“1 don’t care how many there are, go that the peaceful invention of spinning by substance has been spreading with great
Arkwright was of greater benefit to the world rapidity. All lea ned physicians agree in
get me one.”
The adjutant had never faced such a
than w as the invention of gunpowder. The
advancing the medicine, because they undernot
man as Wheeler before, and he did
discovery of vaccination by Jenner was of stand the inline ise importance of having
know just what to make of the conversa- more value to the world than the
iutrodue, secured this protein.
tion. The little old geneial was as smooth
tion of modern artillery; the former saves 1
It will cure all cases of dyspepsia by
and suave and courteous as could be, and
Hood had nothing to do but ride back to men from death or deformity, the latter is whatever name they are called.
the line.
Fu some way he managed to only useful in destroying or maiming manArrangements have been made for supplysound up a colored trooper belonging to kind. The inventions of Hiram and Hudthis valuable substance directly to the
the Ninth Cavalry, and brought him back son Maxim certainly w ill despatch men more ing
general
public. To this end the Maxim
He stood
to the division head-quarters.
surely and quickly than any devices ever
looking sheepishly at the ground, when before known; so on the other hand will Chemical Co. has been established at WinWheeler addressed him.
throp, Me.. Send to them lifty cents for a
Samuel Maxim’s discovery of Protein from
“Are you the man, who says he can't
sample box containing a sufficient quantity
do
more
Milk
for
men
curing
Pepsinized
dig these trenches?'’ asked the geueral.
of the protein to start any one on the road
of
like
than
nature ever beany discovery
The negro’s feet shuffled uneasily in the
to recovery ; or for two dollars aud tifty
fore made.
grou nd.

ilage.

11

,i

It is

its

flict that he knew would break out again
in the morning.
But tlie soldiers had

.d that 1 could cry,

!

fought

Mark Twain on

Maine’s Honored Son.

Dig

way to the top of the hills at El Paso and
San Juan and Caney, General Wheeler is-

she went on,
tremble in her voice

]

Way.

How he Dealt with Men who Could not
Trenches.

all;

is

see

the

1

graver

lightest

in the

comedy
moods; they

of

us

often. From

cannot

These moods have their
appetites, healthy and legitimate appetites,—and there ought to be some way of j
satisfying them. It seems to me that New
York ought to have one theatre devoted
to tragedy.
With her three millions of
population, and seventy outside millions
to draw upon, she can afford it, she can
support it. America devotes more time,
labor, money, and attention to distributing literary and musical culture among
the general public than does any other
nation, perhaps; yet here you find her
neglecting what is possibly the most effective of all the breeders and nurses aud
disseminators of high literary taste and
lofty emotion—the tragic stage. To leave
that powerful agency out is to haul the
culture wagon with a crippled team.
Nowadays, when a mood comes which
only Shakespeare can set to music, what
must we do? Read Shakespeare ourselves!
Isn’t it pitiful? It is playing an organ
solo on a jew’s-harp.
We can’t read.
None but the Booths can do it.
Thirty years ago Edwin Booth played
“Hamlet” a hundred nights in New
York.
With three times the population,
how often is “Hamlet” played now in a
year? If Booth were back now in his
prime, how often could he play it in New
York’.
Some will say twenty-live nights.
I will say three hundred aud say it with
confidence. The tragedians are dead; but
I think that the taste and intelligence
w hich made their market are not.
What has come over us English-speaking people? During the first half of this
century tragedies and great tragedians
were as common with
us as farce and
comedy; aud it was the same in England.
Now we have not a tragedian, I believe;
aud London, with her fifty shows and
theatres, has but three, I think. It is an
astonishing thing, when you come to consider it.
Vienna remains upon the ancient basis: there has been no change.
Sue sticks to the former proportions: a
number of rollicking comedies, admirably
t played, every night; and also every night
at
the Burg
Theatre— that wonder
of the world for grace and beauty and richness and splendor and costliness—a majestic drama of depth and seriousness, or a
standard old tragedy.
It is only within
the last dozen years that men have learned to do miracles on the singe in the way
of grand and enchanting scenic effects;
and it is at such a time as this that we have
reduced our scenery mainly to different
i breeds of parlors and varying aspects of
furniture and rugs.
I think we must
have a Burg in New York, and Burg j
and
a
scenery,
great company like the j
j Burg company. Then, with a tragedy- j
tonic once or twice a month, we shall en(.'otnedy
! joy the comedies all the better,
the heart sweet; hut we all know
j keeps
that there is wholesome refreshment for
j both mind and heart in an occasional
climb
among the solemn j" mas of the inj
; tellectual snow summits built by Shakespeare and those others. Do I seem to be
j preaching? It is out of my line: 1 only
j
do it because the rest of the clergy seem
to be on vacation.
[The October Forum. I
—

so that

are"going
They

to walk

into

consumption”

art

anaemic, doc-

tors tell

them, which means
that they have too little
blood

ATe you like that?

Have you

MoTe ansmic people have been

too

the best tome

are

in

Miss Lulu Stevens, of Gasport, Niagara
Co., N. Y.,had been a very
healthy girl until about a year ago, when she grew weak and pale. She
lost her appetite, was as tired in the morning as on
retiring, and lost flesh
until she became so emaciated that her friends
hardly knew her. The doctors declared the disease ancemia, and gave her
up to die. A physician
who was visiting in Gasport prevailed
upon her to try Dr. Williams pink
Pills for Pale People. She did so, and was benefited at once. She is
now
well and strong—the very picture of
health.—Buffalo (jV. K) Covritr.

TtIC genuine

are sold only in packages, the wrapper
full name. For sale
the
always bearing
by all druggists or sent, postpaid, by the Or Williams tAedicine
N V., on receipt of price,
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Take True*$

It's a vegetable tonic that really tones—- .t
your system is really reinforced.
a stimulant that is followed by reaction.
For 47 years a household remedy.
Ask your druggist for it. 35 cents a bottle.
DR. J. F. TRUE &. CO., AUBURN, ME.

THE YEW YORK WEEKLY TRIBUYE
THE GREAT

NATIONAL FAMILY
NEWSPAPER
For FARMERS

VILLAGERS,

and

“It is a surprising fact,” says Prof. Houton, "that in my travels m all <parts of the
world, for the last ten years, I have met

ami your favorite lioin

|

1

paper,

THE REPUBLICAN JOURNAL,itB^T

more people having used Green’s AlignsB lower .than any other remedy, for ilyspep
sia, deranged liver and stomach, and for
constipation I find for tourists ami salesmen or for persons tilling office positions,
where headaches ami geueral bad feelings
from irregular habits exist, that tireen’s
August Flower is a grand remedy. It does
not injure the system hv frequent use, and
is excellent for sour stomach and indigestion.”
Sample bottle free at Poor &
Sou’s, Belfast., and A. B. Sparrow, Freedom.
Sold by dealers iu all civilized countries.

BOTH

ONE

YEAR EOR $2.00

THE N. Y. WEEKLY TRIBUNE
and World, comprehensive and reliable market reports, able edit-rials,
interesting
short stories, scientific and mechanical information, illiistrit I fashion ani'.-s, humorous
pictures, and is attractive and entertaining to every member d every family.

*
_

Amateurs

in

War.

THE REPUBLICAN JOURNAL-ivos

v;,u 111 rh',loc iinovv^ Mitic.ii and
social,
1UU UUl uuuivmi uuuiumu
keep8 you in close tmieh with your neighbors
and friends, on the farm and in the village, informs you .is to io d
pri vs for farm
products, the condition of crops aril prospects for the year. ,al is.: !>r v
n *wsy,
welcome and indispensable weekly visitor at y ear ho n
m l ii ,-s: j.«.

r-

$275 $112 §7300 §411) §108 §236

request.

Get into good physical condition.
Then you can avoid grip—any eontagi.e
Effects of grip are serious on those whose systems are filled \vi:h impurities due
to poor digestion or irregular bowels. True's Elixir will put you in vigorous
health, enable you to throw off the clutches of grip. The reason is if you
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energetic men and women by the use of Dt. Williams'
Pink Pills foT Pale People than by any other means
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FRED ATWOOD,

Winterport,

We.

INSURANCE and REAL ESTATE

J

Representing Over Twenty Million

Ass ets

FIRE, LIFE, ACCIDENT, PLATE (iLASS, TORNADO INSURANCE.
tcr-STEAM BOILER INSURANCE AND INSPECTION. 41 Security Bonds tor Cashiers, Contractors. At ninistrators and Trustaos. | C >rresponde ue solicited, j Real estate
bought and sold

LADIES

DO YOU KNOW

DR. FELIX LE BRUN S

Steel | Pennyroyal Treatment

is the original and only FRENCH
safe and reliable care on the market. Price. $1.00, sent by mailO^niinn sold oniy by
H. nOODY, Sole Ageiit, lieifast, Maine.
■
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Strong Drink is

DeafEi
tySteam *rs li-ivo Belt ist for H »-to
Rockland. at(ab>Mr 2 3) r

and
*

x.

leu.

c mi

via

Mondays,

m

F or Winter I *rf, via w r-1 m lings,
and Saturdays at about Sim v. m..
rival of s',earner from Boston.

lues-lays

We
r

upon

ar-

RETURNING

j
i

’"From Boston.

j

j

>N\j

at

tvs

5.00
at

*

DR. CHARCOT’S TONIC TABLETS
»'■
the only positively guaranteed rcnied.t (■

are

Drink Habit, Nervou.' nc.-. a:1'! y
i;.> 1 y c
.-by strong drink.
WK«.il UtAMFi: FOl'K
to a tire any com- vim a posit i'' n i-i < t <11 g :t <
antrr hi- rotund the inoncv. ai d tu d.
t'
appetite for intoxicating liquors.

u

strong drink s:.vr;r^'v,

of ¥10.00 we will mail .veil four j ! I hexes ;,iei pesitlve xv i'l(tii t un re me. m cure or refund
four money. Simile boxes $3,011.

H.

R

MOODY, Sole Ay-ent, Belfast, Me.
Restores

I > p \ I I
n>*-,/AU

J The Diamond Skin Food
I or Retiring Cream.

’r y
1 1

a

lively

removes

wrinkles,

powerh;:v,',;r„;:,Ti,es,,fc*^

IS

the skin, nmtrucis and
takes up the llabby app.-., v;t ie e.restores t be contour of t be fare, making
A
the ties' In-alt lit ul. dear
rip
TAvJI^.
and youthf ul. Guaranteed
J harmless and as repre■—
Price 50c
sented, or money refunded
Sample
I. BENNER & CO..
by mail 15
7 Temple Place, Boston, “lass.
Office 37.
3iu 50*
AT
r\ 1

Vr
I

A

■

..

rn—m-

VITALITY,

LOST V‘GOR
MANHOOD

AMD

[5o^4J=^m;-0

Frid

■

THE TABLETS CAN RE GIVEN WITHOLT
KNOWLEDGE OF Till. PATIENT.

ISEMITj)
fW

I

lav- and Thursdays
From Hucksport. M
11 .no a. m.
CM VS. K .1 )M\s• >\ vg-mu •; dfast.
c vi.vi\ vrsn v <;
n s
b
M in : -r.
NVII.U V M M. 11 LL. I M

j

j

Tuesdays

1*. M.

!
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Constipation

merely

up staiTS is exhausting.
Sometimes a short.dry-cough
leads to the fear that
they

_

A soldier is a product of slow growth.
Hammered out of the rough by the drillhis company comdistrict.§2.000 §150 § 00 §150 § 573 §150 §110 § 85 §500 §125 sergeant, shaped by
|
mander, polished by his major, he, at last,
Amount from State treasury.§ 250 §137 § 50 §150 §158 § 84 §110 § 02 §250 §125
55
after
20
21
2!)
10
20
82
20
10
20
Whole number of weeks.
having passed through the hands of
101)
85
20
80
49
112
49 the colonel, becomes the finished article.
82
05
Number of scholars registered.
80
108
77
17
3,4
28
28
738
80 Even then lie is only half a soldier.
Average attendance.
He
85
49
42
20
25
Num «jr in Reading or Elocution.
70
can march, lie knows what a command
88
12
55
48
84
10
00
8
24
Number in Arithmetic...
means and can carry it out, lie can use liis
41
0
21
45
18
5
Number in English Grammar.
70
10
rifle and his bayonet; but he has still more,
20
4
3
3
9
20
Number m United States History..
The soldier must
much more, to learn.
70
2
0
2
18
22
Number in Ancient Languages.
Male and Hoar.
learn to take care of himself on the march
38
11
3
Number in Modern Languages.
0
Sc
ences.
9
4
7
19
above
in
Natural
in
the
Number
and
field; and,
all, he must
It is a pity that some one cannot con- ; Number in Higher Mathematics...
20
72
9
21
29
11
34
learn that most difficult of all things—
12
10
2
vince Senator Hoar that the future work Number in Book-keeping.
obedience.
implicit
of Congress is
not resting exclusively
Herein lies the difference between the
Following are the principal features of the common school statistics for Waldo County
upon his shoulders. Both Houses of Con- for the year ending April 1, 1897 :
soldier—and by the soldier 1 mean the
will
be.
on
business long
gress
carrying
man in the ranks of the regular army—
after his eccentricities are forgotten, if
The former, by obeyand the volunteer.
not forgiven. [St. Louis Globe-Democrat.
ing—he has been taught from the first, to
learn that obedience to his superiors is
Senator Hoar and Hale have gone on
his tirst as well as last duty—and by conrecord against their country—the country
stant association w ith his officers, becomes
which gave them birth, educated them
simply a machine to do what he is told to
and finally put them in its highest legislado.
To call a man a machine is no retive body.
By opposing the peace treaty
flection upon his intellect or his manthey have brought discredit upon New
Like a machine, he is perfect in
hood.
England. But for their stubborn and
all his parts, ready to respond to the lightsenseless resistance to the ratification,
est touch of the controlling power.
The
American blood would not have been shed
volunteer, on the other hand, knows not the
at Manila on Sunday.
Most of us would
843
.58
84
12
86
$55
$8
$3
$9,280
Belfast.1,244
$1,100
$4,800
of
the
word
He
has
meaning
discipline.
prefer another kind of fame than that Belmont.
107
90
04
38 00
5 52
3 88
17
410
004 served no
long apprenticeship in the art
which this pair of politicians have achiev- Brooks. 215
.40
130
43 50
0 44
50
584
2 71
1.052 of
learning subordination; he has not beeu
ed.
184
.45
Burnham. 278
34 50
084
5.09
50
2 40
[Portsmouth, X. IL, Herald.
1,329
drilled and hammered and pounded until
Frankfort. 342
299
.00
44 00
0 50
85
879
2 57
1.883
Freedom. 152
126
.66
28 00
compliance with a command becomes a
3 47
40
500
3 28
853
" I
1
U«M" V"
234
Isles boro. 337
43
44 23
7 21
00
805
2 38
J.
1,528 second nature. Out of his uniform the
124
53
20 40
Jackson. 137
4 70
38
418
3 05
volunteer frequently commands instead of
708
133
52
lCnox. 105
28 00
4 30
3 18
31
525
810
being commanded. He cannot change
105
.58
34 00
5 00
00
008
2 77
Liberty. 241
1,305 the liabits of a lifetime with his
change of
311
.55
Lincolnville. 382
29 43
0 20
95
2 85
Is the failure of the stomach to
1,089
2,251 clothes.
,
But perhaps more important
205
220
53
the
food.
SomeMonroe.
1
37
00
5
00
80
803
3
25
1,083
properly digest
even than this, and which makes the vol104
times only certain food causes dis.45
32 00
Montville. 245
5 00
88
844
3 44
1.550
unteer force an extremely fra 1 reed t*>
[
124
.52
tress; at other times the simplest
Morrill. 145
20 02
5 55
25
368
2 53
713
►
food causes intense agony. Indigos103
.40
40 00
000
40
3 72
1,092 rely on in cases of emergency, is the inaNorthport. 101
l
undermines
the
tion
constitution,
173
51
Palermo.. 228
20 40
5 00
05
710
3 11
1,403 bility of the volunteer officer to wield
destroys the wiil and nerve power,
180
.52
|
33 38
6 69
65
500
2 45
1.579
Prospect. 228
th t peculiar psychological power without
causes emaciation ami weakness,
217
50
Searsmont. 311
0 43
88
915
3 00
1.890 which no man is the master of men.
Nor
and ruins the health. There are
340
241
58
49 14
7 87
150
1.300
4 00
2 428
Searsport.
is this surpising. Between the soldier and
pains in the side, nausea. s<nno180
52
43 50
Stockton Springs. 259
0 48
99
3 80
1 085
1.000
times vomit in-i. distress after on;
the
officer
there
is
a
wide
even
in a
gulf,
182
101)
.48
35 00
Swauville.
5 75
000
55
3 30
1,114
t
ing, constipation. a;.d finally h» s <
142
55
republic; and no attempt is made to bridge
32 00
Thorndike. 170
4 93
471
2 77
48
785
k
•.
Oiii'N'ini:
Tablet
taken
ofaj'petit
218
104
55
30 00
0 00
700
3 21
Troy.
1,291 it. It. is well that it should be so. The solregularly at in" .1 lime, morrting %
107
.43
35 33
6 00
70
738
2 90
1.774 dier is coutent to rely on the wisdom of
Unity. 249
a
and night, will instau'.lv relievo.
105
50
31 1)0
Waldo. 100
5 10
475
2 97
20
937
The man in the ranks stands
his officer.
477
319
55
27
33
0
43
3
150
35
3 543
Winterport.
1.0U0
sentry, or faces a battery, not because he
likes to do one better than the other,—
54
Total or average.. .7,238
5,298
$35 38
$5 82
$2,087 $23,172 $ 348
$45,250 and
soldiers, like all the rest of us, think
their trade a little bit harder than any
Three towns built new schoolhouses dur
week was $1 1)4.
other, but because someone higher in
The amount raised by the towns for com- rank has told him to do it, and lie has
iug the year at a cost of $2,225, as follows:
mon schools was $20,505: received from the
enough confidence in that someone to beLincolnville $400; Morrill, $1,450; Unity,
But with the volunteer it is
State, $18,574; from local funds, 894—total liev- in him.
$375.
different.
His superior officer may be,
school resources, $45,973.
The amount raised by towns in excess of
The total exfrequently is, his social interior As to
penditures for common schools was $45,250. his
the 80 cts. for each inhabitant, as required by
military knowledge, there is often
law, was $000, as follows: Belfast, $505; Four towns overdrew their school appro- grave doubts.
He gives a commaud: but
to
Burnham,
$7;
it
the aggregate amount of $773.
Freedom, $02; priations
Bdmont, $30;
inspires no confidence. The men in
the
ranks
unconsciously feel that they
Northport, $47; Prospect, $2; Searsport, $0; Twenty-two towns had unexpended balare following a blind leader.
[A. Maurice
Stockton Springs, $81;
Swanville, $40; ances amounting to $1,490.
in the October Forum.
The average length of spring and summer Low
Troy, $0; Waldo. $10; Wiuterport, $50. But
one town fell below the required
amouut, terms was 8 weeks and 4 (lays; of fall and
Disqualifications to be Removed.
winter terms, 9 weeks and 2 days.
and that only $1.
Normal school graduates were employed
There are 237 school houses in the couuty ;
Washington, Feb. 7. By a unanimous
in 30 schools.
143 are reported in good condition; 70 are
vote
the judiciary committee of the
Constipation is the cause and
<
of
the
all
disteachers’
board per supplied with flags.
accompanies nearly
The average cost of
House, to-day, decided to recommend the
eases of the stomach, liver, and
repeal or what is said to be the last rem•
bowels, and all skin aifections. It
nant
of disqualification
against those
is usually the exciting cause of
The Heart Must Not be Trifled withIt has been fully demonstrated
that serving in the
headache. In acute constipation
Confederacy. The proposof
heart
are
weak
there
Where
symptoms
Ely’s Cream Balm is a specifi.’ for Nasal ed amendment is as follows:
there may he no movement from
the bowels for several days, folness, there should be Dr. Agnew’s Cure for
< atarrlj and cold in the head. This distinc“That the sections of the Revised Statlowed by a natural movement once
the Heart, it’s a magical remedy, gives retion has been achieved only as the result of utes which disqualified persons otherdaily, and then a return of the
wise qualified from
lief in thirty minutes,and there are thousands
serving as grand or
continued successful use.
disease. This usually results in
A morbid condipetit jurors in the courts of the United
chronic constipation, when the
i
who testify that it cures permanently. Mrs. tion of tbe membrane in the
nasal passages
who
have taken up arms or joined
bowels only operate once in two,
States,
W. T. Bundle, of Dundalk, Ont., says: ‘‘I
can be cured by this purifying and
1
f
three, or four days. One Semit
healing in any insurrection or rebellion against
was for years unable to attend to iny houseTablet taken after each meal will
treatment.
Sold
the
used
Dr.
or
United
S
ates is repealed, and hereit
I
(hire
druggists
will
by
be
hold duties.
Agnew’s
for
cure and prevent further attacks of
,
after no person shall be disqualified for
the Heart, the result was wonderful, the
mailed for 50 cents by Ely Brothers, 50 rVar[lain left me immediately after the first reu Street, New Turk. It spreads over the any court or in any branch or department
dose, and a few bottles cured.” Sold by
of the government of the United States on
I
membrane, is absorbed and relief is immeKilgore and Wilson and A. A. Howes & Co.
account of the participation in the War of
16.
diate.
1801 and 1805.”

REMEDY.

apparent

languid and
despondent in the eaTly days
of theiT womanhood.
They
drag along always tiTed,
never
hungry, breathless
and with a
palpitating
hear* after slight exercise

escape them.

x
»cj
2-cr®
^°*-:rSf®*iT3’C3
c
c
®
c
p
3
£
2.
«*■
^
—.
x
o
c
2
,77
<
X
3
<
r-t
<r»
O
*-C

Whole amount expended.§2.000
Amount
provided by town or

no

cause, become

—

Have You Catarrh Taints?
Here’s
strong evidence ot the quickness ami sureness of that wonderful remedy, Dr. Agnew s
Catarrhal Powder:
“For years 1 was a
victim of Chronic
Catarrh—tried mauy
remedies, but no cure was effected until l
had procured and used Dr
Agnew’s Caarrhal Powder.
First application gave me
instant relief, and in an incredibly short
while I
was
absolutely cured" James
Headley, Dundee. N Y. Sold by Kilgore
& Wilson and A. A Howes & Co 17.

HeaJthyilappyGiTls

them diminished.

always

our

light
and I

Cures Impotency, Niffht Emissions and
wastinrr diseases, ail effects of selfabuse, or excess and indiscretion. A nerve tonic and
blood builder. Brings the
pink glow to pale cheeks and
restores the fire of youth.
By mail fiOe per box: (> boxes
tor $2.50; with a written guarantee to cure or refund tlio money.

Farm for Sale.
Situated in Waldo, six miles from Belfast, on
road leading from Brooks to Belfast, and is one of
the most pleasantly located farms in Waldo county. It contains 117 acres, equally divided into
tillage, pasture and wood. Cuts about fiity tons
of hay, all English, and machine mowing; free
front rocks.
One and one half story house. 2
barns and outbuildings, all in good repair. Two
wells of never failing water; good orchard of
Will he sold on easy terms to suit
grafted fruit
purchaser. Call on or address
It. K. FREEMAN, Belfast. Me.
Live stock and
farm ifwanted.

farming tools will be sold with
3m3

NERVITA MEDICAL CO.
Clinton & Jackson Sts., CH1CACO, ILL.
Sold

bj'A. A. Howes & Co.. Belfast. Me.
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A TEN CENT CIGAR
F^F1VE CENTS.
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/SEAkSPORT
Stated meeting
M ariner’s Lodge.

Capt.

Tuesday evening

next

Goodell returned from

I). b.

COUNTY

a

Boston ast Saturday.
No schools iu the village Tuesday
count of the impassable roads.

Feb. 6
Sid, gel.
Brothers, Crowley, Washington, D C Young
Sabme Pass, Feb. 8
Sid, bark Levi S

of

trip

Prospect Village. The many friends of
Manley Knowlton will be pleased to
know' lie is improving from the painful injuries received by slipping on the ice some
two weeks ago
Mr. Leslie Hawres is helping care for him_Our school will close

ou ac-

Tuesday

and

as

Sandy point.

gone to Searsport to remain until spring.
Mr. J. W. Richards and Mrs. Herbert Mo-

The remains of Mis. Willard Treat, who
died at St. Paul, Minn., the 9th iust. arrived

by tram
daughter

Mrs.

Wednesday.

Treat

Capt. Joseph

of the iate

was

have returned to their home in NeponMass.. .Miss Lucia Shute was at home
last week from Bangor for a week’s vacarin

set,

a

Park of

Alwilda Meade of Natick,
her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Geo.
Crocker, at the Narrows... .N. C.
Partridge arrived home last week from sell.
John Douglass.... Elmer Thompson is home
from
Bangor for a visit_Mr. Ernest
Blanchard gives a birthday party at the hall
Saturday evening, Feb. 18th....Sell. Copy,
Capt. Grant, left last week for Rockland
with a load of heading from Buckspon and

the Harbor-

tion...Mrs.

Mass.,

Dr. ami Mrs Jackson of Everett, Mass.,
Mrs. \\
lv. Murisou of Minneapolis and
Charles l’emlleton ol Elmore, Minn., were
in town hist week to attend the funeral of
their mother, Mrs. John G. Pendleton.
If

should he

weather

the

Thutsuay, evtuiug

this,

stormy

is

more

with

Congl. supper ami
eiitf tainment will lie postponed until Frida; evening. The committee in charge of
owing to the ice is unable to get back_
entt itamment are sparing no pains to
tl
The weather has been very cold and travelmake it as interesting.
ing poor for the last week in this vicinity.
Th<' storm Monday night was very severe ....There was a sociable at the lia.l last
lit re
l he roads were badly blocked and
Thursday evening and a dance Friday evenThe mail
communication nearly cut off.
ing; both w re well attended.
stage made the third attempt before it. |
Mr. O. A. Hall is teaching
Appleton.
reached here from the Monday night train,
a pnvate
school iu the grammar school
not. arming litre until 4 o’clock Tuesaay
room.
There is a good attendance of pupils,
afternoon.
V. N. Higgins and son are atfrom Hope and North Ap- day-Mr.
beh. E. L. Warren. Capt. Israel Closson, including many
tending the State Encampment of the G. A
Towle
has
to
Massapleton-Charlie
gone
arrived last Friday with a cargo of corn for
R. in Bangor this week... .There will he a
chusetts to work in a bleachery... .The
Nickerson. Capt. Closson left Portland at
dance at Hillside Grange Hall, Friday even10 o’clock in the morning and arrived here Appleton Dramatic Club played the drama
ing, Feb. 17th. Parties from Swauville and
in Union Thursday, Feb. 2ud, to
at 6 o’clock in the evening.
The schooner ‘‘Iinogene”
Brooks will furnish music... .Owing to the
a good house-The statue of the late Daniel
was badly iced, and looked like an arctic exstorm and blow the concert to be given at
Sullivan
has
been
in
on
the
placed
position
plorer as she lay at anchor the next mornHillside Grange Hall last Friday night by
family lot in Pine Grove Cemetery It is the Jackson Band was
ing, minus her jib-boom and main topmast.
postponed to some
called a very tine piece of work....Ames
future time.. .The school in Jackson, taught
An item going the rounds of the press
Bros, are running their stave and shingle
mentions the fact that a letter directed to
by Mr. E. L. Bartlett of this town, closes
mill, with quite a large amount of material this week. After two weeks vacation Mr.
“Aunt Hiity” of Freedom, Me., was sure to
on hand to saw....Mrs. O. W. Currier reBartlett will begin aspring term at thesame
reach her. Searsport has a lady that could
turned Feb. 7th from Liucolnville, where
be inure sure to receive a letter addressed
place.
the

..

■

Aunt

Amanda

Amanda
two

than

E.

her

if

was

E.’s,

Amanda

only

parents, Mr. and Mrs.
O. C. Richardson-Mr. G. C. Dunton has
lost the sight of one eye
The result, he

name

There

given.

but

she

whole

arc

Aunt

vine

had visited

thinks,

Amanda.

of

Feb.

8th

Brooks.

He went
consult an eye

to

delegation of twelve specialist, but was told there was no
help
more past commanders and delegates were
for him....Mrs. Jason Peabody is visiting
»n readiness to start for the department entier daughter, Mrs. Albert Davis in Somercampment ot the Grand Army, now being
ville, Mass-Mrs. Frances Gushee is in
held at Bangor, intending to go by the
Concord. N H., where she was called by
M. cV M. The steamer met with an injury to
the illness of her sot. s wife, Mrs. Walter
Per

afternoon

rudder

and

a

unable

was

to

her

make

Gushee... .Chester Collamore of s ton eli a in,
Mass., has recently been the guest for a few
days ol Mrs. Louise Keene.... Harry Buchanan of Camden has been here several days
hunting and fishing with the Newbert
brothers, Charles and William, who ai
noted for their success with the p d and

trip that day, The veterans, nothing daunted, sought transportation elsewhere and at
last accounts had decided to go by train.
Eiskiue of Sandy point, who has

Ih'bert
been sick

w

wl.j.t

sane

He ge

grip,

i'.li

was

suddenly

ruling with his
the

t out ‘.l

huh

taken

last.

in-

Sunday.

ordered the boy
started on foot lor

si.-.igl:

and

The

;

<

!

fticers

|

W.

C.

E ; H.
1. G. ;

P. C.

Jennys, Iv. of F. M. ,J. Dow, M. of
H. W'ebb, M. at A. ; Fred Moulton,
Geo. Miller, O. G
F. K Roberts,
j

After the installation all hands

re-

1

paired to the banquet : < < m where they did !
ample justice to a nice clam stew prepared
the personal supervision of mine host
the \urk House. A lug talk smoke w as

umi
■

of

guu.

foreign ports.
Feb. 2
Sid, sub

Havana,

Estelle,

Colson; rec., Erma Barker; dialogue, "The
Frog Holler Lyceum;” song. "My Old Kentucky Home,” Foster Small; exercise, "The
Palmer, for Barbadoes.
Coming Woman,” seven children; companHong Kong, Dee. 24. In port ships Gov.
ion piece, “Winter and Summer,” Walter Coburn for Manila; S D Oarleton
for Hono-

Morrill
Mrs. Mary Martin, who lives
her daughter, Mrs. Daniel Higgins,
celebrated her 80th birthday Sunday, the
5th.
Her two b: others, Nathaniel and

l.p>n

and

>

li«

Pittsfield.

fit-

!T

j

Mrs.

lulu.
Hilo, Jan. 24. Ar, ship Tillie E Starbuck. 1
Curtis, Portland, O
Barbadoes, Feb. 10. Ar, bark A lice Reed !
Ford, Santos.

4dc.

QIRLS'

MARINE MISCELLANY.

Stonington, Me, Feb 7 Sch Adella Corson, ('apt F: W Wheaton, from
Hillsboro,
Henry Jackson, were present, besides other | N B, for Boston, with plaster, ran ashore <>n
relatives. Mr. and Mrs. Higgins furnished a McClathery Ledge while attempting r.» go

around the main passage here. The vessel
dinner for the party, and the old folks | broke in
two at low tide and is a total loss.
spent several hours very pleasantly talking j The sails and running rigging were saved
and
the
of old times.
Nathaniel is 88 and Henry 71 !
captain will try to save, anchors and’ !
chains if weather is favorable. Crew es
years of age-Revival services, under the i
ip
ed in the boats. The Corson was
pauivi
direction of Revs A. L). Thibodeau and ; owned
i
by her captain, E W Wheaton.
Geo. S. Hi 1 will continue through the week.
Gloucester, Mass., Fell
s.-h I’int.a,
The music led by Mr. F. O. Shipley of Free- Capt Sewell W Smith, ar this morning fn m
Brown’s Bank with 05 000 poumis ot f»esh
port assisted by an organist mid Mr. Justin haddock, 25 0(H)
pouu is of cod, 10 (M0 p, caims
Merriarn as cornetist is a grand and attrac- of cusk and 1,000 pounds of halibut, vtal ,.f i
about
100,000
tive feature of these meetings. Good audipmuds and the best tare of the
season.
Capt Smith will get a splendid stick
ences were present
Sunday morning and for Ins
trip, having struck a good market.
evening. At the latter meeting Mr. Hill The Gloucester Fresh Fi«h Compam ptn
chased
the
liaddock at >2 50 per e w t. aiul the
a
sermon.
gave
powerful revival
cod at s;5 25—hig prices.
Winterport. A lively lire was started
v. HAK'i ers
Ship Mary 1
Cushing (t<■ :
in the building owned by W. F3. Sproul and
arrive) GO,000 cases oil, New York t<> Hong I
21 cents.
Kong,
r»o.ooo
Ship
Josephus
ises. i
Feb.
7th.
occupied by Webster Hopkins
same.
April. Ship Gov. Robie,, Go,him) cases !
It was a bad day for a fire and very un- same. March. Sch Maud
Snare, two p .its I
comfortable for the firemen as their clothing N. S. Jamaica to New York, logwood ".do. j
Bk. ,1. \V. El well, Philadelphia to St, Pierre
|
froze as fast as the water struck it; but they
and Fort-de-France, coa! >2 2d
Sell Eliza I
worked bravely and soon had it under J Pendleton, Baltimore to
Port-au-Piatte,
control.
The roof of the building was coal and iron, p. t. Sell Laura, Fernandma
to New
York, lumber, 85 22
Sell Viola
burned, hut otherwise the damage was
Keppard, Savannah to Boston, lumber 85 G2
slight. Mr. Hopkins saved most of his goods, 1 2. Sell John C Smith, Savannah to Philaon
which he had no insurance..... Mr. delphia, lumber 85 and free wharfage
Sch
Lyman M Law, Galveston or New Orleans
Timothy Kelly died in New Hampshire last to
New York or Providence, cotton seed oil
week of pneumonia and his remains were GO cents.
Sch Helen G Moseley, Mobile to
brought home for interment, the funeral Newport News, lumber 85 50
Sob R. F.
Norfolk to Boston, coal 81 50.
Pettigrew,
ta.\ing place Sunday afternoon. He leaves
Freights, The Freight Circular of Brown
a wife and three small children to mourn
& Co., New York, reports for the week endtheir loss-Miss Carroll from South West ing Feb 11: The market for large tonnage
Case oil
Harbor is the guest of Mrs. Ellery Bowden, continues in strong position
j pers, and also the Colonial lines, are in ship
need
.Quarterly meeting services were held at | of additional vessels, and would promptly
the Methodist Church last Sunday, Rev. A J. open negotiations were owners inclined to
Lockhart of Hampden officiating in place of entertain bids based upon recent fixtures.
with the belief of a better market
the Presiding Elder-An Old Folks’ Con- Impressed
later the latter are disposed to proceed slowcert is to he given at Union Hall
Wednesday ly, therefore offer their forward vessels reserved, y.
Three ships (wood) have been
evening, Feb. 22nd.
closed hence to Hong Kong, March -April
Stockton Springs
Our V. i. S. Dramatic loading. 21 cents. Barrel petroleum freights
Club presented the comedy, “Mr. Bob,” in continueextr» mely dull. Tonnage of a medium size eontii ties wanted for
to the
Searsport on the evening of Feb. 7, to a very J River Plate, but the rates bid lumber
are not favorgood house. They were favored with an ably considered by owners Shippers would
appreciative audience, and the dance which pay 815 from the Gulf to Buenos Ayres, and
followed the phy was much enjoyed. The 8b from the East and Provinces. Some, few
Brazil orders are m market, and though
Club voted the whole affair a success, both full previous rates can be oht
oned, tonnage
is
rather difficult to secure. V* ssels are
socially and financially, and wish to extend
wanted for .be West Indies, particularly for
thanks to the Searsport friends for many
lumber from the South, and coal from this
courtesies, and to the j-mi tor for lus kind vicinity, but the character .5 the tonnage
attention.
inquired,
say medium s /, \ offers very sparFriday evening, Feb. lhtli, they
The insurance companies are exwill play “Mr. Boh” in Winterport. weather ingly.
an
hibiting
unusually cautious disposition
permitting. A dance will follow the pDv, in the aco-ptance of risks to all West India
with music by the Winterport
orchestra, of ami Sou?! American ports, and to this fact !s
nice

1

I

hey

...

all

right

tor service

only “out of st\!
week and hundreds of wise
people
vantage of the lowest prices ever made for good
the above sold for $1.00 a pair. ssg“Conie at
selection is good.

been

are

one

on

B. C. DIN3M0RE
33 Main

Street, Belfast,

1

have

opened

a

STRICTLY CASH STORE at No. (56
High st,,
I have in stock a car-load 1

flour and groceries at low prices.

sell

ed to suit

or

money

refunded,

A

Sunlight Fancy Patent Flour..

\ FJectric

Half

4

Purity Roller
1

few of rny prices quoted In low
$14,50

(rranulated

**

•*

Coffee, Rio.
Raisins, 5 lbs.
Soda, 0 lbs..
Mi tree Meat, 3 pkgs
Soap, 10 bars.

«»5

4.00

Sugar.

5 1 _g<.

\ 'Teas.aOctoGOc
to 170
[ Coffee. Rio.
Java..

Jaya and Mocha..

.20c
20c
..

Also my entire stock

at

to
to

Tomatoes. 3

27c
aOr

Angusi
went

Wentworth

r

o

Airs

OJiiTtAuv

with him

Sarah

E

amt

was

Tuesday

(Blanchard;|

pai; of

westi n.

a.e

daughter

St-arsport.
Shepherd

of

Blanchard, and

Sinami

was t

Sal.in

inG.

few

town a

Ilis

Tins

last week

many

liu-nds

him.

Jit

is

suil

traveling,

from

home

the

ness.

1 cimh T'
w.fe <>f Capt. John G.
Pendleton, 1
quietly j as.vd to the better life on the even- !
1 ,h. 7th, at her home in
mg Oi Tite si la;
ht aisp.,11
Mis. P ml ton was born 1 >«-,• !
1,1S->1, in w :.ai was then part **1 Belfast, now j
the

m

Whitcomb
mother.

:s

mi

most

Bangor

hi

busi-

|

|

ai

tbuiu

of

w

■*

of

ti

ncs-

and

and

mained

ing

and up to the

declining

years of life

an ever

public worship, she loved to be there, aud
her Bible was a daily
study, read and re-read,
during the months of comparative seclusion.
at

he last years of her life have been of
slowly

waning strength, cheered by the

visits of

pect for selling hay in Prospect looks slim
this winter, and two crops are
waiting for
sales now-John Larrabee has the largest

tier

absent children, and ministered to with unselfish devotion by her youngest daughter.
The final summons came suddenly. Stricken
with

paralysis

of the brain

early

on

dog

Sunday

evening of the Tuesday following, as though
falling aslet p, she was not, for God took her.
Services was held at the house on Friday,
the 10th, at 2 o'clock, conducted by Rev. R.
G. Harhiitl, her pastor, and interment took
place at the Gordon cemetery.

Partridge

Normal School
Norton is in town,
and in his palmy days he claims to have
been a great bear, bee and fox hunter, and
one thing happened to a fox that he fired at.
The fox feigned dead and he was an expert, and skinned the fox as q .ickly as any
hunter could and laid it down ami prelast

Mrs. Ida Whitehouse returned
Unity.
Portland the 7th, where she lias been
nt

PJiii,

an

M

i■.

als

reel lus

a

Chas. (. *>ok
of Boston

oi

is

re-

Wliitten of Kent’s
Y\ hitney of Lowell and

were

Clair

her

was a

sociable at

at-Mr. Gabriel
Brown, Albion Clark and U.iymond Howard have got a job, ami Mr. George Partridge, Fred Eames and crew have arrived
home from the Kennebec, where they had
work ou the ice-Lyman H. Partridge is
getting lumber out to remodel his house.
.Oscar Clark has gone to Camden to

satisfaction. Miss Myra Libby, who taught
the Primary, is also a first-class teacher.
There will be a High School exhibition
Saturday evening, consisting of a drama
entitled “Freezing a Mother-in-Law,” and
other entertainments. Admission 15 cts. The
proceeds are to go for furnishings for the
school house-Mrs. A. R. My rick is still
quite sick, and does not gain very fastFlora Watson returned to Boston Friday,
Feb. 10th-Mr. Benj. Fogg has bought
the Watson place.. ..Mrs. Sam’l Webb passed
away the 6th-Mr. Frank Chase is improving. .C. J. Bartlett sold three valuable
horses Feb. 6 to parties in Benton and he
has a few more of the same stock which
will be for sale the coming spring and

when he

time

8th. Although it was very stormy a goodly
number were present and had a very enjoyable time-The village schools close the
17th. Mr. F. L Ames, who taught the High
School, is a very successful teacher and gave

aummer.

Castine

John

pared to go when up jumped the fox and
Mary Blair made off without his hide. Mr. Norton
sister, Mrs. Ii H. thought that fox would know more next

the residence of J. h. Cook Jan. olst.
It was a
success ; about fifteen dollars were realized
which w ill go to the pastor-The Ladies’
Sewing Circle met with Mrs. Whitney the

..

went to

week....Mr.

Monti na....Mrs.

visiting

Grant... .There

a

will be hard to get over_Miss Abbie West of Frankfort has been visiting Mr.
aud Mrs. Gardiner
Clark_Miss Bertha

from

<•«

St. Bernard ami

and it

-i|——--—

the

a

dog.. ..Eugene Partridge has a bad
lame hand. By some kind of a clip he has
injured the joint or cords of his middle finger

Feb. 5th, she remained conscious
only ]>:irt of the day, and at !) o’clock in the

employed dressmaking.Among

He is

in town.

watch

morning,

|

was

shot

get employment.Deer must be quite
plentiful in this section. In the thick woods
close to where we have been chopping there
must be a number of deer to make so many
tracks as there are there. They eat mushsee

running hemlock. Still we never
They seem to stay there nights
further into the swamp in the day

or

swamp

any.

and go

years of close time will
farmers-About all the interest now is in what ways the legislature
is going to hit the farmer this winter.
Sometime soon there has got to be a change.
No young men will settle on the farms unless there is something done to better the
prospects on a farm.
time.

be

ti y and

fancy g< uds

met

chant,

to

business

...

.Grace E. l*ow

will

at

a

1

bet

as

...Jol

i«

IVl.

n

Dow, who

\ el

Colson,

Milo
the

n

for

some

manufacture ol

years

clothing,

engaged

has

in

Used out

business and will go on to the road fertile Binger 8« w ing Machine Co. Rev. I )avid
Brackett has 1 ecu confined to the house by
sickness fur some tim« ....Mrs. C 8 Brackett ol Newport has been visiting her parents,
Mr. and Mrs. H. H. Pilley
1. G. Reynolds,
w ho lias 1 een very sit k, is in \\ n ui h better.
.The st bools of the town Lave ail closed
for the w intei.... Halt fcmail is w oiking as a
ct mpositor in the Yankee 1 lade
diet... A.
S. 1' oi hts, w ho bloke bis leg last si n mer, is
that

....

be can walk all right, although
little lame. Few men past, eiglry
years of age would have rallied from that
accident as he did. He and his wife are
keeping house alone at their faun this w inter
.Squire Chandler has a fresh addition
now

lie

so

is

that

a

...

to Ins

family

and will

have to lecture

a

few-

evenings to support it.... Michael
Chase, w ho has bet n very sick, is said to be
much better... .Mrs. James Jones of Belfast
was in town last week.
This is her girlhood home and she is always glad to call
upon us here.A. 11. Pilley, who has
a
been in
drug store iu New Hampshire, is visiting bis parents here.
extra

Prospect. There is quite a crowd of late
who follow up the horse trots on the great
square salt marsh and some good sj urts of
speed are noticed where not much expected-W. A. Sparrow and wife visited at W.
M. Jellison’s Feb. 5lh.. Mr. Almond Young
and daughter of Jackson visited at Mrs.
Lena Brown’s of Prospect recently_Chas.
Littlefield aud wife have been visiting C. O.
Hatch aud wife of Stockton... The pros-

ready helper.
Though debarred in later
times from more than occasional
attendance

1

else is very

ing.

consistent and faithful member,

a

a

y sick, is abt ut the house...
Mrs. B.trail Rogers w as very ill last v. eek : Augustus t urtis has gone to lit .-ton to
spend
li* r horn
on Raudlett Bt. with tin
grip. a lew weeks with his daughter Mary....

rushing in tow n at present,
except the doctors, and their work is abat-

She was a faithful
wife, a living and devoted mother, and a
valued friend. In June, 1851, she united
w th the
Congregational church in Searsport,
of which nearly a lialf
century she has re-

Hall

remain

tune.

and Hunter have commenced painting the
interior of the new
Universalist church,
and are rushing it as fast as j ossible. Noth-

sweetness.

iiusiness to attcuu

tention

e

j

thoughtfulness for others, and her
steady re.igious faith, marked a character
eminently Chris! ian and of singular geutle-

j

Mrs.

with her s.ster and

j

ej'ii t, her

]

bun.c this sptmg and take charge
of the store, as her lather has plenty ol ot-ht r

as

A few

damage

more

to

The Good Templars Lodge, as usual, had
entertainment last Saturday evening.
Next Saturday evening they are to have a
supper and no literary entertainment. The
new
cdicers have been installed by M. J.
I)ow, L. D., and are as follows: E. C. Hol....

a

fine

brook, P. C. T.; Joseph G. Stimpson, C. T.;
Mabel Roberts, V, T.; Vesta Rose, Secy.;
Grace E. Dow, A. S.; Win. C. Rowe, F. S.;
Inez M. Hutchinson, Tr.; Mis. Josie Flagg,

Stimpson, M.; Lila Stimpson,
This lodge is unanimously in favor of

Chap.;
G.

Ernest

re-election of Geo. E. Brackett for Grand
Secretary, a position which he has honored
for many years....The members of Golden
Lodge, No. 108. K of P., acknowledge the

the

receipt of cards of invitation from
K. of P.,
Company No. 2. U. R

M.

J. Dow. Esq.,

as

ant occurrence last

last

dancing
pleasant

Saturday
tonm-d

is

evening

Whist and
entertainment, and a

evening.

'.he

reported
kept at m

by

those

present. Many w ere
me by the
high wind, and const quent drifted condition of the streets.Mr. Frank Paul Patterson left town this week for Portland.

pleas-

v a*

Hie

serenade to Mr. John H. Gordon by the
Brooks Cornet Band, alter which the band,

through O. W. Lane, presenVed him with a
very handsomely mounted rosewood drum
major’s baton. It was a complete surprise
to the recipient and he was for a few moments deprived of his speech. Mr. Gordon

orchestra; dec., Carl Jenkins; rec., Bertha
Hall; rec., Bessie Carpenter; dec., Lewis
Elliott; duet, Life’s Game of See-Saw, Marian Yorke and May McTaggart; music, orchestra; rec., Lila O’Brien; dec., Victor

bottles.

Salt, 14 lb.

bag.

equally low prices. ! Country produce tak“u

CfdOOD.s DKLIVEKEl) I’ilOMl’TI.V I'llKE

H. E.

BRADflAN,

<>I

\ 1*1

I

ri

N>1

Genuine

County Grange will meet with
Tranquillity Grange at the town house, Lineoluville,

Tuesday. Following is the
opening txercises; conferring 5th
degree; address of welcome by Austin Marriner; response, W. H. Moody : report of
Granges; appointment of committees; noon
recess; music; topic, What shall we do with
our surplus hay? to be
opened by Joseph
next

Little Liver Pills.

program:

Must Bear

rXpeimes .1 W< >rl\ |
months ir w H prohaM;
per share. What rem
.1. ter sales P .1 de\ m
pip.trihuted ,im. 1
tl:>
1 ii\ blend.
Do nor delay nnt 11 t«■
r »-.iay while l’r is
he.*p.
send the stock Into the
tuniry of ce; tin- !n
-ttniii a in. unt d n m
Hooks for sn11 0 ipr e
the I reaMiry Si...
v.
February _m 1. at t h. I
meet

GOLD WINING CO.
Capital stock, SI,000.000 Psp
Value, $!. Full Paid arid

of

See Lac-Simile

Very small and
to take

as

1UlIVER
p|. LS
—

as easy

sugar.

PADTro’C
WAl\l Ll\0

rilTTLE

Wrapper Below.

FOR
FOR
FOR
FOR
FOR
FOR

HEADACHE.
DIZZINESS.

BILIOUSNESS.
TORPID LIVER.
CONSTIPATION.
SALLOW SKIN.
THECOMPLEXION

_)F0R
GENUIN12
syiliATURt,
25 Ceils Purely VegetaMev^few^S^*^
MUST HAVI

_

CURE SICK HEADACHE.
BORN

The February number of The Rudder is
full of interest to the yachtsman and boatbuilder, aud with a patronage commensurate
with its merits it would speedily become
the leading yachting magazine of the world.
Send in your subscriptions, brother yachtsand encourage the publishers in their
good work. The subscription is only $2 a
Address The Rudder Publishing Co.,
year.
55 Dey street, New York.
men,

bitann. Iii Kockport, February f>, to Mr and
Mrs. Charles brann, a daughter.
ImiNKWATH:
In Hope, to Mr. and Mi>. Koss
Drinkwater. a daughter.
Ghkkni.aw.
In Deer Isle. February 1, to Mr.
and Mrs. F. V Greenlaw a daughter.
Hahn. In Thomaston, to Mr. and Mrs. Laurence Hahn, a daughter.
Pkkkins. In Fandvpoint, February hi, to Mr,
and Mrs. L. K. Perkins, a daughter.

MARRIED.
Km

PORT OF BELFAST.
ARRIVED.

Feb. 10.Sch Winslow Morse, Kewton,
Boston.
Feb. 11.
US revenue str McCulloch,

cruising.

SAILED.

Feb. 11.

U

S

revenue

str

cruising.

McCulloch,

AMERICAS PORTS.

New York, Feb. 0.
Ar, bark Adam \V.
Spies, Buenos Ayres; 7. cld, sch Norombega,
Amsbury, Ponce and Arroyo; 11, ar, sch W
E Downes, Marshall, Brunsw ick.
Boston, Feb. 9. Sid schs Lucy E Friend,
Patterson, Newport News; Winslow Morse,

Belfast.

ereaux, Havana.
Norfolk, Feb. b.

Clean, Baltimore;

9

Ar, bark Josephine, Mecld, sch Frauk A. Palm-

South Boston.
Brunswick, Ga., Feb. 7. Ar, sch Joel F
Sheppard, Carter, New York.
Newport News, Feb. 10. Sid, sch Levi
Hart, New Haven; ar, sch R. F. Pettigrew,
Portland.
Fernandina, Feb. 7. Ar, sch D D Haskell,
Eaton, New Haven.

er,

Kit v

by Kev.

Svt.\
G
G.

>ri- it.

tine.
In Rockland, Frbiuan
TitIMM I)i man.
Charles \V. Trnnin oi Isiesboro and Carrie
Duncan oi Rockland.

A.

DIED.
In Portland, February 9, Itev. Charles
Allen.
F. Allen, 1). !>., age*. 83 y* ,*i>.
Barter.
In Mobile, Ala.. Henry, son of Joel
Barter of Hart’s Neck, si. tiro*ge, aged 22 years.
Bridges. In Bucksport. February 3. .Mrs. John
Bridges, aged 7<> yeais and It) months.
Curtis. In Koi-kland, February 3. Charles A.
Curtis, a native of Burnham, aged 28 years, 4
months and 20 day s.
Carter. In Bluehill, February I. Robert Carter, aged 91 years, 1 month and 27 days.
Clough. In Bluehill, January 24. James R.
Clough, aged 72 years and 0 months.
Dunbar. In Ellsworth. February 2, Elijah Dunbar of Castine, aged 02 years and 11 months
Harvey. In Swanville. February 5 ( liarle- E.,
son of George L. ami Ida M. Harvey, aged 4
months ant 20 days.
Knight. In Liiicolnville, Februaiy 11. Enoch
Knight, Jr., aged 70 years, 3 months and 1 4 days.
Lincoln.
In Gloucester, Mass., February 1,
Mrs. Thomas Lincoln, torn erly ol Yinalhaven,
Mr.
of
and Mrs. James Roberts.
daughter
McIntyre. In Rockport, February 1, Captain
John McIntyre, a native of Liiicolnville, aged 78
years.
Nash. In Bangor, February 8, Charlotte Nash
of Belfast, aged 18 years and 2 months.
Page. In Winterport, February 9, Wm. Page,
aged 80 years.
Pendleton. In Searsport, February 7, Sarah
E., wife of Capt. John G. Pendleton, aged 07
yt ars.
In Rockland, February 7, Albert Smith
Bice.
Rice, aged 61 years, 10 months and 2 days.
Rich. In Isle an Haut, January 29, Stillman
Rich, aged 71 years and 6 months.
Spencer, in East Knox, February 9, Adelaide
Spencer, aged 69 years and 7 months.

?
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DEN SLOW, \V \!
Fiscal

Subscription Price, 25c, Per Share

No.
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FORTUNE.
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.nnt

Tl i- i- truly tind ibdd.
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tin history
tlu!
so
many human
at. !.
bd the
being- engaged l.i ’In.
hi irtz mines a tew \t-ai~ ago w.
n
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n1
1 l«• Ii;:11 e. ii ti less [ he Ore e. >1* I al tied >4«1 r
ih'- ton in (gild.
N, vv (Ire r- -m aim i;_ a
u
-bon | .*•
Lon pays enormous dividends to the
iioi-lers -iiot:<i
!te Aiaska-Tre.ol'.vi il.that
h.o bten pay ing leguhtrlv dividends ot -t.«
mm mm >, tie.per year on a eapi;aIr/aiion ot
»te aet11 illy averaging less than >.’>.(mi pm i-m.
There is t.o other business on .-.11:11 where rite
lessoning ot the cost ot production and doubling
the out] tit has not been followed by a correspond
ing reduction in the v alue ot that product.
The opening up ot the milling irjoie by Railroads, the employment ot Machinery in mining,
and the use of Cyanide in the tieam md
t < ire is
responsible tor the decrease in the cost of product ion, while the spread <»l m\j i/.aiion anil the
demands of trade absorb the precious nu-ial as a
medium of exchange, so that today the whopW
is competing for the p<is es-i
and fortunes are being made in a day by the pos
sessors of
even the smallest interest m a (mid
producing property

aim le-rnni, nt <d 1
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i* > a se, | js
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going

T11E OLD HICKORY

parer! <>i teal

e-!ate

->•

side ..t he
by the l *.i;
the east by land Jormebs
the south l.y land now
and on tin
ast by laud
Perry, deet ased, and land
.sen inu
t!..
ctptino m
sand, .me humln d anti t we;
as ronvet eii by said d»*br.
toil, on tlie
wentv third .i
DSPS, !>y bis deed of the
Wadj.. Hem -r rv ol
171, to wliiei. lvleremn m
script ion
Dated tliis tit. entli da\
AL L. N d; 1

MINIM..

Can you find any business that like the "I e Roi"
Mint- jumped in value from a few thousand molars to
lun.nuo in a little over a year s time,
making all its Stockholders, even those who had
but a tew hundred invested, rich'/ Or, like the
ol tile Colville Reservation in the
••Republic
State ol Washington, whose stock was offered at
2 cents a share in lbPT.and is now selling at
many dollars per share? Ask any of the tortunate
owners in this stock in Spokane- men whose lew
hunnred dollars invested have ntaoe them the
rich men of the city.
Millions upon millions of Gobi arc still >cked
in nature’s colossal storehouse. Keys totlv-glittering treasure are being iurged ready
y< ur
hands. They are found in the rich mineral belts
of our great Northwest
Here a word to the wise may facilitate golden
results. I)o not invest indiscriminately in min
ing properties. Select a district comparatively
new where the results prove the existence ot rich
mines still undeveloped.
Get into one ol the
companies engaged in the development ol its
properties. You then have every chance in your
tavor.
Remember tlie best are opened up iirst.
Those that show the greatest surface indications
are of course the ones that are developed ti st.
Such a locality exists iu the Colville Reservation in Washington, llo miles north f Spokane.
Less than three years ago not a mine was located
on the Reservation, tin tlie simple reason thai it
was an Indian Reservation. Now the whole country tcciu.s witli the industry ol Mining tin loads
are filled with wagons hauling ore to the Railroad that runs alongside the Reservation the
hills resound with the noise ol the explosions ol
miners’Giant Powder and Dynamite lending the
rocks that hold the Gold. Companies that a few
months ago were selling Stock at a lew cents per
share are now figuring tin* Dividend- to be paid
their lucky Stockholders, while the price
shares have isen hundreds per cent.
The Republic Mine has pa 1 its 1 11 umi.d Id > in
.•!i.
idem! ol sasoooo, and .-lands to lay tinproducing mine for its depth iu the Wml.i
Properties in the vicinity have jumped from ai
iu1 >si nothing to hundreds ot thousamis m v d
This is y our opportunity to secure at once an i:.
Do not wait
terest m this new Mining eountry.
until Companies owning the ready g d piopt-i
ties have'.ecuved all the money tiiev want tor u
velopmenr, but invest ai once to ha.-den and cn-

large developments
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t lie east

on
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-aid t "iinn ol Waldo. has
seventh day d Novembto
o’clock nd thirty mlmr
1
the same yvas attache.i
deem the fitllnwiiig desi
tatc situated in In
to wit: a certain
buildings I here-:., i.eum (>..
-11 in the third • 11\ stop
Belfast, containing -i\
being the homestead tai m
,>
containing all 1 he lan
northerly side ol Bella-: B
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TO PARIS IN 1900
I REE TRIP i.f 4

A

«,

Internalioiial

Ex(■• .-it >i
] aid by the Bangor \\ II!
S-i't'.ni in cash
stead of the trip
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Eilis; remainder of the program to be furnished by Tranquillity Grange.
The following
(fibers of Silver Lake
Grange,ChiLa,have been installed by Deputy
Chas. K. Crowell of Vassal boro: Master, J,
O. Fish; overseer, C. M. Bailey;
lecturer,
Mrs. G. J. Kelson ; steward, Henry Randall;
assistant, Chas. Pinkham; sec., Reuel J.
Farris; treas., Dr. G. J. Kelson; chap., Mrs.
E. L. Albee; ceres, Mrs. J. O. Fish ; pomoua,
Miss Mac Bracken ; flora, Mis. C. M.
Bailey ;
lady assistant steward, Mrs. Chas. Pinkham. The installation was followed by a
supper and an interesting program. Tuesday evening, Feb. List, will be ladies’ night,
w hen a great good time may be
expected.
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OLD HICKORY
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Waldo

Philadelphia, Feb. 7. Ar, sch Olive T
W'bittier, W'bittier, T rk’s Island; 8, cld,
sch John M Prescott (new) Providence; 11,
has taken a great interest in the band from
no shipping to-day; river frozen up.
its organization, and the boys are indebted
Baltimore, Feb. 7. Ar, sch A. B. Sherman, Pillsbury, Brunswick, Ga.
to him for many favors, which are duly apPortland, Feb. 9. Sid, barks J. H. Bowpreciated... .The entertainment given by ers, Rosario; Sarmiento, do; Mabel 1.
the schools of Mr. Felker and Miss Rose at
Meyers, Buenos Ayres.
Mobile, Feb. 6. Ar, sch Jessie Lena, DevG, A. R. ball last Friday evening was a decided success. The hall was crowded and
the following program was given very acceptably: Music, Cascade Galop, Ferrazzi,

ABSOLUTE
SECURITY.

News or the Oranges.

to the

editor.... A very

Monday evening

ami had

Belfast

twelfth annual concert, ball and drill at the
Belfast Opera House on Monday evening,
Feb. 20, 1899, and doubtless some of them
vi ill
be present with their ladies....F. L.
Colley of Belfast is at work m the Yankee
Blade office this week, making up aud printI ing the paper, which is now- a monthly with

Ketchup, 2

1

been Somewhat improved, is again :
confined to bed.
Much sympathy is express- !
ed for her, and all our other sufferers..
Capt. Everett Staples shows but little improvement-... .There was an attendance of
about 40 at the \ ] S. sociable in Coleord’s

ss

g.ad to see lie lias kept a nice stick < t g< oils here and
Inch keeps him | both he and lus wile l ave } a.ti special at-

eleven c ildreu,
Mi's. Jeunie landlett, who has been taroi.
one oi whom, a sister, is now
living.' ing for her mother, Mrs. Alien blacken,
(Mi April lit). Psjb, she w as marri •<> in
Sears- who has had a severe run of grip, was to go
poit t< Ga j it. John G. Pendleton, who with to Portland last week to care for sick ones m
1;\-- children survives
her, one son, Clifton her brother’s family.We are having a
Ik, having been called away m iufaucy. long spell of zero
weather.Manager
1
The children living are
Mrs. William K. Rufus Burns ot the Laucey House attended
Alorisuii of Minneapolis, Mum.; Mrs. A. A. I the annual
meeting of the Maine Hotel
Jackson of Everett, Mass.: Charles S. IVu- Proprietors’ Association held at the
Augusta
diet on of Elmore, Mum.; John
Lolls Pen 1 House, Augusta. He said it was one of the
diet., n ot Saratoga,
ami
most
Miss Edith B.
Cal.;
pleasaut meetings the association lias
I endietcn, w h
lias been her loving attend-■ ever held-A pair of twins, son and daughan. in ii.e home n
isearsport. Mrs. Pendle- ter, came to gladden the home of Mr. and
ton was lunch beioved
by a large circle of Mrs. Will Phillips, the (>th of this mouth.
friends Her loveabie disposition aud
kindly The two weighed lb lbs. 5 oz_Whitten
was one

busi iii

were

her daughters,
Miss Ada. and Mis. Jennie L. C l’ojter, have
recovered irmu their severe attacks ot grip.
..Mi-,

|

cans.
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Jan. 5. Passed
ship Gov ltdbm, Hong Kong for New York; (i, bark
Penobscot, Hong Kong for Boston 18 ship
Josephus, lloug Kong for New York
Buenos Ayres, Feb. 1. In
port sub Win B

O’Brien and Marie Yorke; music, Love’s
Golden Dream, Bonheur, orchestra,

Women’s

Gov. Ames,

Ar, hark Thomas
S’ 40 8aU for Boston

Mien indulged, in after w hich t. e Sir Knights
j
Mary Robinson of Hart- quietly wended their way homew'ard...
eaine to the hotel, and not
S«ai>p<
land and her son, Will Robinson, have been j hi'". B Roberts has rented his farm lor
the j
la .i.g mm i.
a.qu.outed asked to have I)isvisiting their daughter and sister, Mrs. (it o. I ensuing year to Edwin W alker and will the four pieces.
Some of our people have largely due the present difficulty in seem
1 i;<
;■ E.J. Wentworth seut for. Mr.
Cunsf.
ing tonimge sotisfactorv b smpp-rs
the past we el..The Hart land <ars 1 lirst ol Maich take a much needtd vacation
Morse,
making
proposed
up a “play-party,” driving
wise him hr r r-*res an- fimdv sust ained upon
Wentw.ril, prouipt.\ i'-sp".mied and rind*
were
ti the traoK several days last week. | and then
the
basis
So
m
for
a
of
25
:>•
mi
me
other business for a op
Brunswick tod Fertry
turkey supper at the hotel, ami at- !
the
nmtion oi the hrotiier remained
to N* \v Y o
....Mrs. T. B. Dexter, who has been an inTln-re is a I iir de| change. He has been v eiy lont-iy since the j tending t he play afterward..... The Current nandina
His tan.
and tlie authorities
liiaml for tonnage, and onlv m .der,t.e offervalid several
!
\ ears,
.s suiTcring from
an
death of his wife... B. F. Stautial mob-sing Events Club will meet this, Thursday P. M. ings. Coal
b>
the
East are quiet,
freights
c u miied audafter r
attack of lie grip, ai d it is feared that she
wifh Mrs. Ralph
Morse.... Mi-s Fiances but ill the face ,.f h Jit. tonnage, offerings
up his busiia-ss here pupatatory to moving
hearing:! w ,.•* "••• ded 1. send him to tilt: wlii not
recover.
Lev. B. C
Whitcomb \ to Saugerv die. where he win continue lus Cleaves, who has been ill for a month past, previous rates are mar tained
asy.mu at
Mr.
dme

to

0\lC«

on

j
|

of Golden Crown
Lodge,No.108,Knights of Pythias of this place !
were duly installed last
Tuesday eveniug
by District Deputy Francis H. W elch, assisted by J. K. Dennett as M. at A. and F. W. 1
Prescott as Prelate, W. M. Welch of Belfast
was also present.
The c fticers are as fol- j
lows: F. W. Pingree, C. C.; Milo Colson,
j
V. C. Herbert Smith, 1’ ; R. A. llale, M of
the. W.i E. C. Kolbrook, K. of R. and S. ;

grip.

attack of the

an

Rockland

to

Tuesday

her

j

Old, scl,

Waldeinar, Fernandina.
Turk’s Island, Jan. 24.

delicious and wholesome

Thorndike. Rev. D. Brackett was unable to keep bis appointment at the Centre
church last Sunday... .The high school,
which began last Monday at East Thorndike, under the instruction of Mr. Nathan
Webb of Jackson, opened with 31 scholars.
-Dr. A. C. Eilingwood of Belfast was in
town last week to see his patient, Mr. J R.
Gross... .Mr. Leon Parsons, w ho lias been in
Massachusetts for several months, lias returned to his home... Miss Lula Roberts of
Brooks is passing a few weeks with her
graudparents, Mr. and Mrs. j.G. Cilley_
Mrs. Flora Hunt, w ho lias been sick in Waterville for several weeks, has so far recovered as to be able to be moved home to her
father’s, Mr. A. S. Higgins’... .Mr. V. N.
Higgins received a pleasant, call from Mr.
Joshua Twitcbell of Jackson last Tuesday. 1
.Miss Nancy Prentiss was the guest of
Mr. Bert Stevens Feb. lltli and 12tli....Mr. i
Charlie Gross is “Calliug”ou friends in Troy,
-Mr. and Mrs. Daniel Hunt are passing
the winter wim ineir son, lvir. Edward M. !
Hunt.... Mr. Alonzo Major of Montville and
Mr. Clifton Hunt visited Mr. and Mrs. Ed. j
Hunt, Feb. 5t.li....Mr. Fred Hasty is suffer- |
ing from what the doe teas fear will be a'
lumbar abscess-Mr. E. M. Hunt and wife j
visited V. N. Higgins and wile last Wedins

Waldo Richards has

Mrs.

Pascagoula Feb 11,
Hutehinsou, Boston.

about Feb 1st
St. Helena,

week.

last

the back of winter
is broken we can now hope the bay will not
be frozen to impede navigation this winter.
ice

Makes the food

A PA,R FOR

stopped by

Absolutely Pure

M.

Feb.18th, after a profitable term of 10 weeks,
taught by the Superintendent of schools,Miss
Flora Haley-Alice Haley is very poorly.
We are indebted to Charles A. Mathews of ....Capt and Mrs. A. A. Ginn of Prospect
the passenger department of Northern Pacific Ferry will entertain a party of friends from
railroad, St. Paul, for a handsome military here the 18tli... .Ella M. Littlefield received
the sad intelligence of the sudden death of
calendar issued by the company.
The bay and harbor were entirely free her uncle, Orrin Jones, in Sanford, Maine,
from

Andrews, Havana.
Scotland, Va„ Feb. 11
Navigation
James river beyond Claremont

Royal &

Mr.

to

Porter, recently discharged
from the Marines, arrived by steamer Penobscot Saturday.
George
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The best undeveloped .Mining pio|u-nyt<
is owned by the Old Hiekor\ (mbi Milling <'mu
lie
\'iet<*i ," the mi!,! j
paiiy. Six pnq ertirs
Hickory,’’ the “I. C. Kid," the “Denslow. tin“Ward," and the‘‘New York” are imnoi b> ii-b
<
I
ompany.ami arc all located on the •. olviln- in
ervation. where not a single mine has been sunk j
to a depth of ltKi feet Inn what has proven a pa\
ing mine. The Victor was located the first <lay
the Reservation was opened, Kebruaty “nti;. Is: c,
being the pick of the whole Res»*rvai ion, its e,\
istence having been known to the Indians long
before.
The others were all located early in the history
of the camp, and were selected from among a
number of favorable-looking properties
'Hie
deeds are all in the office of the Compan.v.
Work was started on these pioperties and has
progressed rapidly on the Victor, where two tunnels have been run and shafts sunk, all encounterto $515 per ton by
ing rich Ore running from
a‘•say and carrying high percentage of copper,!
the
the
of
showing
permanence
ledge.
On the Victor and L. C. Kid the ledges on the
surface are 30 feet across, and prospects at the
pre-ent stage of development are far superior to \
those of either the Le Roi or the Republic at the
same period of dev* lopment.
1
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Butter salt. 14 IF Fan, 1* Oat Mi
Corn, p lilt.
501 Onion- I
Crack d Corn, p hu, r*t Oil, km
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14 Pork. \f' U
Cheese, p IB.
Cotton Seed, p ewt, 1 25 Plastei
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There
question but that the Old Hickory
properties will prove to be a second Republic,
whose stock is now selling at many dollars per
SUBSCRIBE
share.
is no

To carry on the developments one-third of the
whole Capital Stock of $l,00t ,000 was set aside to
he sold for development purposes as the v\, rk
progressed. It is this Stock which you now have
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